Even the Lowest-Priced Homes Can Afford These Three NuTone Products

△ NuTone Ventilating Fans - to get rid of Kitchen Grease and Odors.
★ NuTone Door Chimes - for a Friendly Musical Greeting at the Door.

Write for free literature, specifications, diagrams and data for installing NuTone Ventilating Fans, Door Chimes, and Electric Ceiling Heaters.

NUTONE, INC., Dept. AR-14, Cincinnati 27, Ohio
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THE A. I. A. MEETS IN NEW YORK

An advance registration of 600 and hotel room registrations of 1200 for the 84th annual convention of the American Institute of Architects June 24–27 were reported as this issue of the Record went to press a week before the convention opened.

It looked as though this year's session, the A.I.A.'s first in New York for 27 years, would follow the pattern of recent years and be a record-breaker attendance-wise.

In most other respects, however, the convention as planned by the committees headed by Arthur A. Holden, F.A.I.A., New York regional director and general chairman of arrangements for the convention, was breaking sharply from the trend of recent conventions.

(Continued on page 12)

REGULATION X RELAXED; BUILDERS: "NOT ENOUGH"

The long-awaited relaxation of Regulation X came last month, but the reaction it drew from the industry made it seem far from a bonanza.

(Continued on page 12)
RICHARDS LEAVES FHA
Franklin D. Richards, since 1947 commissioner of the Federal Housing Administration, resigned his post effective June 30 to open his own mortgage brokerage and financing office in Washington.

Mr. Richards, who succeeded Raymond M. Foley as FHA commissioner, had been connected with FHA since 1934, when he was appointed FHA director for the state of Utah. He was born in Ogden, Utah, in 1900 and practiced law in Salt Lake City from 1923 until he joined FHA.

FCDA ISSUES NEW MANUAL
"Improvement of Shelter Areas," Part II of the Federal Civil Defense Administration's long-scheduled series on design of bomb shelters, was published last month. Copies (15 cents each) are available from the Government Printing Office.

The new technical manual, which includes instructions and drawings, is intended primarily for architects and engineers. Frederic A. Pawley was the A.I.A. member of a reviewing panel.

REGULATION X (Continued from p. 11)
The National Association of Home Builders called the action only a "token" relaxation of "Regulation Ax" and predicted it would be little help "to families in need of housing."

N.A.H.B. President Alan Brockbank, who described Regulation X as "the greatest obstacle to home ownership ever faced by the home-buying public," said the credit restriction must be removed completely.

"We will take the home buyer's case direct to Congress," Mr. Brockbank said. "There is no good reason for retention of these credit curbs over housing."

Lumber Dealers Protest
Another quick protest came from the National Retail Lumber Dealers Association, whose executive vice president, H. R. Northup, called the revision "extremely disappointing," offering "no important relief" to families seeking any but the lowest-priced homes.

REVISED REGULATION X SCHEDULE OF DOWNPAYMENTS

| Value (Transaction Price) Per Family Unit | Non-Veteran (FHA) and Conventional Minimum | VA Loans | |
|------------------------------------------|------------------------------------------|------------------------------------------|
|                                           | Down Payment Dollar Amount Per Cent Of Value | Dollar Amount Per Cent Of Value |
| $5,000                                   | $250 5.0                                 | $0 0.0                                  |
| 6,000                                    | 300 5.0                                  | 0 0.0                                   |
| 7,000                                    | 350 5.0                                  | 0 0.0                                   |
| 8,000                                    | 950 11.9                                 | 350 4.8                                 |
| 9,000                                    | 1,290 13.3                               | 480 5.3                                 |
| 10,000                                   | 1,450 14.5                               | 580 5.8                                 |
| 11,000                                   | 1,900 17.3                               | 740 6.7                                 |
| 12,000                                   | 2,350 19.6                               | 900 7.5                                 |
| 13,000                                   | 2,800 21.5                               | 1,450 11.2                              |
| 14,000                                   | 3,250 23.2                               | 2,000 14.3                              |
| 15,000                                   | 3,700 24.7                               | 2,550 17.0                              |
| 16,000                                   | 4,250 26.6                               | 3,100 19.4                              |
| 17,000                                   | 4,800 28.2                               | 3,670 21.6                              |
| 18,000                                   | 5,350 29.7                               | 4,230 23.6                              |
| 19,000                                   | 5,900 31.1                               | 4,810 25.3                              |
| 20,000                                   | 6,450 32.2                               | 5,380 26.9                              |
| 21,000                                   | 7,000 33.3                               | 5,950 28.3                              |
| 22,000                                   | 7,750 35.2                               | 6,650 30.2                              |
| 23,000                                   | 8,500 37.0                               | 7,550 32.0                              |
| 24,000                                   | 9,250 38.5                               | 8,650 33.5                              |
| 25,000                                   | 10,000 40.0                              | 8,750 35.0                              |

REVISED REGULATION X SCHEDULE OF DOWNPAYMENTS (Continued from page 11)

Another objective of the streamlining, according to the committee, was to free visiting architects to spend the maximum amount of time enjoying New York; and the most elaborate efforts of the committee were devoted to arranging a wide variety of tours and trips to promote this enjoyment.

Second, the choice of speakers for the major addresses of the convention brought non-architects to a position of prominence on the program that they have not until this year attained. Of four major speakers at this year's convention, only one, Hugh Ferriss, newly-elected president of the New York Chapter of the A.I.A., was an architect.

The others were Pyke Johnson, president of the Automotive Safety Foundation; Ernest T. Weir, chairman of the Republic Steel Corporation; and (at the annual banquet) Deane W. Malott, president of Cornell University.

Behind the Convention
Matthew W. Del Gaudio was co-chairman of the 1952 convention committee headed by Mr. Holden; Alonzo W. Clark, secretary; Daniel Schwartzman, treasurer.

Host chapter and society representatives were: Vito Battista, Brooklyn Chapter; Michael A. Cardo, Bronx Chapter; George Cavalieri, New York Society; William C. Halbert, Westchester Chapter; Oswald Fischer, Queens Chapter; Francis Keally, New York Chapter; Theodore Koch, Staten Island Chapter; Joseph Watterson, L. I. Chapter; Harry Silverman, Brooklyn Society.

Subcommittee chairmen were as follows: Leopold Arnaud, Engineering Advancement Exhibit; William F. R. Ballard, City Planning Exhibit; J. Gordon Carr, Annual Dinner; Robert W. Cutler, Trips and Visits; Frederick J. Frost Jr., Opening Luncheon; Wallace K. Harrison, United Nations Exhibit; Albert F. Heino, Honor Awards; A. Gordon Lorimer, Building Products Exhibit; Geoffrey N. Lawford, Public Relations.

Also Julian Clarence Levi, Reception; William Potter, Finance; Harold R. Sleeper, Building Industry Luncheon; Eldredge Snyder, Ladies Entertainment; Ralph Walker, Collateral Exhibits; Edgar L. William, Special Entertainment; John N. Linn, Tickets; Kenneth K. Stowell, Student Activities; Lawrence Grant White, President's Reception.
The English oak burl coffee table (below) is one of Nakashima's custom designs, was made from a log that was originally brought to this country as ballast on a ship, resisted an attempt to bum it, and finally was sawn. "It stood in my shop for about a year until we evolved a design for it," Nakashima says. The photograph of Nakashima on page 11 shows him beside the next board of this same log.

Only three Nakashima pieces are commercially available — Knoll Associates has these. At left: the chair, which has a frame of clear birch, mortised and tenoned joints. At right: another chair; this one available in walnut or cherry as well as in birch. Below right: the table (38 x 34 x 16 5/8 in.) has solid birch top, walnut sides and legs.

**KNOLL EXHIBITS WORK OF A.I.A. CRAFTSMANSHIP MEDAL WINNER**

One of the many New York exhibits timed to coincide with the national convention of the American Institute of Architects was Knoll Associates' showing of the work of George Nakashima, who received this year's A.I.A. Craftsmanship Medal.

An architect turned woodworker, Mr. Nakashima executes nearly all of his designs in his own shop near New Hope, Pa. He believes very firmly that design and execution are too far apart these days: "There is too much of the conception of form and the imposition of it to manufacture with a complete separation of the designer and the mechanic," he says. "That is probably why we have yet to achieve a truly honest contemporary product in wood, either in architecture or in furniture, in relation to the fine machinery at our disposal. We are all fouled up in catchwords such as 'modern' and 'traditional' and avoid the real issues. A new type of man must be born who is as capable with machinery and tools as he is with a pencil. There is no doubt that, in the final analysis, the tool is more sensitive than the pencil."

Knoll Associates does have three Nakashima designs (shown above) for distribution; otherwise Mr. Nakashima's pieces are all custom work. His tools are modern power lathes and ancient Japanese saws and chisels; he uses local woods, buying standing trees — ash, walnut, birch, oak, poplar, cherry — from the countryside around him. Much of his stock is air-dried, for about six months; the rest is kiln-dried.

Mr. Nakashima feels strongly about finishes. "Varnish," he says, "has a chilling effect on wood. Never can aging or the subtle weathering of a fine piece of wood take place if it has been varnished. Woods should be waxed or oiled."

Mr. Nakashima, who has architectural degrees from the University of Washington and Massachusetts Institute of Technology as well as a diploma from Fontainebleau, practiced architecture for six years in Japan and India and five years on the West coast.
FOCUS ON PUBLIC RELATIONS AT NEW JERSEY CONVENTION

Architectural public relations, a subject by no means new to New Jersey architects, nevertheless made the biggest news at last month's Asbury Park convention of the New Jersey Chapter of the American Institute of Architects and the New Jersey Society of Architects.

How the Ontario Association of Architects spends the $5000 it allots to promotion was described in a frank, detailed and factual account by the Association's public relations director, John Caulfield Smith, a contributing editor of Architectural Record. Mr. Smith's description of the methods used in Ontario made his hearers feel that American architects have hardly gotten started in the field of professional public relations. His talk was followed by a barrage of questions and developed considerable sentiment for attempting to arrange a spot for Mr. Smith at the A.I.A. national convention.

The public relations program in New Jersey, as described by Victor M. Reynal, A.I.A., has allotted $1000 of a $2000 budget to paid newspaper advertising ("It pays to consult an architect before you build"). Other features: a speakers' bureau with a projector and slides; a brochure on architects' services, with a list of members of the two New Jersey groups.

Harold R. Sleeper, F.A.I.A., a member of the national A.I.A. Committee on Public Relations which was to present a special report to the national convention at the end of last month, outlined some of the possibilities envisaged by the committee. Public relations as a tool for the individual architect was discussed by Searle H. von Storch, A.I.A.

Accounting for Architects

Architectural accounting systems made the subject of the other major seminar at a very down-to-earth convention. Neil J. Convery, A.I.A., was moderator; speakers were Joseph H. Abel, A.I.A., of Washington, D. C., and Miss Ellis Leigh of the Office of Emil A. Schmidlin, A.I.A.

Officers Reelected

Elmer S. Tuthill of Summit, president of the two organizations, and the entire slate of officers were reelected by the convention, the second joint annual session. It had a total registration of over 600, including 230 architects, 50 percent over last year's meeting.

Building Awards Given

Eleven certificates of award and one special award were given for entries in the third annual convention exhibition. Award-winning architects were: Vincent G. Kling, Philadelphia; Fenick A. Vogel, Caldwell, N. J.; Kelly & Gruzen, New York; Lawrence C. Licht, Frank E. Johnson Associate, Englewood, N. J.; Arthur Rigolo, Clifton, N. J.; Herman C. Litwack, Newark; Oren Thomas, Collingswood, N. J.
More Destructive than Termites!

CONDENSATION WILL MAKE PAINT PEEL, PLASTER CRUMBLE, WOOD ROT, AND MASONRY AND MORTAR DETERIORATE.

Ordinary insulation in walls lets water vapor flow through, condense, accumulate and cause damage. Vapor is a gas. It flows through walls from high vapor density areas to low. Cold air can retain less vapor in suspension, and creates a low density area. Vapor pierces plaster, wood, brick, stone, asphalt, building paper, ordinary insulations. Wherever it touches a substance colder than its dew-point, it condenses.

Inside walls, within ordinary insulation, onto and within siding or sheathing, onto inner wall surfaces, vapor flows and condenses if a vapor barrier of zero permeability is not provided. Upon condensing, it stimulates fungi and insects which greedily break down wood and cause timber rot. It makes paint peel, plaster crumble, iron rust.

Impervious to vapor, multiple accordion aluminum is also non-condensation-forming. The slight mass of the aluminum sheet on the warm side (1/5 oz. per sq. ft.) approximates the adjacent air’s temperature (by conduction) so quickly that it can extract very little heat from it. Therefore the air can retain its vapor content in suspension, without otherwise resulting condensation.

Each aluminum sheet throws back 97% radiation on the warm side, emits but 3% on the cold. On the cold side, each aluminum sheet is slightly warmer than adjacent air, and heats it. Therefore the capacity of the air to retain vapor in suspension is slightly increased, and no dewpoint is ever reached. Nowhere on nor within multiple accordion aluminum does condensation formation occur.

The aluminum and fiber sheets block inner and outer convection. In addition, the air spaces practically eliminate conduction.

Multiple accordion aluminum is commercially available as Infra Insulation, Types 6, 4, and 4 Jr. For a complete discussion of the subject, ask us to send at our expense, Schwartz’s “Simplified Physics of Vapor and Thermal Insulation,” and the Government booklet, “Insulation and Weather-Proofing” (Div. Farm Bldgs. & Rural Housing).

INFRA WALL HEAT FLOW THERMAL FACTORS
Type 6 C. 073, R 13.69 = 5/8” dry Rockwool
Type 4 C. 107, R 9.34 = 3/4” dry Rockwool
Type 4 Jr. C. 123, R 8.13 = 3/8” dry Rockwool
(Type 4 Jr. in 1" Space)

INFRA INSULATION, INC.
525 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
WOrth 4-2241
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Single Step Servicing

Reduces maintenance time to an absolute minimum. Entire operating unit, including main seat washer, can be lifted out and replaced in a few seconds. No need to take valve off of line to service.

Macy's, Kansas City

One of the many fine buildings equipped with Watrous Flush Valves.

Kivett & Myers
Architects

WM. L. Cassell
Mechanical Engineer

Winn-Senter Construction Co.
General Contractors

EDW. W. Lochman Co.
Plumbing Contractors

ADJUSTABLE FLUSH VALVES
BOTH DIAPHRAGM AND PISTON TYPES

The Imperial Brass Manufacturing Company
1240 W. Harrison Street, Chicago 7, Illinois
ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS MEET AT THE OCTAGON

Around the conference table at the first meeting of the Joint Committee of the American Institute of Civil Engineers and the American Institute of Architects: G. Brooks Earnest, Joseph Ehlers, Alvin E. Harley and Craig P. Hazen of A.S.C.E.; Leonard H. Bailey, Mason G. Lockwood and Edmund R. Purves of A.I.A. The committee is another attempt to encourage joint discussion of common problems.

JAMES HORNBECK BECOMES RECORD ASSOCIATE EDITOR

James S. Hornbeck, an architect with 14 years' experience in both large and small architectural offices, has become an associate editor of Architectural Record.

For the last two and a half years, Mr. Hornbeck has been a designer with the New York architectural firm of Harrison & Abramovitz; for three years before that he was a designer in the New York office of Skidmore, Owings and Merrill.

Mr. Hornbeck got his B.S. in Architecture from Pennsylvania State College followed by graduate study at Harvard. He was in the office of Eden & Kapp, State College, Pa., for two years before returning to Penn State for a five-year stint as an instructor in the Department of Architecture.

His later experience included design and drafting for the architectural unit of the Pennsylvania Turnpike Commission; design and specification writing for W. T. Grant Company, New York; wartime design for the Austin Company, New York; and two years with the Manhattan Engineer District, Kellex Corp., New York, working on design and development of industrial buildings for the atomic bomb project at Oak Ridge.

CONVOCATION WILL MARK ENGINEERING CENTENNIAL

More than 40 engineering organizations are making plans to participate in the convocation program which will mark the Centennial of Engineering to be held in Chicago September 3-13 in honor of the hundredth anniversary of the American Society of Civil Engineers.

The American Institute of Architects will be represented on the program by a speaker, as yet unannounced; presentation of a scroll in honor of the occasion; and its major 1952 convention exhibit, "The Re-Union of Architecture and Engineering: 1852–1952."

Twelve symposiums will constitute the principal general sessions, and the individual engineering societies will hold their own more specialized technical sessions.

Activities of the Centennial are directed by a corporation headed by Lenox R. Lohr, M.A.S.C.E., president.

"It's a light, cheery apartment — you get the full afternoon glare from the U.N. Building...."
Construction is well advanced on three new buildings for the Texas Medical Center: 315-bed general hospital, St. Luke's Episcopal (tight) — Staub & Rather and Hiram A. Salisbury, Architects; 100-bed special hospital, Texas Children's (below) — Milton Foy Martin, Architect; M. D. Anderson Hospital for Cancer Research (below right) — MacKie & Kamrath, Architects.

Below: a fourth new building got under way in May, the University of Texas School of Dentistry — MacKie & Kamrath, Architects. Two other buildings will be started before the end of the year. Houston Academy of Medicine Library — Cameron Fairchild, Architect; City-County Charity Hospital Jefferson Davis — Alfred C. Finn, H. Edward Maddox and C. A. Johnson, Architects.

Texas Medical Center: Five Units Are Built, Four Under Way, Two More '52 Starts Planned

Six years after the public dedication of its site on the outskirts of Houston, the Texas Medical Center represents a capital investment of more than $53,000,000, not including the $12,000,000 Veterans Administration Hospital located just outside the 163-acre tract but an integral part of the Medical Center program.

Five new buildings have been completed: Baylor University College of Medicine (1947), Hermann Hospital No. 2 (1949), and Hermann Professional Building — Kenneth Franzheim, Hedrick & Lindsay, architects; Methodist Hospital (1951) — Watkin, Nunn, McGinty and Phenix, architects; and Arabis Temple Crippled Children's Clinic (1952) — Alfred C. Finn, architect.

Four more buildings are under way and construction is expected to start before the end of this year on two others. Two of the projects in the original scheme are still unscheduled: the University of Texas School of Public Health and Graduate School of Medicine.

The Center is administered by a joint Board of Trustees for an association of universities and hospitals devoted to the advancement of research, education and treatment in the fields of medicine, dentistry and the allied health sciences. The Board, with its Architectural Committee, must approve all building plans, plot plans and specifications.
"I wonder what kind of flooring I should call for here"

"Check with the Kentile Flooring Contractor. He'll give you the straight dope on all types of flooring"

Special Kentile (greaseproof) is ideal for power rooms, machine shops, restaurants... wherever greases, oils, alcohol, alkalis, most acid solutions, or extra heavy traffic present a maintenance problem.

The practical and time-saving solution to any flooring problem is a call to the local Kentile Flooring Contractor.

The obvious advantages of a certain kind of flooring in a certain installation are often outweighed by disadvantages that can be foreseen only by the expert. To keep posted on the great number of products and materials available today would be so time-consuming that busy specifiers everywhere are learning to count on specialists for accurate and up-to-date information. Such a man is the Kentile Flooring Contractor. Call on him as often as you wish...you'll find his extensive background makes him a valuable addition to your "staff."

KENTILE • SPECIAL (GREASE PROOF) KENTILE • KENCORK • KENRUBBER
YOUR FUTURE'S UNLIMITED

Smart, modern, practical is the exterior of this Mandeville Canyon residence near Los Angeles, designed by William Wilson Wurster, AIA. Effective vertical application of Kaiser Aluminum Siding is both striking in appearance and functional. Helps deaden sound and provides excellent insulation. Attractive baked-on enamel coat can't crack, peel or blister — is amazingly easy to clean.

Kaiser Aluminum Siding is rot-proof, rust-proof — lasts for generations. Slightly concave surface gives rigid, ripple-free construction. Installed under tension, Kaiser Aluminum Siding assures tight, weatherproof joints. Upper edge of strip fits into slotted lower edge of adjoining strips for easy installation. Nails go through pre-punched holes, are completely concealed.
WITH ALUMINUM

The most versatile building material of all—aluminum—will be available in plentiful supply when the current industry-wide expansion is completed.

Kaiser Aluminum alone is increasing its pre-Korea production of primary aluminum 132%. For example, the new Kaiser Aluminum plant at New Orleans soon will double its production—will become the largest primary aluminum reduction plant in the United States.

So you should plan now to incorporate light, strong, corrosion-resistant Kaiser Aluminum in your future construction.

Check before you substitute

The defense program today is making heavy demands on Kaiser Aluminum production facilities. So you may not always find Kaiser Aluminum readily available for non-defense projects.

However, it may pay you to check with your Kaiser Aluminum dealer before you specify less-satisfactory substitute materials. For he still may be able to meet certain requirements from his stocks.

A few of today's modern aluminum applications

Shown here are a few of the modern applications in which aluminum was specified for its unique advantages in design, beauty and practicality.

These applications suggest the unlimited possibilities of your future designs—with aluminum!

Write for information


Kaiser Aluminum
building materials for home, farm and industry
FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT CONQUERS PARIS: AND VICE VERSA

Henry H. Reed Jr. Analyzes Reviews of Beaux Arts Exhibit; Even Communists Bow to "Most Famous American Architect"

To Frank Lloyd Wright, who is not unaccustomed to public applause, the reaction of the Paris press to his work on exhibit this spring at the Ecole Nationale Supérieure des Beaux-Arts may have seemed only suitable, but its warmth and extent must have impressed him at least with the perceptiveness of French journalists. It was a minority, represented by Bernard Champignonneau of Le Figaro littéraire, which gently protested the sermonsizing of the Sage of the Middle West. "Frank Lloyd Wright has come to Paris to preach a crusade against the skyscraper" was his ironic comment; after all, the city has only one, the 60-year-old Eiffel Tower.

The main stream of critical comment was not ironic. "The inspiration of Frank Lloyd Wright is the boldest and most generous of the 20th century," announced André Chastel of Le Monde, the Paris equivalent of The New York Times.

"Frank Lloyd Wright, inventor of the space house, triumphs in Paris," was the title of the article of A. H. Martine in Arts.

Even Les Lettres françaises, the Communist literary weekly, could not conceal its admiration for his work, although it complained that the exhibition was all part of the machinations of the State Department. "Frank Lloyd Wright is the most famous American architect," it told its readers; but warned them also that the exhibition itself was sponsored "by the American bureaus of propaganda."

It was a golden opportunity, to the great annoyance of the Communists, for our information services, and they outdid themselves in helping the writers. Maximilien Gauthier in Les Nouvelles littéraires was even equipped to quote the sculptor Horatio Greenough in discussing the background to Wright's work. There were very few mistakes and then only in captions — as in Arts, where a picture of the Robie house was identified as "la maison dans le désert."

As for the presentation, the French government matched our efforts by refurbishing the great Salle Foch of the Ecole. It was a welcome to the artist in the great tradition of France despite the fact, as André Chastel noted, that the recognition had come a little late. The tardiness may be forgotten when the setting is recalled: first of all, the Ecole itself on the Left Bank of the Seine; then, a few steps away, Le Vau's Institut de France and the Hôtel des Monnaies d'Antoine; on the other bank of the river stretches the impressive façade of the Grande Galerie of the Louvre, and beyond, the garden of the Tuileries.

"Builder and poet" was the eloquent accolade of Chastel, for whom Wright is an architect who looks on "space as the true end of architecture."

His work is "stamped with a ferociously independent personality," wrote André Warnod in the daily Le Figaro, "... he considers architecture as a plastic art comparable to sculpture."

"True architecture for him goes beyond technical progress and meeting the demands of comfort," observed Martine (Arts) "... once those necessary conditions are answered — it is only a question of construction and livability — there remains that of beauty, and there lies the mission of the architect." He praised Wright's "mastery of imposing masses as well as his sense of proportion in handling voids and solids. ..."

Gauthier (Les Nouvelles littéraires) was enchanted by the "organic" theory itself and particularly its expression in city planning, Broadacre City, "where each of us, we may be sure, would at last find conditions fundamental to our happiness."

The Communist Marcel Cornu, after complaining of the Marshall Plan, the Atlantic Pact, the Reader's Digest, and the presence in France of American soldiers, calmed his readers by saying that, after all, Wright had nothing to do with our foreign policy and that he represented the "other, true America." "A real pioneer," who as a child "ran barefoot in the fields and forests of his native land not far from the Great Lakes," Wright "loves and feels the countryside." Cornu praised especially the early work, which "we feel to be national, work which cannot be copied, but whose feeling has value for us."

"This architecture of fifty years ago is for us warmly sympathetic," he wrote, (Continued on page 268)

WRIGHT'S GUGGENHEIM MUSEUM: DICTIONARY OF CLASSIC TERMS?

The Editor
Architectural Record

Dear Sir:

Younger men may be a bit rusty when confronted with terms used to describe parts of the Classic Orders, especially Greek Doric.

For those more at home in the modern idiom we append an illustrated dictionary of such terms, using for their benefit examples found in the Frank Lloyd Wright drawing of the Guggenheim Museum reproduced in your current issue.

Mr. Wright's scholarly approach to classic detail should give heart to die-hard traditionalists.

Yours sincerely,

Alfred D. Reid, A.I.A.

Alfred D. Reid's "illustrated dictionary"; the Wright drawing was one of the illustrations for Mr. Wright's article "Organic Architecture Looks at Modern Architecture" (Architectural Record, May 1952, pages 148-154)
The famous International Amphitheatre, Chicago, long the show place for livestock exhibits, industrial displays, sports and athletic events, now makes its bow to the nation as host to both Republican and Democratic Presidential Conventions in July.

In common with hundreds of other famous public buildings across the country, the International Amphitheatre protects both its patrons and its property with a permanent, lightweight, firesafe, no-maintenance Federal-Featherweight STRUCTURAL CONCRETE Precast Roof Deck.

Most other equally well-known public buildings in Chicago are also roofed with Federal—the Adler Planetarium, Shedd Aquarium, Field Museum, Rockefeller Chapel, and others—as well as countless more non-industrial and industrial buildings everywhere. Federal Roofs truly Cover the Country!

CATALOG ON REQUEST.

CHANNEL ROOF DECK SLABS for use with composition covering.

NAILING CONCRETE SLABS to hold securely, slate, tile, copper or other ornamental roof.
How ANACONDA copper

"HEAT PUMP"

HOW IT WORKS — Heat pump system in sausage plant removes heat from sausage with forced-air refrigerating convectors (a). Compressors (b) use Freon-12 refrigerant. 80-gallon heat exchanger tank (c) warms domestic water running through 300 feet of copper tubing. Surge tank (d) takes care of vapor or liquid refrigerant. 500 feet of copper tubing in office floors (e) provides radiant heat, and 1800 feet in basement floor (f) dissipates heat in summer, stores it for radiant heating on nights, weekends.

HEAT PUMP HEART — All mechanical equipment is assembled as a packaged unit. Two 3-hp. compressors, plus automatic controls, are located between heat exchanger (left) and surge tank (right). Charles Charlton, Hartford, Conn., Designer.
When both heating and cooling sides of a refrigeration system are put to work, it's a true heat pump with important operating economies. Here's an interesting example of such double duty. In the Hartford, Connecticut sausage plant of Mucke & Sons, process heat warms offices. ANACONDA Copper Tubing plays an essential part. Its excellent heat-transfer properties, corrosion resistance, and consistent uniformity make for high efficiency.

Primarily this system was designed to cool cooked sausage. However, it was apparent that three jobs could be done by the "heat" side. Designer Charles Charlton used heat removed from the sausage (1) to heat offices, (2) to provide washroom hot water, (3) as a reserve, stored underground, for use when sausage processing is not in operation.

Nothing succeeds like success. Results have been so encouraging that Mucke & Sons are thinking of expanding the system to make further use of the heat.

If this installation interests you, we will gladly forward a complete description on request. The American Brass Company, Waterbury 20, Connecticut. In Canada: Anaconda American Brass Ltd., New Toronto, Ontario.
WELLESLEY COLLEGE BUILDS TWO NEW DORMITORIES

Need for Economy Brings
Contemporary Design to
Still Another Campus

The 600-acre campus of 77-year-old Wellesley College is getting its first contemporary buildings for a familiar reason — in the words of a college announcement to alumnae about the new dormitories, "from economic necessity they will be simpler in design."

Coolidge Shepley Bulfinch & Abbott, the Boston architects who introduced organic architecture to the Harvard Yard with the Lamont Library, have planned three new dormitories, each with its own dining room but all served from a central kitchen. Two of the dormitories, the kitchen and three dining rooms are now under construction, to be ready for occupancy this fall; construction of the third dormitory will be postponed — again from economic necessity — for several years.

The dormitories will be of red brick, with the first floor of glass and fieldstone. There will be living quarters for 137 girls in each dormitory, arranged in an equal number of double and single rooms. Each floor will have 11 double and 11 single rooms, a central lobby or living room off the elevator and stairs with kitchenette and ironing boards.

Seminar rooms in the group will provide quarters for small classes obviating the cost of opening and lighting regular classroom buildings for evening seminars.

On the lower floor are the dining rooms between the dormitories, and in each dormitory building a large living room with fireplace and beyond that a "quiet room" with a fireplace and books which can be used as a library or study room.

The separate dining rooms, planned with their central kitchen to preserve the sense of each dormitory as a house unit while gaining economy in food preparation, can on occasion be combined into one great hall.

Dining rooms form connecting link between dormitory units (above). Below (in order): cafeteria, dining room, students room and (bottom right) "quiet room" off living room.
ART METAL releases its creative ideas on INCANDESCENT LIGHTING

Write for these and future releases on ART METAL's new product ideas.

THE ART METAL COMPANY
CLEVELAND 3, OHIO

Manufacturers of Engineered Incandescent Lighting

These new products attain a distinction of imaginative design and purposeful performance through ART METAL's engineering vision and experience.
Vancouver Assembly Elects R. S. Morris R.A.I.C. Head

At the recent assembly in Vancouver of the Royal Architectural Institute of Canada, R. Schofield Morris of Toronto was elected president of the organization, succeeding John Roxburgh Smith of Montreal.

Other new officers are: Louis N. Audet, Sherbrooke, Que. — first vice-president; Peter M. Thornton, Vancouver — second vice-president; D. E. Kerland, Toronto — honorary secretary; A. J. C. Paine, Montreal — honorary treasurer.

Highlight of the meeting was the announcement of an architectural competition for the new National Gallery of Canada, to be erected in Ottawa. This is expected to be one of the most important events of its kind ever held in Canada.

Cite Housing Inadequacies

Several important resolutions were passed by the assembly, including the following:

1. That the R.A.I.C. continue any practical steps which will lead to the retention in Canada of young university graduates, in order that their services may be available for the continual development of the nation.

2. That in the opinion of the assembly the continued inadequacy of the housing program constitutes a major threat to the healthy development of the country.

(Continued on page 32)
Miracle Surface Anchors Speed
Construction of United Nations Headquarters

cuts time and construction costs

In the United Nations Headquarters — as in many modern commercial and residential new construction and modernization jobs — Miracle Surface Anchors bonded with Miracle Adhesive cut costs and construction time.

For Miracle Anchors bonded with Miracle Adhesive provide firm anchorage to all types of rigid surfaces without drilling, welding or expansion bolts. Reports show Miracle Anchors install in 2/3 to 3/4 the time required for mechanical anchorage.

A Miracle Surface Anchor consists of a small perforated metal plate 2" x 2" or 2-3/4" x 2-3/4" to the center of which is factory welded, a nail, bolt, spindle, prong or threaded stud, and they are available in a variety of shapes and sizes depending upon the material and load to be supported. The perforated base is especially designed to provide positive anchorage by bonding it with Miracle Adhesive to masonry, metals, wall boards, plaster, tile, glass, etc.

Architects:
Harrison & Abramovitz
Consulting Engineers:
Sykes & Hennessy, Inc.
General Contractors:
Fuller-Turner-Walsh-Blatery, Inc.
Acoustics:
William J. Seully Acoustics Corp.
Air Conditioning:
Carrier Corp.
Insulation:
Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp.
Pittsburgh Corning Foamglas Corp.
Controls:
Johnson Service Company

Delegates Dining Room — Conference Area. Air conditioning units installed with Miracle Surface Anchors.

Miracle Anchor Bolts and Miracle Adhesive hold anchor brackets for Carrier Weathermaster Units throughout Secretariat Building.

Carrier Weathermaster Unit in position. Brackets secured by Miracle Anchor Bolts and Miracle Adhesive.

Miracle Surface Anchors bonded with Miracle Adhesive fix Owens-Corning Fiberglas on FDR Drive and Reproduction Area of the site.

Miracle Surface Anchors bonded with Miracle Adhesive secure Pittsburgh Corning Foamglas over front door to Secretariat Building.

Miracle Surface Anchors and Miracle Adhesive securely hold larger Pneumatic Air Lines for Johnson Pneumatic Control System for air conditioning, heating and cooling units.

MIRACLE ADHESIVES CORP.
214 E. 53rd Street, New York 22, New York

Miracle Surface Anchors are manufactured by DEVICES, INC., 214 E. 53rd St., New York 22.
"I save enough include 'extras'
Roscoe E. Albright, Jackson, Michigan, builder, tells how Insulite Shingle-Backer and Bildrite Sheathing help him build better homes, yet save enough to pay for extra features!

"I'm able to include such features as automatic dishwashers at no increase in cost with the money I save using Insulite Shingle-Backer and Bildrite Sheathing. My saving on the home pictured here ran to about $180. Here's how it's done."

BUILD AND INSULATE WITH DOUBLE-DUTY

Insulite
Made of hardy Northern wood
dian people and that this resolution will be an instruction to the incoming executive to urge on all authorities concerned the prime necessity for more effective action.

Public utilities building in Scarborough, Ont., has adjacent garage. Architect is J. H. W. Bradfield, Toronto, Ont.

3. That the federal and provincial governments be approached and requested to establish as a principle in the concluding of arrangements with companies for the development of Canada's natural resources that prime consideration be given to provision for employment of Canadian architects and other professional and technically trained personnel in such development projects.

Honor Briton and American

The presence of distinguished visitors lent exceptional color and interest to this year's assembly. Both A. Graham Henderson, president of the Royal Institute of British Architects, and Glenn Stanton, president of the American Institute of Architects, were present to receive Honorary Fellowships.

Other new members of the College of Fellows are: Fred L. Townley and H. H. Simmonds, both of Vancouver; W. Michael Brown, Armadae, N. S.; E. J. Turcotte, Montreal; J. A. G. Easton, Toronto; John M. Kitchen, Ottawa, and Leslie Russell, Winnipeg.

Outgoing Chief's Proposals

Retiring President Smith, reviewing the problems facing Canada's architects, said the federal government should divert surplus treasury funds to housing and slum clearance. He also urged recruitment of an increasingly greater number of candidates for university training in architecture, warning that at the present pace of Canadian growth and of death and retirement of older technicians, a serious shortage of fully trained and competent architects faces the nation.

(Continued on page 34)
BLOOMINGTON, MINNESOTA, ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Another prominent UNIT VENTILATOR CONTROL installation by POWERS

Architect: Eugene D. Corwin • Consulting Engineers: Gausman & Moore Heating Contractor: E. R. Johnson Plbg. & Heating Co. (all of St. Paul, Minn.)

Comfortable Classrooms under severe weather conditions are assured in Bloomington's modern school. No expense has been spared in giving children and teachers the best of heating and ventilating equipment for classrooms and gymnasium.

Greater Simplicity and dependable operation of Powers controls for Unit Ventilators in classrooms appeal especially to operating personnel.

Because of its superior design a Powers Low Limit Thermostat requires no auxiliary devices to supplement its accurate control of unit ventilator discharge temperature. Once set for the proper temperature it requires no readjustment—there are no fine restrictions to be serviced. Contact our nearest office for further information about its superior features. There's no obligation.

75 Powers Day-Night Thermostats here control 117 Diaphragm Valves in Unit Ventilators and Convector.

Unit Ventilator Control by Powers

Established in 1891 • THE POWERS REGULATOR COMPANY • SKOKIE, ILL. • Offices in Over 50 Cities
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Marani & Morris Partner

The new president, who will guide R.A.I.C. activities during the coming year, was born in Hamilton, Ontario, 54 years ago. He received his education at Highfield School, Hamilton; Ashbury College, Ottawa; McGill University—from which he received his Bachelor of Architecture degree in 1923; and the Royal Military College. He is a partner in the Toronto firm of Marani & Morris.

Booth designed by Venchiarutti & Venchiarutti, Toronto, Ont. for Sarachini Construction Co. Ltd., Toronto, was a feature of the recent National Home Show held there. Display included renderings done by the architects for the contractor

Building Off 13 Per Cent; Biggest Drop in Industrial

Building contracts totaling $525 million for the first four months of this year were 13 per cent below the same period last year, with the industrial category registering the steepest drop.

Canada's manufacturers indicated, in a survey conducted late in 1951, that they planned to put more money into factory construction this year, but so far they have not matched word and deed: for the first four months of 1952, contract awards in the industrial category are off 46 per cent.

Residential and commercial and institutional awards are also down. Engineering is the only category that shows a rise this year: it's up 39 per cent.

Contract award totals, in millions of dollars, for the first four months of each year, are given by MacLean Building Reports Ltd. as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>1952</th>
<th>Change from 1951</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial &amp; Institutional</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>-29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>-46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>+39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>525</td>
<td>+13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Canadian Architects Welcome Head of British Institute

The first occasion on which a president of the Royal Institute of British Architects has visited Canada while in office is now history.

Passing through Ontario on his way to attend the annual Assembly of the R.A.I.C. in Vancouver, A. Graham Henderson, A.R.S.A., president of the R.I.B.A., and C. D. Spragg, its secretary, had a warm welcome from the Ontario Association of Architects. Mem-

(Continued on page 36)
no more washroom wit!

they can't write on MASONITE LEATHERWOOD!

Stop the costly defacing of washroom walls—and make them more attractive, too. Specify tough, rigid Masonite Leatherwood above the dado. Its embossed surface, resembling Spanish-grain leather, discourages would-be humorists.

Leatherwood and Temprtile® offer a splendid base for almost any type of surface finish. Low in original cost, these all-wood panels go up fast, last indefinitely. Reduce maintenance, too. Presdwood® products are sold by building materials dealers everywhere. Write for complete information about all 23 types and thicknesses of these hardboards.

BETTER HARDBOARDS FOR BETTER BUILDING

MASONITE CORPORATION

"Masonite" signifies that Masonite Corporation is the source of the product
THE RECORD REPORTS

CANADA

(Continued from page 34)

bers of both the Ottawa and Toronto Chapters entertained him on behalf of their colleagues.

Impressed by Ottawa Plan

In Ottawa, the British party was taken on a tour of the national capital area by John M. Kitchen, Ottawa architect who is associate consultant of the National Capital Planning Committee. They then viewed the model of the city as it will be someday, spending half an hour studying its many features.

The visitors were entertained at the residence of Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Hughes before a Chapter dinner at the Ottawa Country Club.

Toronto Has Full Program

In Toronto, Mr. and Mrs. Henderson and Mr. Spragg were guests at a luncheon given at the York Club by Mr. and Mrs. R. Schofield Morris. A sightseeing tour of the city and its environs was arranged for the afternoon and later there was a Chapter reception at the Toronto Hunt Club. The same evening, Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Mathers gave a buffet supper at their home, including as guests local members of the College of Fellows, the president of the O.A.A., the chairman of the Toronto Chapter, and their wives. A motor trip to Niagara Falls took place the next day.

Alfred Bernard, left, 21-year-old Toronto carpenter, receives the craftsmanship award of the Ontario Association of Architects from Harland Steele, right, Toronto architect.
SQUARE D's
NQB LIGHTING PANELBOARDS
offer you these important advantages:

LESS "DOWN TIME"

"DOWN TIME" is minimized because of important QB breaker design features. Resistance to vibration results from the stainless steel latch being independent of the trip element. Thermal (coilless) magnetic trip affords 2-way protection. Thermal element holds harmless momentary overloads but trips if excessive current continues. Magnetic element responds instantly to heavy overloads or shorts. Simple reset operation restores service quickly when the breaker trips.

EASIER, FASTER INSTALLATION

New Trim Clamps
Self-positioning visual indication of clamp position speeds installation.

No Wire Looping
Slotted and box type connectors for 15-30 and 40-50 ampere breakers.

Generous Wiring Space
Wide gutters simplify wiring. All terminals readily accessible.

NQB PANELBOARDS are available from 4 to 42 circuits—15, 20, 30, 40 and 50 ampere breakers—main breaker or lugs only construction. They are a logical first choice for modern control and protection of all 125/250 volt A.C. lighting and appliance circuits.

for complete details, write for Bulletin 1640.
Address Square D Company, 6060 Rivard Street, Detroit 11, Michigan.

ASK YOUR ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTOR FOR SQUARE D PRODUCTS
AIRPORT DESIGN CHANGES
RECOMMENDED FOR SAFETY

President's Commission Gives Specific Suggestions for Future Planning

Some rather specific recommendations for planning of new airports are given in Part I of the final report of the President's Airport Commission, appointed to study the problem of airport safety after the series of tragic accidents at Elizabeth, N. J., earlier this year.

Future airports, says the report, should provide:

1) Clear, and if possible, level areas at least 1000 ft wide and a half mile long beyond the end of dominant runways: these areas to be included within the boundaries of the airport.

2) A "protected" area; fan-shaped zones extending from the ends of dominant runways for two miles each beyond the runway extensions and spreading to a width of 6000 ft at the outer ends. (It was recognized that cost of acquisition of so much land often is beyond the capacity of a single community.)

3) Single or parallel runways. Technical difficulties with cross-wind landings are being overcome through research. While shorter runways oriented at 90 degrees to the dominant runway will be required for some years yet, more emphasis now on the single or parallel strip and on the extension zones beyond the ends of these runways was urged.

4) Main runways at least 8/00 ft long at major terminals (10,000 ft is regarded as adequate for all types of practicable transport craft now foreseen). Additional length would provide additional safety but should not be required for normal operations.

5) Runway strengths adequate to the greatest wheel loads anticipated, to be reinforced or rebuilt if future planes impose greater wheel loads. Long-term standards for runway strength were not considered wise, nor was it thought desirable for airplane designers to be limited in wheel load weight.

6) Integration of air and ground traffic. The inadequacy of present road networks in the vicinity of major cities and between city and airport was cited as one of the greatest deterrents to future development of transport aviation.

7) Adequate acoustical treatment in runway areas and at test stands.

8) Separate facilities whenever possible for military and civil aircraft.

What Now?

The Commission, which included Gen. James Doolittle as chairman, C. H. Horne and J. C. Hunsaker, recognized the impossibility of achieving many of these standards at existing airports or even, very soon, at new facilities. The recommended control of ground use in approach zones as the major immediate expedient for protection of populous areas around existing airports.

Existence of airports in such areas (and the large investments of public and private funds involved) may be seriously threatened by public pressure of ever-increasing numbers of residents unless local authorities prevent further use of land close to airports for public

(Continued on page 276)
Wiring Devices:

**TOP TYPES FOR TOTS**

**LOUVERED WARNING LIGHT**
Provides deflected lighting in children's rooms so as not to disturb sleep. Many other warning type gongs available.

**INTERCHANGEABLE LINE**
Many attractive space saving combinations are possible with the H&H interchangeable line. A complete assortment of plates, outlets, switches, bell pushes and others.

**PORCELAIN RECEPTACLES**
Shadeholder grooves accommodate overhead shaded lights. Practical for closets and stairways. Available in many types, with or without convenience outlets.

**NEW UNILINE PLATES**
One attractive design to fill all wall plate needs. Blends with all interiors; provides complete architectural uniformity. Available in Bakelite and Ivorylite for Standard and Interchangeable devices.

---

**Important Room!**

**BE SURE ADEQUATE CONVENIENCES ARE • SPECIFIED • INSTALLED • ENJOYED**

**TAKE BETTER CARE OF THE KIDDIES WITH H & H WIRING DEVICES**

See to it that what you specify in the way of electrical convenience is installed and enjoyed! Follow through with the contractor and the homeowner to make sure they include plenty of wiring devices in every room, and outdoors, too. Wiring devices cost little at the outset, plenty to add later on. The H&H catalog includes everything in the standard wiring device line, plus many new and unique items. Plan to investigate the complete line today.

For more information, write today to: 1907 Laurel Street, Hartford 6, Conn.

---

**QUALITY-MINDED ARCHITECTS SPECIFY**

**WIRING DEVICES**

**ENCLOSED SWITCHES**

**THE ARROW-HART & HEGEMAN ELECTRIC COMPANY**
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT

Branch Offices: Boston, Chicago, Dallas, Denver, Detroit, Los Angeles, New York, Philadelphia, San Francisco, Syracuse — In Canada: Arrow-Hart & Hegeman (Canada) Ltd., Mt. Dennis, Toronto
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Wallace K. Harrison
Director of Planning

UNITED NATIONS
...SYMBOL OF WORLD
HOPE FOR SECURITY

These are the three major structures of the World's workshop
for universal peace and advancement.

As seen from New York's East River, this is an excellent view
of the 39 story Secretariat—symbolically perhaps a huge, marble-framed window through
which can be seen one of the World's greatest cities; product
of free enterprise under a democratic form of government.

At its base is the 5 story, 400 foot long Conference Building. The dome-capped structure at
the right is the General Assembly Building.
Its selection, first for the Secretariat Building, again for the Conference Building and again for the General Assembly Building, is both a distinguished honor and a sincere tribute to the performance of Lockwood products.

This 70-odd year old brand name continues to build an ever-growing preference throughout the country, by its progress in product development and service to the architectural profession and building industry.
The index numbers shown are for combined material and labor costs. The indexes for each separate type of construction relate to the United States average for 1926-29 for that particular type—considered 100.

Cost comparisons, as percentage differences for any particular type of construction, are possible between localities, or periods of time within the same city, by dividing the difference between the two index numbers by one of them; i.e.:

\[
\text{index for city A} = 110 \\
\text{index for city B} = 95 \\
\text{index for location A} = \frac{110}{95} = 1.158 \\
\text{index for location B} = \frac{95}{110} = 0.864
\]

Cost comparisons cannot be made between different types of construction because the index numbers for each type relate to a different U. S. average for 1926-29.

Material prices and wage rates used in the current indexes make no allowance for payments in excess of published list prices, thus indexes reflect minimum costs and not necessarily actual costs. These index numbers will appear regularly on this page.
Show Place ... or Office Space?

It all depends on which you want... and on "Modernfold" doors. Note, at right, how a well-known home furnishings dealer uses "Modernfold" doors to combine or separate his showroom from his credit department.

Fold the large "Modernfold" doors together and you have an eye-catching, sound-retarding backdrop. Open the doors and the two rooms become one again. Note, too, how the use of a small "Modernfold" door makes room for another chair, in space normally wasted on door swing.

Your ideas come to life... for life with "MODERNFOLD" doors

Whether you need floor plan flexibility... or want to use the space that swinging doors waste... specify "Modernfold"—the original folding door. No other folding door anywhere equals "Modernfold" doors for quality of design... for quality and strength of materials... for completeness of line.

Regardless of how your room division or door closure problems may vary... you get exactly what you want when you specify "Modernfold" doors—your guarantee against client complaint. For on their performance record alone, "Modernfold" doors look better, operate easier, last longer.

Sold and Serviced Nationally
NEW CASTLE PRODUCTS, NEW CASTLE, INDIANA
In Canada:
Modernfold Doors, 1315 Groene Avenue, Montreal

Better Looking
Fabric covering conceals all operating mechanism. No cornice needed. Adjustable trolleys keep doors hanging flush to jamb.

Easier Operating
Balanced pantograph hinge construction at both top and bottom; trolleys attached at hinge intersections. No side-wise twist or pull possible.

Longer Lasting
More steel hinges both top and bottom; more steel in each hinge; two vertical steel rods welded to each hinge assembly.

YOU CAN'T GET MORE IN A FOLDING DOOR

New Castle Products
Box No. 815
New Castle, Indiana
Gentlemen:
Please send me full details on "Modernfold" doors.

Name:

Address:

City....County....State....

COPYRIGHTED NEW CASTLE PRODUCTS 1952
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THIS BRAND NAME ON LUMBER MEANS...
Good Lumber...produced by
Trained Personnel

How many feet of clear lumber can be obtained from a 40 foot Douglas Fir log?

The answer to that question depends in part on the skill, the training, the experience of many different men doing many different jobs. Each log must be appraised as an individual problem by men with the know-how needed to get the most out of it, with the least waste and in the least amount of time.

In a Weyerhaeuser mill, for example, a single man, the head sawyer, makes thousands of decisions in a single day...determining where and how to cut to secure the greatest yield of good lumber from every log. This is just one example of why Weyerhaeuser places such emphasis on getting the best men in the industry for each of the many dozens of highly technical operations necessary to the job of producing high quality Weyerhaeuser 4-Square Lumber.

In addition to the selection of top personnel, Weyerhaeuser conducts a broad program of training designed to sharpen the skills and aptitudes of its men to the utmost.

Add together all the men who contribute to the quality of the finished product...the fellers, scalers, hookers, loaders, buckers, crane and bulldozer operators, linemen and section hands...everyone from brush monkey to mill mechanic...and you will get some idea of the army of technicians needed to make that famous brand, "Weyerhaeuser 4-Square" mean greater lumber value to you.

The Coos Bay, Oregon, Mill

At mills located on the West Coast and Inland Empire, Weyerhaeuser 4-Square Lumber is produced in a range of products from Douglas Fir, Idaho White Pine, Ponderosa Pine, West Coast Hemlock, Western Red Cedar and related species.

Weyerhaeuser 4-Square Lumber and Services

WEYERHAEUSER SALES COMPANY • ST. PAUL 1, MINNESOTA
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This impressive work by Professor Hamlin has the singular distinction of being the first comprehensive book on the theory and methods of architectural planning and design since the advent of the contemporary movement. It was specifically intended to succeed the completely outdated work of Julien Guadet—"Elements and Theory of Architecture"—published at the turn of the century. Professor Hamlin, who devoted five years to the preparation of the book while on leave of absence from his post as Avery Architectural Librarian at Columbia University, and the University's School of Architecture which sponsored the project are certainly due a vote of thanks for their initiative and effort in seeking to provide a greatly needed definitive work for our era.

The book is divided into three main sections. Volume I, "The Elements of Building," treats separately room types and uses, circulation, mechanical equipment, the various structural elements as they affect design, landscaping, interior design and ornament. The second volume, "The Principles of Composition," takes up the question of architectural esthetics under such headings as unity, balance, character and structural methods. These first two volumes were written in the main by Professor Hamlin. Volumes III and IV, "Building Types," contain 51 separate articles written by well-known architects, planners and writers, and edited by Hamlin.

It is perhaps inevitable that a work of such size and scope should become the object of a great amount of spirited criticism and praise. The title itself may have misled many who have expected—or hoped—to find an avant-garde guidebook to contemporary design. A quick reading through the book, especially of the first two volumes, has proved disconcerting to many because of the preponderance of historical illustrations. Hamlin, who is basically a historian, has apparently sought to correlate contemporary design with the historical evolution of styles, and has used a traditional approach in the presentation of his material. Within such a framework it is inevitable that some of the elements of building and composition are best illustrated with historical details. However, 20th century work is more than amply illustrated among the 3700 or so photographs.

While the book generally forwards the functionalist concept of design and planning, a strong plea for more humanistic values is made in many ways throughout the text. In the section under Character, Hamlin says, "The pleasure one gets from perceiving character in a building is not merely a cold realization of the mechanical fitness of its forms to the purpose they serve; it is a definitely emotional reaction as well. The good building puts one in the right emotional state; it prepares one for the activities that go on in it."

The articles on building types in the last two volumes of the work are a bit more exuberant and stimulating than Professor Hamlin's methodical and scholarly approach, and cover most of the current planning requirements.

(Reviews continued on page 48)
Rolling Steel

DOORS

Manually, Mechanically, or Power Operated

Here again is illustrated a building in which only Rolling Steel Doors could meet the operating requirements. It is a foundry building with high clearance below trusses and continuous sash above door lintels to provide good natural light. Rolling Steel Doors were chosen because their vertical roll-up action occupies no usable space inside or outside the door opening, and does not create an obstruction above the lintel level. No other type of door offers these inherent advantages of space economy and compactness in operation. There are other advantages too...

Rolling Steel Doors are permanent—their all-metal construction provides maximum security against intrusion and fire, and assures you a lifetime of continuous trouble-free service. Like most other things, there is a vast difference in the quality of the various rolling steel doors on the market today—a careful check of specifications will reveal this. For instance, the galvanized steel material for the interlocking slats of Mahon Rolling Steel Doors is chemically cleaned, phosphated and chromated to provide paint bond, and the protective enamel coating is baked on at 350°F prior to roll-forming. This is just one of the extra-value features of Mahon Rolling Steel Doors—you will find others. See Sweet's Files for complete information including Specifications, or write for Catalog No. G-52.

THE R. C. MAHON COMPANY

Detroit 34, Michigan • Chicago 4, Illinois • Representatives in all Principal Cities

Manufacturers of Rolling Steel Doors, Grilles, and Automatic Closing Underwriters' Labeled Rolling Steel Doors and Fire Shutters; Insulated Metal Walls and Wall Panels; Steel Deck for Roofs, Partitions, and Permanent Concrete Floor Forms.
apartment on columns

Architectural concrete slabs cover interior and exterior columns, unifying design

For see-through spaciousness integrating lobby and gardens into visual unity, the new Manhattan House in New York rests upon 74 handsome columns. Beautiful column facings are pre-cast concrete slabs made with Atlas White Cement and white quartz aggregate... gracefully accenting the open areas in the building base.

Two flat U-shaped slabs, 11' high and 2 1/2" thick, are joined to form each column. Shop-fitted with shiplap joints, each pair encloses a support column and conduits. Design of the entire ground floor is integrated because concrete slabs are used indoors as well as out.

You will find many beautiful and original uses for concrete facing slabs made with Atlas White Cement. The range of forms, textures and colors is tremendous. And because Atlas White Cement is a true, uniform white, it enhances the rich color values of both pigments and aggregates.

Atlas White Cement complies with ASTM and Federal Specifications. For further information see SWEET'S Catalog, Section 4E/7a and 13C/5, or write Atlas White Bureau, Universal Atlas Cement Company (United States Steel Corporation Subsidiary), 100 Park Ave., New York 17.

SOIL MECHANICS AND FOUNDATIONS


Not until the early 1900's was much known about the complex nature of soils and their relation to building problems. The tremendous increase in the size of buildings at this time stimulated research in the new phase of civil engineering called soil mechanics, and since 1930 soil mechanics has become an indispensable tool to architects and engineers.

The authors feel that it is extremely important for architects and engineers to have sufficient knowledge of soil mechanics to apply its principles to routine problems and to make intelligent appraisals of recommendations of specialists. Thus it is written both as an undergraduate text and as a reference book.

They point out that there is a need for careful, scientific soils engineering on even small construction jobs, and so the book explains how the theories are applicable to the situations frequently encountered in practice.

MODERN FURNISHINGS


Mr. Hennessey has compiled in this attractive book a comprehensive showing of what is available in today's field of better contemporary furniture. Actually the book is a catalog, containing over 450 illustrations of work turned out by well known American and European designers, giving a description of each piece with the catalog number, size, material, finish, and designer's and manufacturer's name.

An extensive foreword traces the history of modern furniture design and explains the thinking behind contemporary furnishings, taking the reader back to the turn of the 19th Century, L'Art Nouveau, the work of Gropius, Sullivan, Wright, etc.

Equally instructive to consumer and student, the book strives to better acquaint the reader with the outstanding designers and manufacturers of today. Acting upon the theory that the "Steering of a client around the wholesale-retail circuit is a grueling procedure," the catalog has been assembled to assist... (Continued on page 326)
Typical classroom of Stratfield School, Fairfield, Conn., after being painted according to Pittsburgh COLOR DYNAMICS.

5 big advantages that PITTSBURGH COLOR DYNAMICS gives schools you design or build!

COLOR is now being used in school and college buildings to promote the morale, health and safety of students and teachers as well as to improve their classroom efficiency.

1. All over the country, architects who design and contractors who erect school buildings are becoming increasingly aware of the value of Pittsburgh COLOR DYNAMICS for functional and decorative purposes.
2. This painting system is based upon the principles of the energy in color. Medical men and students of psychology have come to recognize its influence upon human beings.
3. By the purposeful use of this energy, school rooms are now being given color arrangements in keeping with their uses, exposure to sunlight and available lighting facilities.
4. With COLOR DYNAMICS eye-strain is lessened, concentration is stimulated, academic grades of students are better and efficiency ratings of teachers are higher. Housekeeping is simplified and vandalism is discouraged as pupils take greater pride in their surroundings.
5. You can also use color to make changes in appearance—rooms can be made to seem more spacious. Hallways can be made to appear wider as well as brighter and stairways can be made safer.
6. Learn for yourself how easy it is to gain these worthwhile benefits for your school. The whole story of COLOR DYNAMICS and how you can use it is told in a brand new booklet packed with practical suggestions. Write for your free copy.

We'll make a Color Engineering Study for You—FREE!

We'll be glad to explain exactly how you can apply COLOR DYNAMICS with scientific accuracy by submitting a scientific color engineering study of schools you are planning or building, free and without obligation.

Call your nearest Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company branch and arrange to have one of our trained color experts see you at your convenience. Or send the coupon below.

SEND FOR A COPY OF THIS BOOK!
What brings customers back again?

You know the answer. It's something "extra" at a fair price. In a store, shopping convenience may be the extra. Or, patrons may be drawn by simple things like friendliness and trusted good taste.

Customers for Otis escalators are the same way. Like shoppers in stores, they try to buy important things wisely, from sellers they trust. Certainly, vertical transportation is a major purchase. It can boost a store's sales. Yet mistakes may cut traffic capacity, and they're very costly to correct.

Otis has solved many problems to make an escalator installation as painless as possible. Special features help craftsmen of different trades cooperate. This cuts installation time and cost. We interfere very little with shopping activities, and we get our work done promptly.

Most important, an Otis customer can count on good performance, day after day, for years and decades. The responsibility we assume always means an extra value for you. Otis Elevator Company, 260 11th Avenue, New York 1, N. Y.

Better elevating is the business of Otis

Escalators • Passenger Elevators • Freight Elevators • Electric Dumbwaiters • Maintenance • Modernization
Cleaver-Brooks self-contained steam boilers are the answer to both present and future steam needs. You can install Cleaver-Brooks boilers in units to fit your present steam capacity requirements... keeping your investment at a minimum and your boiler efficiency at a maximum. Here's how it works...

Your initial Cleaver-Brooks boiler installation is made in the size or capacity to fit your present steam load — this assures full use now at top efficiency and low capital investment.

As increased steam needs arise, additional Cleaver-Brooks boilers can be added to keep pace with your expanded requirements.

With this flexible program, you have the greatest return from your boiler investment — minimum original cost and lowest operating cost. Your boilers are always operating at maximum efficiency (80%) over the entire working range (30 to 100%).

Cleaver-Brooks self-contained boilers are ideal for multiple installations because of their compactness, low headroom requirements, fast installation, automatic operation, range of sizes. Available in standard models—15 to 500 hp.; 15 to 250 psi; gas, oil or combination gas and oil fired units.

Get all the story — write today for latest catalog.
Bayley Aluminum Projected Window

Offers New Features for Modern Buildings of All Types

The first essential to a truly satisfactory relationship is a fine quality product. But much more is also required. Full appreciation of this fact is the bedrock of Bayley's policy—and is the reason discriminating designers from coast to coast have so highly favored Bayley for so many years.

Bayley's determination to better serve through all the building stages—from the building's inception to its occupancy—is again exemplified in the Bayley Aluminum Projected Window. It represents the culmination of years of conscientious endeavor. First to fully recognize the universal advantages of the projected window, Bayley refined its desirable features in the most enduring construction material developed through long research by the Aluminum Industry. The result is an ideal window for schools, hospitals, institutional and commercial buildings—but equally suited for private living units—that reflects Bayley's years of specialized window experience.

Regardless of window requirements, you too will find extra values in discussing your needs with Bayley. Write or phone.

See Bayley in Sweet's. Complete catalogs on aluminum windows, 17a/BA; steel windows, 17b/BAL; Saf-T-Gard Hospital Detention Window, 17b/BAY.
All over the nation modern building design now includes the use of Colorundum in colored concrete floors, sidewalks, roof decks, industrial and other walkways and driveways. Colorundum is used widely in exteriors or interiors...as a wear-resistant and colorful concrete topping of long life...at practically the average cost of ordinary concrete. Decorative color combinations are often employed of red, maroon, brown, green, dark green, french grey, black. Colorundum is a dry powder ready for use, composed of coloring mediums, fused aggregates, water-repellent and hardening elements. Colorundum is dusted on and floated and trowelled into the fresh concrete topping. The non-slip, non-metallic surface makes it an ideal flooring on new concrete or when replacing old concrete floors or sidewalks.

A. C. HORN COMPANY, Inc. est. 1897
Manufacturers of materials for building maintenance and construction
LONG ISLAND CITY 1, N. Y. • Los Angeles • San Francisco • Houston
Chicago • Toronto • SUBSIDIARY OF SUN CHEMICAL CORP.
There is a structural FEEL to Macomber buildings only a workman who puts one together can describe to you.

There is a structural UNITY about the way Macomber Steel goes together that makes a fellow feel each night he has had a good day.

There is structural EVIDENCE that some special brand of engineering has supplied you with built-in shortcuts. You just get more building built per man hour.

If you were born with good construction in your blood, you will derive a kind of satisfaction with Macomber Products nothing else in this world can give you.

Write us.

STANDARDIZED STEEL BUILDING PRODUCTS
MACOMBER • INCORPORATED
CANTON, OHIO
V BAR JOISTS • LONGSPANS • BOWSTRING TRUSSES • STEEL DECK
Remind Your Customers...

**ACTION NOW WILL SAVE HEATING HEADACHES LATER!**

Blower Type UNIT HEATERS
For effective heat distribution over large open areas. Available in 8 sizes...in suspended and floor models, with one and two row coils; capacities from 23,800 to 1,659,000 Btu per hour.

Down Flow UNIT HEATERS
This McQuay "vertical" unit heater, suspended near the ceiling, utilizes the warm air in that area and distributes it down to the floor level. No wasted heat, no cold spots. Four types of draftless diffusers available.

**This is the time to remind customers that installing McQuay Horizontal Unit Heaters now, will save them the grief of another season of struggling along with the old system.**

McQuay Horizontal Unit Heaters are made in a wide range of capacities, from 20,300 to 360,000 Btu per hour. Every unit has the exclusive Ripple Fin Coil construction...with these advantages: more heat transfer surface, greater flexible strength, cleaner operation...flexible copper tube headers to accommodate unequal expansion and contraction. Tubes expanded into fins having wide, smooth collars, without use of any low conductivity bonding agents, provide a permanent mechanical bond.

These advantages, plus modern cabinet styling, quiet motor fan assembly and Test Code Ratings are your guarantee of satisfied customers—especially if you convince them the time to get the job done is now—before, not after, the heat is needed. Write for catalog. Representatives in principal cities. McQuay Inc., 1605 Broadway St. N.E., Minneapolis 13, Minnesota.

McQuay INC.

HEATING • AIR CONDITIONING • REFRIGERATION
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Sinclair Oil Building
First Skyscraper in New York with . . .

Two

Construction Advantages

1. Beams, girders and floors fire protected with lightweight PERMALITE/plaster.

2. Lightweight PERMALITE/plaster also used throughout on interior walls.

This latest addition to the Rockefeller Center skyline is an outstanding example of lightweight construction in a multi­story structure.

90,000 square yards of lightweight Permalite/plaster were used in this building. Permalite aggregate was specified for good reasons:

- Reduces dead load . . . eliminates the need for costly embedding of structural steel in heavy concrete.
- U.L. approved . . . meets rigid specifications of Underwriter's Laboratories fire test. Carries the maximum (4 hour) fire rating.
- Uniformity . . . frequent production control tests assures high quality—at all times.
- Convenience . . . packed in handy 4 cu. ft. bags that facilitate storage, handling and batch mixing on each floor without exceeding live load limits.

Aetna started fabricating hollow metal doors and frames over 50 years ago.

Since then, the hollow metal door and frame industry has become of prime importance in the building field.

Aetna's expansion has paralleled that of the industry, and today, Aetna is the country's leading producer of hollow metal doors and frames.

We owe our growth and leadership to architects, designers, specification writers and builders, who know that Aetna products are of high quality and that Aetna engineering and follow-through on specifications are painstaking, accurate, dependable.

AETNA STEEL PRODUCTS CORPORATION
730 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 19, NEW YORK

MANUFACTURERS OF STANDARDIZED STEEL DOORS AND FRAMES FOR HOUSING UNITS.

FABRICATORS OF QUALITY HOLLOW METAL PRODUCTS FOR SCHOOLS, HOSPITALS, OFFICE BUILDINGS, ETC.

JULY 1952
A printer in Brooklyn was having his troubles. Moisture content of the air was making his paper swell and shrink. But nobody could do anything about that . . . or could they?

Willis Carrier, then a young engineer with Buffalo Forge Company, thought he could. He designed a system that controlled the temperature and relative humidity in that print shop, winter and summer. This was the pioneer air conditioning installation.

Dr. Carrier and his associates formed the company which today leads the industry. And Carrier Corporation has virtually written the history of air conditioning. Carrier created the machines, opened the markets, blazed the trails.

That you are kept comfortable by air conditioning in bus, plane and train . . . restaurant, store and theater . . . office, factory and home . . . is due to the pioneering of this one company.

But Carrier has made even more important indirect contributions to your well-being. For air conditioning is also a production tool that is essential to the manufacture of synthetic fabrics, radar and electronic equipment, pharmaceuticals, precision aircraft parts, optical instruments, photographic film and scores of other products.

Air conditioning is an important part of your life today. But tomorrow it will be more important. For this industry of ours is very young. And its field of service is unlimited.
Kaylo Roof Tile is lightweight yet strong ... and it also insulates

The qualities essential to finest roof deck construction are combined in Kaylo Insulating Roof Tile, a remarkable, lightweight material—hydrous calcium silicate, not glass.

High insulating value of Kaylo Tile aids in temperature control to save on heating and cooling costs. Added fire-safety, too, is provided because the tile is incombustible.

Although Kaylo Tile have more than adequate strength for typical roof loads, a Kaylo deck weighs only six pounds per square foot. Therefore, a relatively lighter structure supports the Kaylo deck with resulting savings of structural steel.

A Kaylo deck gives other economies. For example, Kaylo Tile's smooth under-side makes a completed ceiling as it forms the roof. The tile ceiling reflects light; requires no painting or other treatment. Get all the facts about Kaylo Insulating Roof Tile.

**FAST AND EASY TO INSTALL**

A Kaylo roof deck can be constructed in only three steps: installing the sub-purlins, laying the tile and grouting the end joints. The deck is then ready for covering with standard built-up roofing materials. On these warehouse installations, barrel racks support the roof.

**WRITE FOR FREE BOOK—“Kaylo Insulating Roof Tile.”** Address: Dept. N-216, Owens-Illinois Glass Company, Kaylo Division, Toledo 1, Ohio.
When a company begins a long range building program in critical times there's need for greater care in selecting materials and services. That was the situation facing the Sunbeam Corporation, their architects Olsen and Urbain and the contractors Campbell-Lowrie-Lautermilch, Inc.

Where could they be sure of steel products of engineered excellence? Where could they be sure of a follow thru detailing service? Could all this be found at ONE source to save time ... increase efficiency? Such a challenge led to us here at Ceco for we had been delivering that kind of service successfully day after day ... year in year out.

Design called for three types of windows. Architectural Projected, Commercial Projected and Horizontally Pivoted Steel Windows met the need. Precision Engineered, they assure the tightest weather seal ever ... can't warp, rot or swell. Maintenance cost is lower too. And since muntins are slender they let in more light than any other type of window opening and allow 100% controlled ventilation so important in industrial buildings.

Because doors had to be fire resistive,
Ceco Industrial Doors were specified. Rugged and serviceable, they're made to last the life of a building. On the structural side, Ceco supplied reinforcing steel and prepared erection details...on windows and doors, Ceco performed the erection work.

Here from ONE source, the architect and contractor found a broad service that could be tailored to fit the job...a specific service featured by Ceco. Today more and more architects, engineers and contractors depend more and more on Ceco in solving building problems.

In construction products

CECO ENGINEERING
makes the big difference

CITED BY CECO FOR
EXCELLENCE
in Design and Construction

Offices, warehouses and fabricating plants in principal cities
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YOUNG SECTIONAL DESIGN PROVIDES MAXIMUM AIR CONDITIONING UNIT FLEXIBILITY

1 FAN SECTION
Centrifugal multiblade fans are properly balanced for quiet operation. Air discharge direction alterable. Shaft extensions provided for left or right hand drive.

2 HEATING COIL SECTION
Heating coils are available for use in hot water or steam systems. Copper tube non-ferrous finned coils are available in two sizes for each unit.

3 DAMPER SECTION
"YAC" Units can be furnished with either face and by-pass dampers, face and external by-pass dampers, or no dampers as required for the specific air conditioning job.

4 BASE & COOLING COIL SECTION
Continuous serpentine or cleanable type water, or direct expansion cooling coils are available in two sizes for each unit. Spray, grid, or pan type humidifiers are optional equipment.

5 FILTER SECTION
Dry throw away or cleanable type filters are serviced through access panels which are conveniently located on either right or left side of the unit, as desired.

Young sectional design enables you to provide partial or complete air conditioning service at low cost. Whether your requirements call for simple heating or cooling—or, heating, cooling, humidifying, dehumidifying, circulating, and filtering in any combination—you can meet them exactly with Young "YAC" Units. Eight compact sizes, in horizontal or vertical types, are designed for right or left hand installation. Air may be discharged in any direction by rotating and interchanging fan section panels. Young sectional design also means greater ease in handling, installing, and servicing.

Young sectional design is completely described in "YAC" Catalog 7350 which will be sent upon request.

YOUNG
Heating, Cooling, Air Conditioning Products for Home and Industry.
Heat Transfer Products for Automotive and Industrial Applications.

YOUNG RADIATOR COMPANY
Dept. 612-G • RACINE, WISCONSIN
Factories at Racine, Wisconsin and Mattoon, Illinois,
Sales and Engineering Offices in all Principal Cities
Whether you need only a single item of gym apparatus... or all the physical-fitness equipment required to completely furnish the largest modern gym... you can get it from Medart. For here is the Only Complete Single Source in The World!

Here is equipment reflecting an international reputation for skillful design and the finest of materials and craftsmanship. Here is quality equipment that has won coveted acceptance and approval from thousands of leading schools and colleges, the Olympics and the greatest of championship meets. Here is equipment that has never been surpassed in value, in serviceability, or in precise conformance to Official standards.

If it is your responsibility to recommend or buy gymnasium equipment... or, if you are concerned in the modernization, planning, building or furnishing of a gymnasium... it will be to your advantage to consult with Medart. Nearly 80 years of experience is at your service without obligation.

Write For Literature

TYPICAL EQUIPMENT IN THE MEDART LINE
- Climbing Poles & Ladders
- Boxing Rings & Bag Supports
- Vault, Jump, Game Standards
- Physical Therapy Equipment
- Anthropometric Equipment
- Football Scoreboards
- Basketball Scoreboards
- Telescopic Gym Seats
- Pull-Up Bars
- Basketball Backstops
- Lockers
- Wire Baskets & Racks

...plus many other items not illustrated or listed here.

FRED MEDART PRODUCTS, INC.
3540 DE KALB STREET
ST. LOUIS 16, MISSOURI
Office building of the new Lever Brothers plant, Los Angeles, California, reflects the trend of today's industrial design.

Six Westinghouse Power Centers, spotted in black, are the heart of the plant's electrical distribution system which provides reliable service under all conditions.
They matched modern plant design with modern power distribution

This 25-million-dollar Lever Brothers plant incorporates the most modern advances in design, layout and construction methods. And its system for distributing electrical power is as modern as the plant—assuring uninterrupted service under all conditions.

The secondary network system was specified in the early planning days by Bechtel Corporation—the engineers and constructors—with Westinghouse assistance. It contains six interconnected power centers that maintain service even though an electrical disturbance may fault a primary line. Secondary faults are isolated quickly. The ultimate in reliable power is assured.

Early planning has also taken full advantage of the flexibility of factory-assembled Westinghouse Power Centers. These compact, standardized units save valuable space . . . minimize layout problems. Their dry-type transformers permit them to be located safely anywhere in the plant. Additional units can be added easily, as loads and capacity increase.

CONSIDER THIS: A plant's distribution system is a vital design consideration. It must be planned at the blueprint stage . . . treated as an integral part of the building or expansion program. Today, the power needs of a modern plant require this kind of planning—coupled with completely co-ordinated equipment.

Westinghouse offers you assistance on both of these requirements . . . and backs them with years of experience, gained throughout all industry. You benefit by getting more freedom in design techniques . . . by providing your customer with the best system economically possible for his plant.

There is one best system of distributing electrical power for every plant. Let Westinghouse help you select it on your next job. Westinghouse Electric Corporation, P. O. Box 868, Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania.
Hospitals are Happier

with Truscon Steel Windows

Nature's free sunlight and fresh air are particularly valuable assets to hospitals of all kinds. Make these important hygienic and therapeutic forces fully available to the hospitals, sanitariums and similar institutions now on your boards, by adapting Truscon Steel Windows to their many specific needs. See SWEET's for complete specifications on the entire range of Truscon Steel Windows, and write for free illustrated literature.

TRUSCON® STEEL COMPANY
1062 ALBERT STREET • YOUNGSTOWN 1, OHIO
Subsidiary of Republic Steel Corporation
AND BRIGGS FIXTURES OF FORMED STEEL . . . OR VITREOUS CHINA
PUT EXTRA VALUE IN ANY HOME!

Yes, it's quality—striking modern beauty combined with proved durability—that sells Briggs Beautyware! Home owners know that they can be proud to have visitors see these luxury-styled plumbing fixtures in their bathrooms. Briggs Beautyware looks expensive—recently redesigned and restyled, its smart, new lines and smooth, flowing contours give it an unmistakable mark of quality. Your customers are finding out that the stain-proof, acid-resistant luster of Briggs Beautyware just won't wear off! Dependable Briggs Beautyware fixtures retain that "just like new" look through the years. That's why they're first choice among discriminating home owners everywhere. Cash in on the established sales appeal of Briggs Beautyware!

The high quality of Briggs Beautyware chromium plated brass fittings has long been well known throughout the plumbing ware industry. Like every other feature of nationally advertised Briggs Beautyware, these fittings are today maintained at the same high level of workmanship which has always distinguished them.

BRIGGS MANUFACTURING CO.  3001 MILLER AVE.  DETROIT 11, MICH.
© 1952

BRIGGS Beautyware vitreous china lavatories are built to the same exacting specifications that have been traditional with Briggs fixtures from the very start. Briggs is proud that any modifications in its products have always been made with the object of improving them. This basic Briggs policy is unchanged today.

Closets, too, are the finest that Briggs has ever manufactured. Engineered for speedy, efficient installation, these sturdy fixtures have proved themselves trouble-free in thousands of American homes.
RODDIS CRAFT Flush Doors are preferred by architects nearly 2 to 1 over the second-choice door, according to recent surveys.

Such leadership imposes real responsibility—and an obligation to produce quality doors that will merit the continued preference of members of the profession.

Roddiscraft has put quality first for more than sixty years. This policy which has earned the preference of architects today will continue to govern our operations tomorrow.
for today's modern industrial and institutional buildings...

3 new RICHMOND plumbing fixtures

These latest additions to Richmond's fine plumbing line are designed for maximum sanitation, long wear and low maintenance... finished in Richmond "whiter white" for attractive appearance. Such features make them ideally suited for rest rooms and recreation areas in today's schools and hospitals as well as in plants and offices. For any installation, Richmond can furnish plumbing fixtures to fit your requirements in vitreous china and enamel cast iron, acid-resisting or regular enamel, in any of Richmond's modern, lustrous colors.

Richmond Bromlyn—vitreous china wall-hung drinking fountain with shielded anti-squirt bubbler and lever handle. Automatic pressure regulator with flow-control. Waste strainer and 1 1/4" deep-seal trap to wall with cleanout.

Richmond Dana—vitreous china syphon jet urinal with flush rim, 1 1/4" OD top inlet, 2" FIP outlet. Acid and stain resistant... wall hung... for thorough sanitation.

Richmond Windsor—wall-hung syphon jet, elongated closet in acid and stain-resistant vitreous china with 1 1/2" top inlet. Available with back inlet-G-263.

See your wholesaler or Mail Coupon Today:

Richmond Radiator Company
19 East 47th Street, New York 17, New York
Please send me additional information on Richmond fine plumbing fixtures. No obligation, of course.
NAME..............................................................
COMPANY...........................................................
ADDRESS..........................................................
CITY..................................................ZONE...STATE...

We are ☐ plumbing wholesalers ☐ plumbing contractors ☐ building contractors.
Visitors feel right at home when greeted by the soft, friendly beauty of Weldwood Fire Doors.

But these doors also present a tough, keep out attitude where fire and heat are concerned.

With Weldwood Fire Doors on the job, no fire can spread should it break out in any office.

And if fire should invade from elsewhere, the Weldwood Fire Doors, with their remarkable mineral core, stand ready to give the kind of protection that earned them the hard-to-get Underwriters’ Label.

So be sure your buildings have this protection.

Also, remember the Weldwood Stay-Strate Door where a labeled door is not necessary, but where fire resistance is a desired advantage.

The Weldwood Stay-Strate Door is available in the same wide range of beautiful hardwood faces as the Weldwood Fire Door . . . and offers the same advantages except that the edge banding is not fireproofed.

Like the Weldwood Fire Door, it has striking beauty . . . unusually light weight . . . exceptional stability . . . extraordinary durability . . . and is proof against rot, vermin and decay.

Send for complete information about both of these Weldwood Flush Doors today.

WELDWOOD® FIRE DOOR SPECIFICATIONS

Face Veneers — Face veneers are thoroughly kiln-dried hardwood of standard thickness — 1/28” — and smoothly belt-sanded. Rotary-cut unselected birch is standard; other sliced or rotary-cut domestic or foreign woods are available.

Core — The core is made of incombustible Kaylo* composition, having a normal density of 20 pounds per cubic foot. The core sections are joined together with tongue-and-groove joints, as approved by the Underwriters’ Laboratories. The core is smoothly sanded prior to application of crossbands and face veneers.

Banding — The edge banding is of birch, treated with Class “A” fireproofing agent. The top banding is 3/8” in thickness; the side banding 5/8”; and the bottom banding is 1 1/2” in thickness, made by laminating two 3/8” pieces.

Crossbands — Crossbands are thoroughly kiln-dried hardwood, 1/16” thick, extending the full width of the door.

Adhesives — The core and edge banding are bonded together with a waterproof resin glue. The entire core is sized on two sides to insure perfect glue bond between core and crossband. The core, crossband and face veneer are bonded with waterproof Tego film phenolic glue by the hot plate process.

Sizes — The thickness of all fire doors is 1 1/4”. Available in range of standard sizes up to and including 4’ by 7’.

Vision Panel — If required, a vision panel frame for a 10” x 10” light (only size available) shall be provided carton-packed and complete with screws. A baked finish of light brown metal paint is provided on all surfaces. Glazing with 1/4” wire glass shall be done by others.

* T. M. Reg. Owen-Jolinio Glass Co.

United States Plywood Corporation carries the most complete line of flush doors on the market including the famous Weldwood Fire Doors, Weldwood Stay-Strate Doors, Weldwood Honeycomb Doors, Mengel and Algoma Lumber Core Doors, 1 1/4” and 1 3/4” with a variety of both foreign and domestic face veneers.

WELDWOOD® FLUSH DOORS
Manufactured and distributed by
UNITED STATES PLYWOOD CORPORATION
55 West 44th Street, New York 18, N. Y.
Branches in Principal Cities • Distributing Units in Chief Trading Areas
Dealers Everywhere

ARCHITECTURAL RECORD
Get the "Big 6" in your "specs"!

New ILG "PRY" power roof ventilators

1. SELF-COOLED MOTOR—pressure ventilated with clean, cool, outside air—reduces solar heat load—cooler operation results in longer life, lower maintenance. Direct-drive—no belts, no pulleys to waste power and increase maintenance costs.

2. CENTRIFUGAL FAN TYPE—with backward curved blades. No possibility of motor overload at any capacity over complete range of pressure delivery.

3. INLET CONE—specially designed to equalize inlet velocities and eliminate eddy currents, thus contributing to quiet operation and improved operating efficiency.

4. PRACTICALLY NO CURBING—self-contained base assembly eliminates extra cost of expensive high curbing commonly required—also cost of installing air control accessories on the job.

5. BIRD SCREENING is furnished as standard equipment on ILG "PRY" Power Roof Ventilators. No "extra" charges to throw your costs out of line!

6. ACCESSIBLE AIR CONTROLLERS—gravity or motor operated shutter, or manually or motor operated air controller slides out on tracks for easy adjustment or servicing.

These are only six of dozens of new features. Get the complete story from our nearby Branch Office (consult classified directory) or send coupon today.
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INTEROFFICE CORRESPONDENCE

FROM: E. C. Hodges

TO: P. A. Nichols

Phil:

See attached ad on saving thousands of dollars by eliminating window painting with Fenestra Super Hot-Dip Galvanized Steel Windows...Check for the new plant...

Thanks, E.

Now You Can Eliminate Maintenance Painting!

Here's why it will pay you to check, too:

A window painting bill for a typical plant can run around $3,000 every few years.

The most practical answer to that—and any other window problem—is Fenestra® Super Hot-Dip Galvanized Steel Windows. They are rugged, rigid—and completely protected from rust.

Here's why they are called Super Galvanized: Fenestra has developed a Hot-Dip Galvanizing system designed specifically for steel windows, and has built a special plant around it. It is the only one of its kind in America.

Completely automatic controls move Fenestra window assemblies through a series of special tanks where they are cleaned and pickled, rinsed, fluxed, dried, galvanized and Bonderized. Every step is laboratory controlled.

So add Super Hot-Dip Galvanizing to other Fenestra advantages... such as integral ventilator butts that increase window strength, precision machining of window bars for perfectly uniform window size, automatic assembly of ventilators for perfect fit, continuous double contact for weather tightness all around vent openings, rigid interlocking muntin joints.

And, remember, Fenestra's volume production, permitted by standardization of types and sizes, keeps the cost of Fenestra Windows low.

Call your Fenestra Representative or write Detroit Steel Products Company, Dept. AR-7, 2252 East Grand Boulevard, Detroit 11, Mich.

Fenestra SUPER HOT-DIP GALVANIZED STEEL WINDOWS

from America's first plant especially designed to galvanize steel windows
Drawing Reproduction Revolutionized
with Kodagraph Autopositive Paper

Here are some of the ways Sikorsky Aircraft, Div. of United Aircraft Corp., is using this photographic intermediate material.

There are no limitations now on the types of drawings, prints, or documents which can be reproduced in Sikorsky Aircraft's direct-process machine.

Translucent or opaque—it doesn't matter; even "two-sided" originals can be reproduced on Kodagraph Autopositive Paper. And each print is a sparkling intermediate—dense photographic black lines on durable, evenly translucent white paper—ready to produce as many direct-process prints as are needed.

How positive photographic intermediates are produced. Kodagraph Autopositive Paper is exposed in Sikorsky's direct-process machine...processed in standard photographic solutions. No negative step...no darkroom handling—a revolutionary, economical operation that speeds print service to all departments!

Six copies are needed of each oscillograph record obtained while flight-testing Sikorsky helicopters. Autopositive intermediates—which hold the faintest line—are made...and used to produce direct-process prints which are sharp and legible in every detail.

Engineering department reports, charts, letters—documents of every type—are reproduced on Autopositive Paper so that the required number of direct-process prints can be made. A local blueprinter handles the "overflow" demand for Autopositive copies.

Learn how Kodagraph Autopositive Paper is simplifying routines in thousands of concerns. Write today for a free copy of "New Short Cuts and Savings" for interesting facts about companies you know...and a revolutionary new product you should know.
NOW! Summer comfort for any home—at a surprisingly moderate cost!

With hot air heating systems, a Frigidaire Air Conditioner can be placed beside the furnace and connected to the warm air distribution ducts. A damper directs return air to the air conditioner, by-passing the furnace during the summer.

Frigidaire Self-Contained Units
Make Moderately Priced
Air Conditioned Homes A Reality!

Yes, it's easy to give new or existing homes the big advantage of air conditioned comfort! One compact, completely self-contained Frigidaire Air Conditioner does the job—furnishes dust-free, dehumidified air at temperatures to suit the season.

Installation cost is remarkably reasonable—even for existing structures. Operating cost is also low, for these Frigidaire-designed and built units give years of thrifty, trouble-free service. 3, 5 and 7½-ton models available.

Look at these important Frigidaire advantages

Frigidaire Compressor is famous for its dependability—precision-matched with cooling unit and controls to give years of thrifty, trouble-free service.

5-Year Protection Plan on all models. Includes a 1-year warranty on the entire conditioner and a 5-year warranty on the compressor mechanism, including the motor.

Cleanable filters are scientifically made of expanded aluminum—can easily be taken out and cleaned.

Multipath Cooling Unit assures fast, even cooling.

For full details on home installation of Frigidaire Air Conditioners—as well as their many other applications—call your Frigidaire Dealer. Look for his name in the Yellow Pages of phone book under "Air Conditioning" or "Refrigeration Equipment." See Frigidaire Catalogs in Sweet's Files or write Frigidaire Division of General Motors, Dayton 1, Ohio. In Canada, Leaside (Toronto 17), Ontario.

With other heating systems—such as radiant heating—Frigidaire Air Conditioner is installed in a concealed central location. Short ducts lead to the rooms, and cooling for each may be controlled as desired. This plan is ideal for single-story homes.

FRIGIDAIRE Appliances—Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Products

Refrigerators • Electric Ranges • Home Laundry Equipment
Food Freezers • Water Coolers • Electric Water Heaters
Air Conditioning • Commercial Refrigeration Equipment
Electric Dehumidifier

Frigidaire reserves the right to change specifications, or discontinue models, without notice.

Frigidaire Room Air Conditioners, in three models, are compact, quiet, need no plumbing, are easy to install. Model ARO-100A (shown) has Automatic Selective Cooling feature.
more meshes per sheet with **Bostwick**

Diamond Mesh Metal Lath

**Bostwick METAL LATH**

**FOR FLEXIBILITY IN DESIGN**

- Georgetown Hospital at Washington, D. C., was designed by Kayser, Neal and Reed, Pittsburgh, Pa. As the job progressed from rough preliminary sketches to finished plans and specifications no adjustments in dimensions were required by limitations of the lath or corner bead.

Metal lath has always met the structural, decorative, and functional designs of every decade. That's why Bostwick metal lath has been used in the finest structures for over a half-century.

Hence, when you are down to details on your next job, why don't you investigate Bostwick metal lath, corner bead, casings and accessories. We'll gladly send you specification data.

**THE**

**Bostwick**

STEEL LATH COMPANY

105 HEATON AVE. - NILES, OHIO
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In modern buildings, the trend

SOLEX HEAT-ABSORBING GLASS was used to glaze the fixed lights of the massive tower section of Lever House in New York City. The second floor section has Solex in the fixed lights, and Solex Herculite in the spandrel lights. Solex assures more comfortable surroundings for employees. It is particularly recommended for southern and western exposures, for it reduces heat and glare; keeps interiors ten to twenty degrees cooler than outside temperature. Architects: Skidmore, Owings and Merrill, New York City.
is toward

SOLEX Heat-Absorbing Glass

..."the best glass under the sun!"

6550 SOLEX-TWINDOW units were among the substantial number of Pittsburgh Glass products selected for the mammoth Greater Pittsburgh Airport at Pittsburgh, Pa. Solex increases the visibility of distant objects. And when used in Twindow units—with the outer pane of Solex and the inner light of Plate Glass—it forms an insulating window of extreme efficiency. It offers great protection to delicate electronic instruments against excessive temperature variations. Architect: Joseph Hoover, Pittsburgh Pa.

SOLEX-TWINDOW gives all the advantages of Twindow, "the window with built-in insulation," plus a means for reducing the strong heat and brightness of intense sunlight. The sectional view here shows the make-up of this unit. The outer pane is Solex Plate Glass, the inner clear Plate Glass. Between these two panes is a sealed-in air space. The entire unit is enclosed in a stainless steel frame. This protects the seal and glass edges, making handling safer and easier, and cutting installation time.

AT 525 WILLIAM PENN PLACE, in the heart of downtown Pittsburgh, is this new 41-story skyscraper, completely glazed with Solex—"the best glass under the sun!" Solex transmits 70% to 75% of the sun's total light, but admits less than 45% of the total solar heat. Its soft greenish color, almost unnoticeable from inside the room, is easy on the eyes. Solex reduces fading and bleaching of upholstery, draperies, rugs and other fabrics that are normally affected by sunlight. Architects: W. K. Harrison, M. Abramowitz, New York City, and W. Cocks, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Design it better with

Pittsburgh Glass

Your Sweet's Catalog File contains detailed information on all Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company Products. . Sections 7a, 13e, 16b, 15, 21.

PAINTS • GLASS • CHEMICALS • BRUSHES • PLASTICS

PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS COMPANY
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“Packaged power” speeds Ford expansion

PRE-ENGINEERED to make system design easier, this 35,000-kva transformer is on its way to the plant substation. Use of two units increases dependability of power supply.

EQUIPMENT ARRIVES in unit form for fast installation, to conserve skilled manpower. Here, the switchgear section of a load-center unit substation is moved into position.

Pre-engineered components save months on design and installation of power system for new plant

Use of many automatic machines and processes in the new Ford Motor Co. engine plant near Cleveland means a heavy power demand. That made planning, selection, and installation of the power distribution system one of the most important phases of plant construction.

Ford, and Hatfield Electric Co. electrical contractors, saved months of engineering and installation time by selecting a power system made up of G-E equipment. Here's how: (1) co-ordinated systems are readily designed using pre-engineered G-E components, (2) "packaged" G-E equipment is quickly installed and connected, and (3) lost time involved in "piecemeal" systems is eliminated since we co-ordinate manufacture and shipment of system components.

You can save time and money on industrial plant electrification by specifying user-preferred G-E equipment. And our engineers are ready to assist in such planning and design. Besides power distribution, they'll help on outdoor lighting and electric drives for plant service systems. Contact your G-E Apparatus Sales Office early in the planning. General Electric Co., Schenectady 5, N. Y.

Engineered Electrical Systems for Industrial Plants

GENERAL ELECTRIC

ARCHITECTURAL RECORD
A vicious fire raged for over an hour in a small area of the Susan B. Clayton Housing Development in Houston, Texas.

But it could not break through the FIRESTOP Bestwall barrier.

The unretouched photos tell the story. According to FPHA authorities, FIRESTOP Bestwall "saved the entire building from being a total loss."

FIRESTOP Bestwall, considered by many as the greatest improvement in gypsum wallboard history, offers up to 1 hour resistance for walls and ceilings.

This amazing gypsum product far outclasses any ordinary wallboard. Besides its superior fire resistance, FIRESTOP has greater structural strength and better sound-deadening characteristics. It is the one and only wallboard carrying the mark of Underwriters Laboratories ® Re-examination Service.

"Facts about FIRESTOP" is yours for the asking. It contains complete information on fire resistance and other characteristics of this remarkable development.
Attractive Appearance

Special design sections to match the architectural theme will make Barcol OVERdoors an attractive part of the house. In the mechanism, a pair of tailored springs provide easy working through accurate counter-balancing. Ball bearing rollers and other friction-reducing devices add to easy working. An exclusive cam closing action insures no sticking of the door, through its free-running operation, and also is principally responsible for snug and weathertight closing all around the frame. Finally, long life is achieved by good engineering, well-made parts with plated finish, and skilled installation.

Barcol OVERdoors

MECHANICAL FEATURES THAT PROVIDE...

EASY WORKING

NO STICKING

WEATHERTIGHT CLOSING

LONG LIFE

FACTORY-TRAINED SALES AND SERVICE REPRESENTATIVES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

BARBER-COLMAN COMPANY

102 MILL ST., ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS
The blow that often hurts worse than a power outage is inability to get back into production. With one investment you can have reliable circuit control and protection, and help in eliminating road blocks to capacity production—with Westinghouse Circuit Breakers.

On short circuits, Westinghouse Breakers trip instantly, yet provide a time lag on temporary, harmless overloads to minimize circuit interruptions. As soon as trouble is cleared on the line, flip the handle back to “on” position and power is restored—just as quick as that. No need to chase fuses, no costly maintenance time to install them. In addition, Westinghouse Breakers are tamperproof—provide you dependable protection for years and years without attention.

Westinghouse has a complete line of Circuit Breakers for industrial and commercial applications in ratings from 5 through 600 amperes. For complete information, call your nearest Westinghouse office, or write for Bulletin D. B. 29-060, Westinghouse Electric Corporation, P. O. Box 868, Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania.
For convenience... for unsurpassed economy and satisfaction for your clients, it pays to base your specifications on the complete line of Corbin locks and builders' hardware. Take locks, for instance. Because Corbin manufactures every major type of lock, you are never limited in choice. You can switch from type to type as requirements vary. Yet all locks can be master-keyed as needed and harmonious in design. No need for costly overspecification or inadequate under-specification here! In addition, Corbin offers all the hardware to equip a building... plus experienced representatives whose up-to-date knowledge can be of invaluable help to you.

**P. & F. Corbin DIVISION**
The American Hardware Corporation
New Britain, Connecticut, U.S.A.
FOR AUTHORITATIVE ASSISTANCE, CALL YOUR CORBIN REPRESENTATIVE

Years of close contact with the hardware and lock problems which confront architects and engineers have made these Corbin consultants among the top men in their field. There's a Corbin representative of similar high calibre in your locality who will gladly work with you in the selection of builders' hardware. Put his experience and integrity to work for you when plans reach the specification stage!

GOOD BUILDINGS DESERVE GOOD HARDWARE

REVISED CORBIN CATALOG
Now Available

An up-to-date, abbreviated version of the Corbin Catalog, revised to meet today's unique conditions, is now available. Ask your Corbin distributor for your copy today.
Cleveland’s Shaker Towers chooses MODINE

America’s finest buildings use America’s finest convectors

Today, superior heating performance must be teamed with subtle styling and long-life construction. On all counts, Modine Convectors meet the most exacting professional standards. That’s why more and more Modine Convectors are being specified by leading architects and engineers. For full information on heating at its finest, call your Modine representative. You’ll find him listed in your classified phone book. Or write Modine Mfg. Co., 1510 DeKoven Avenue, Racine, Wisconsin.
There is something really NEW in tile.

It's Ceratile—a real clay tile with a soft, fabric-like texture in tones, shades and hues never before possible in ceramic tile. The 34 current designs are your newest means of giving new life and beauty to bathrooms, kitchens, foyers, playrooms and decorative areas, or any other place you desire. In fact, the only thing old about Ceratile is its wonderful practicability. The beauty treatment you prescribe for today's and tomorrow's homes will endure for generations.

What you see here only approximates the true beauty and color of Ceratile. Until you can see the real thing, write for address of Ceratile dealer nearest you, and for full-color brochure showing 34 patterns of Ceratile available for immediate delivery. Custom patterns, to your order, also available as production schedules permit. Ceratile can be frostproofed for exterior use in freezing climates. Address requests to Dept. AR-7.

THE CAMBRIDGE TILE MFG. CO.
Authorized Distributors of Ceratile
P. O. Box 71, Cincinnati 15, Ohio
Architect Albert Anis specified

ALL ALUMINUM MIAMI AWNING WINDOWS

for the Surfside Plaza, Miami Beach

Problem: to convert the 25 year old Surfside Plaza building into a modern hotel in keeping with the current trend of newly constructed hotel buildings.

Solution: "The most important element of such a change was to provide modern windows with the thought of architectural beauty as well as perfection in construction in daily operation of such windows."

Specify the all-aluminum Miami Awning Window for homes, hospitals, schools, and office buildings.

Air Infiltration Tests Taken by Pittsburgh Testing Laboratories

- Constructed from extra heavy aluminum alloy sections (63-T52). Both sides of vent sections are actuated with equal pressure through a patented, concealed torque shaft allowing easy, balanced opening and closing.
- Plastic weather-stripping optional.
- Available for immediate shipment.

For further information, see Sweet's Architectural File 1/24 or write, wire or phone Miami Window Corp., Dept. A.R.7.

MIAMI WINDOW CORPORATION

5200 N. W. 37th Avenue, Miami 42, Florida
Locks face their most gruelling tests aboard ship. Sea duty subjects locks to everlasting motion during every minute of every voyage, and to the continuing corrosive action of damp salt air.

During 12 years of this rigorous service on the S.S. America, Schlage Locks have proven their ruggedness and their extreme resistance to corrosion. Now, U.S. Lines has again selected the time-proven Schlage Lock for use throughout the magnificent, new S.S. United States. Schlage Locks for commercial buildings and residences have the same type of durable mechanism as the locks used on the S.S. United States.

**FACTS ABOUT THE S.S. UNITED STATES**

**THE LARGEST SHIP EVER BUILT IN THE UNITED STATES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Measurement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length</td>
<td>990'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam</td>
<td>101'6&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth: Keel to top of forward funnel</td>
<td>175'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of decks</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed</td>
<td>30 knots plus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross tonnage</td>
<td>Over 50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total passengers</td>
<td>2,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total crew</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated cost</td>
<td>$70,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Builders: Newport News</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Co.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Schlage Saturn Design** in Luster Sealed* Aluminum is used throughout the S.S. United States

*Luster-Sealed Aluminum, treated with Alcoa's alumilite process, permanently resists corrosion and needs no polishing...ever!

**SCHLAGE®**

**THE TIME-PROVEN CYLINDRICAL LOCK**

Schlage Lock Company, San Francisco, California

SCHLAGE LOCK COMPANY OF CANADA, LTD., VANCOUVER, B. C.
THE REMOTAIRE by American-Standard

...a new remote type room conditioner for multi-room installations...

HEATS IN WINTER...COOLS IN SUMMER

○ Here's year 'round comfort-conditioning for such multi-room installations as hotels, motels, office buildings, hospitals, apartments and residences.

The Remotaire uses chilled or heated water supplied through a simple piping system from a remotely located central water chiller and heating plant. Designed for location under windows, the Remotaire can be free standing or recessed into the wall 4 inches.

Individual control of each unit allows the occupant to choose the room temperature that suits him best without affecting adjoining spaces.

The Remotaire is provided with an arrangement for introducing ventilation air through a wall aperture. However, ventilation air may be supplied by several other methods if desired.

Whether for modernization of an existing building, or in the planning of a new building, put this quality remote type room conditioner to work in the buildings you plan. For further information, send for descriptive literature—Form 298.

American Radiator & Standard Sanitary Corporation,
Dept. AR-72, Pittsburgh, Pa.

AMERICAN-Standard
HEATING-COOLING

Model No. 200—37 7/8"
Model No. 400—49 7/8"

THE REMOTAIRE IS SMARTLY STYLED, STURDILY CONSTRUCTED. All surfaces of the heavy-gauge furniture steel cabinet are bondurized and finished with a baked-on gray semi-gloss enamel.

IT'S EASY TO INSTALL...in both old and new buildings. Ventilation air can be introduced through a wall aperture or by several other methods if desired. Piping and electrical connections are easily made in spacious end compartments.

IT'S SIMPLE TO OPERATE...Individual control of each unit allows the occupant to choose the room temperature that suits him best without affecting adjoining spaces. Room ventilation can be adjusted with the fresh air damper located in each unit.

EASY TO CLEAN AROUND. The cabinet is designed with toe-step offset...allows maximum cleanliness of floor (and eliminates unsightly return air grille).

FLEXIBLE INSTALLATION. Coil is designed for either right or left hand connections and can be easily reversed in the field if necessary. Spacious end compartments with removable end panels provide ease of installation and allow more than a 90° horizontal wrench swing.
Now, a new high in seeing comfort through sensationaly-increased UPWARD LIGHT...

Now, approximately \( \frac{3}{4} \) of light is directed upward through a completely new, precedent-shattering concept of lighting unit design! The new Benjamin "Task-Master" is the modern solution to the brightness ratio problem. By combining greater upward flow of light with a new high of 35° in lamp shielding, "Task-Master" doubles, even triples, present standards for industrial seeing comfort. In addition to sensationaly-increased upward light and lamp shielding, "Task-Master" features revolutionary new, easier methods of installation and maintenance, such as those illustrated below. Send for free "Task-Master" Bulletin, giving further details. Write for Bulletin AD 5906. Benjamin Electric Mfg. Co., Dept. Q-1, Des Plaines, Illinois.
Fiberglas® Ceiling Board, one of the complete line of Fiberglas Sound Control products, is especially suited for large-area ceilings where smart, modern eye appeal is desirable. It offers the inseparable advantages of all Fiberglas acoustical materials—high noise reduction, fire safety and low cost. In fact, its light weight contributes to the cost advantage since it is installed by lightweight suspension systems that emphasize economy. High in light reflection, dimensionally stable, easily maintained, with the important plus of thermal insulation.

For complete design data and details, call your nearest Fiberglas Acoustical Contractor listed in the yellow pages. Or write to: OWENS-CORNING FIBERGLAS CORPORATION, Dept. 68-G, Toledo 1, Ohio.

*Fiberglas (Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.) Sonofaced and Noise-Stop are trade-marks of Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation.
Lightweight, extra-strong coils of Bundyweld Tubing are easily mounted in ceilings, easily plastered over. There's little danger of tubing damage from rough handling or accidental hammer blows.

Put your houses years ahead with Bundyweld ceiling radiant heating

Interest in this newest, most practical method of heating a home widens daily. Present users hail it enthusiastically. Prospective home buyers demand to know more about it.

To thousands, Bundyweld ceiling radiant heating has already proved a cleaner, more economical, more convenient way to heat. They in turn are selling friends on the idea of walls without dirt streaks, of warmth that's always even, of air that's fresh as spring.

But the biggest boom is coming from Bundy ads in American Home and in Better Homes & Gardens. People who are planning to buy a home now or later are sending in an avalanche of coupons. They want to know more about Bundyweld ceiling radiant heating. They want to know the names of builders and architects using it. These people are your prospects!

Why not place your houses squarely in the middle of this interest? Why not put your homes ahead of all competition for years to come? Send the coupon!

Radiant Heating Division
BUN DY TUBING COMPANY
Detroit 14, Michigan

Bundyweld ceiling radiant heating
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250 years ago Sir Christopher Wren wrote:
"We architects are scrupulous
in small things . . .

AND ARCHITECTS TODAY
HEARTILY AGREE WITH
THE GREAT ENGLISHMAN . . .
PAINSTAKING ATTENTION TO DETAIL HAS ALWAYS BEEN THE ARCHITECT'S TRADEMARK. To meet high contemporary standards, Kawneer Entrances are cleanly and handsomely styled to reflect the utmost simplicity in line and form. They are precision-engineered for maximum strength, smooth operation, and weather protection.

Transfiguration School in Tarrytown, New York, shows an excellent solution to an entrance problem that required panic exit devices. Architect—Robert A. Green.


Lanes Department Store in New York City uses two pairs of Kawneer doors within one frame. Architects—Cordes-Bartow and Mihnos.
THIS is the flooring that even years from now will proudly testify to your good judgment. For this is Wingfoot Rubber Flooring, Goodyear's rich, smooth, lustrous flooring that assures lasting satisfaction. For years to come your clients will still be enjoying the like-new beauty, resilience, comfort and quiet of this enduringly lovely flooring. Always specify it. See your Wingfoot Rubber Flooring Dealer for samples and specifications, or write Goodyear, Flooring Department, Akron 16, Ohio.

LASTING BEAUTY—Colors are integral, never fade or "walk off." Choose from 16 marbleized colors.

DURABILITY—Smooth, resilient surface defies time and wear, resists fire, stains, alcohol, inks, cigarette burns, most acids.

MAINTENANCE EASE—Keeps its brand-new look with minimum maintenance because dirt can't penetrate surface.

ADAPTABILITY—Wingfoot Rubber, available in rolls 36" wide or 9" x 9" tiles, is highly favored by architects, builders and owners for both commercial and residential use.

ECONOMY—So durable is Wingfoot Rubber Flooring, it retains its just-installed look long after conventional floorings need replacement.
After all is said and done, the first function of a mortar is to form a good, tight bond with the brick. Upon this characteristic depend both the strength and the water-tightness of the wall. A good bond is particularly important in securing water-tight walls, because most cases of leakage are caused by the passage of water between the brick and the mortar.

Brixment mortar assures a good, strong, thorough bond because: (1) Its great plasticity permits a more complete bedding of the brick, and an increased area of contact between the brick and mortar. (2) Its high water-retaining capacity keeps the brick from sucking the water out of the mortar too fast, and prevents the mortar from congealing before the brick is thoroughly bedded and bonded. (3) It hardens slowly enough to permit deeper penetration and more thorough keying into the pores of the brick.

Because of these characteristics, Brixment mortar makes a better bond. Isn't this what you want in your brickwork?

LOUISVILLE CEMENT COMPANY, Incorporated, LOUISVILLE 2, KY.
Invisible door closers are ideal for entrance remodeling and modernizing. Template drawings available on request.

For the Modern Entrance achieving both design and function

Because RIXSON Checking Floor Hinges are concealed in the rigid floor... allowing a full, unobstructed door opening... they make possible the clean cut simplicity required in modern design. No unsightly arms, or any parts of the closed mechanism are ever visible. To add to the modern atmosphere is the invisible power... the dependable, trouble free function of RIXSON Closers... that gently brings the doors to a quiet close after each opening.

Manufacturers of precision built hardware for 52 years

The Oscar C. Rixson Company
4450 W. Carroll Avenue, Chicago 24, Illinois
Better Ductwork

It’s smart to specify aluminum for ductwork because, at one-third the weight of other metals, aluminum cuts tons from added weight to reduce structural loads. Aluminum will not rust from condensation in cooling systems. Aluminum also is a natural insulator. Non-sparking aluminum also is ideally suited to the removal of inflammable and explosive dust and fumes in industrial installations. And, with all of these advantages, aluminum ductwork installation is easier—usually costs less, particularly when handling larger sections.

Curtain Walls and Spandrels

Corrosion-resistant aluminum curtain walls and spandrels retain their attractiveness for years and years. Lightweight for minimum building load and easy handling of large sections; choice of sheet, extruded or cast designs; freedom from destructive rust; high heat reflection; and the wide range of durable, decorative finishes all make aluminum the material of first consideration for curtain walls and spandrels. Here again, aluminum’s unlimited flexibility complements the design skill of experienced architects.

Attractive Hardware

Aluminum hardware completes the white metal theme in modern design. Like other aluminum trim, the natural color of aluminum hardware, in a wide range of finishes, harmonizes with all decorative schemes. Aluminum hardware won’t rust or corrode—stays bright and attractive. A full line of aluminum hardware—closers, escutcheons, knobs, strike plates, push bars, kick plates, hinges, stops—is available. Write to Reynolds for list of aluminum hardware manufacturers and for information on any other architectural aluminum applications.

Put Reynolds Architectural Service to Work on Your Designs

Aluminum, the modern metal, points the way to better buildings at lower cost... and, Reynolds Architectural Service points the way for architects to get the most from aluminum. Reynolds Architectural Service is available to architects for the asking. It’s a specialized service set up to work with you on aluminum design problems. Aluminum extruded shapes and tubing, structuralssh, sheet and other mill products point the way to better building through unlimited design flexibility, wide range of finishes, lightweight, great strength, resistance to rust and corrosion and low cost. Remember—aluminum is the only mass-produced metal that costs less today than before World War II.

Take advantage of Reynolds Architectural Service on special designs, but be sure to specify aluminum for all of its advantages in standard products, too. For complete information call the Reynolds office listed under “Aluminum” in your classified telephone directory or write direct.

FREE BOOKLET!

Send for your copy of Reynolds Architectural Folio today! A complete, up-to-date kit on architectural aluminum, in loose leaf form with drawings for direct tracing. Free when requested on business letterhead. Write to Reynolds Metals Company, 2572 So. Third St., Louisville 1, Ky.
nothing protects against sudden shower scalds

like SAFETY MIX

... No scalds ... no chills. Protects against both sudden scalds and chills. Even with pressure fluctuations up to 85%, Safetymix keeps shower temperature constant. Automatically shuts down flow when either hot or cold water fails.

... Only one moving part. Designed and manufactured by engineers and approved by architects, pressure-actuated Safetymix is the most rugged shower control valve made. Only Safetymix has the patented Flow Control Spindle with but one moving part to control all valve functions.

... Easy to fix as a faucet. Safetymix is designed with self-cleaning action to prevent clogging. Saves water. All parts accessible from front.

Because it costs no more than ordinary shower valves and is guaranteed to be entirely as represented, architects specify Safetymix and engineers recommend it. Safetymix gives the extra safety and satisfaction that builds better reputations. Safetymix is used in thousands of schools, colleges, hotels, industrial plants, institutions and better homes from coast to coast.

See Sweets Architectural File or your Domestic Engineering Catalog. Send for bulletin and prices.

White Fir’s straight, even grain and light color make it ideal for interior paneling such as is shown here in this inviting living room.

*THESE ARE THE WESTERN PINES
IDAHO WHITE PINE
PONDEROSA PINE • SUGAR PINE

†THESE ARE THE ASSOCIATED WOODS
LARCH • DOUGLAS FIR • WHITE FIR
ENGELMANN SPRUCE • INCENSE CEDAR
RED CEDAR • LODGEPOLE PINE

All are well manufactured, seasoned, and graded to the high Association standards. You can specify and buy them with confidence!

For information on any of the Woods of the Western Pine Region, write

WESTERN PINE ASSOCIATION
DEPT. 525-U, YEON BUILDING • PORTLAND 4, OREGON
Built-up saddles are eliminated in Steel Deck Roofs. Purlins can be set to create valleys at sump locations in the drainage area. Steel Deck can be warped to conform. No additional deck plates are required—no cutting or fitting necessary.

BUILT-UP SADDLES ELIMINATED

SUMP RECESES and SUMPS
Mahon Roof Sump Receases for use with Mahon Steel Deck can be furnished to fit any roof pitch. Mahon Cast Iron Sumps can also be furnished for 4", 5", and 6" conductors.

1,070,000 Sq. Ft. of Mahon Steel Deck Protects New Ford Plant at Kansas City!

For industrial plants large and small, auditoriums, armories, theatres and commercial buildings of all types, steel deck provides the most economical, permanent roof construction available today. No matter how you figure it, your total roof cost per square foot will be less than any other type of roof construction with comparable "U" Factor . . . because, Steel Deck can be insulated to the exact degree to meet the thermal requirements of temperature range in any given locality—and, Steel Deck's light weight permits additional economies in the supporting structure. Mahon Steel Deck is available in Galvanized or Enamel Coated Steel . . . it is a product embodying distinctive and desirable features in both design and quality—for instance, the vertical leg stiffening ribs eliminate all horizontal or angular surfaces where troublesome dust may accumulate. In the enamel coating process, the metal is chemically cleaned and phosphated to provide paint bond, and the protective coat of synthetic enamel is baked on at 350°F. prior to roll-forming. These are items that warrant your consideration when selecting Steel Deck for the roof of any building. See Mahon's Insert in Sweet's Files for complete information, or write for Catalogs B-52-A and B.

THE R. C. MAHON COMPANY
Detroit 34, Michigan • Chicago 4, Illinois • Representatives in all Principal Cities

Manufacturers of Steel Deck for Roofs, Partitions, Ceilings and Floors; Insulated Metal Walls of Aluminum, Stainless or Galvanized Steel; Insulated Metal Wall Panels; Rolling Steel Doors, Grilles, and Underwriters' Labeled Rolling Steel Doors and Fire Shutters.
Now! Here's the inside story of the Celotex Self-Insulating Wall

- Costs less to build than conventional insulated frame wall of comparable insulating efficiency.
- Exceeds FHA insulation requirements in about 90% of the areas in the United States.
- Greater structural strength—easier, quicker to erect.
- Any type siding can be applied to it speedily and economically.

You get a stronger, better wall with BUILT-IN insulation—at less cost—when you specify the Celotex Self-Insulating Wall!

Celotex 25/32" Insulating Sheathing on the outside insulates and weatherproofs as it builds. All at one cost. Saves labor, materials. Has 21/2 times the insulating value of yellow pine. Celotex 25/32" Big Board Insulating Sheathing has 30% greater bracing strength than ordinary sheathing. Eliminates need for corner bracing. Goes up 30% faster, with up to 15% less waste. It's double-waterproofed—inside, by integral treatment; outside, by asphalt coating. Yet has more than twice the vapor permeability required by government agencies.

Celotex 1/2" Insulating Lath on the inside provides a strong, solid, continuous plaster base—plus 5 times the insulation value of ordinary lath! Shiplapped long edges slide easily into place, fit snugly. Beveling of all face edges provides added plaster thickness at joints. Two types: Regular, and Vapor Seal with an asphalt vapor barrier on the back. Both Celotex Insulating Sheathing and Celotex Insulating Lath are made of tough, strong, interlocking Louisiana cane fibres—and protected by the patented Ferox® Process from dry rot and termite attack.

Write today for factual literature giving full technical data on the Celotex Self-Insulating Wall. The Celotex Corporation, Dept. AR-72, 120 S. LaSalle St., Chicago 3, Ill.

"U" VALUE OF THIS WALL IS 0.15 with wood siding and plastered interior. SAME WALL but with wood sheathing and 3/8" gypsum lath has "U" value of only 0.25.

Build Better...Specify Genuine

CELOTEX
REG. U.S. PAT. OFF.
BUILDING PRODUCTS

THE CELOTEX CORPORATION • 120 S. LASALLE STREET • CHICAGO 3, ILLINOIS

ARCHITECTURAL RECORD
You give your client more for his money when you plan with VAMPCO.

You provide maximum function and utility. If VAMPCO'S versatile stock patterns do not provide just what you need, you can afford to consider special designing.

Precision VAMPCO factory fabrication saves many costly man-hours of fitting and installation on the job. Windows are shipped complete, with hardware in place.

And VAMPCO'S lifetime aluminum never rusts, never corrodes, never needs paint. VAMPCO windows pay their own way—on maintenance savings alone.

All the know-how and friendly cooperation of VAMPCO'S Engineering Service are yours for the asking. No obligation whatever! Just address your questions to Dept. AR72.
RETURN ENGAGEMENT IN Buffalo

Twice in three years, The American Radiator and Standard Sanitary Corp. has selected Ruberoid roofing in new buildings in Buffalo, N.Y. First in 1949, architects Prack & Prack specified a 20-year Ruberoid Bonded Built-Up Roof for a new office and warehouse. This year, the architects called on Ruberoid again to supply the roofing for an addition to this plant. In all, 1640 squares of Ruberoid Coal Tar Pitch and Tarred Felt unite these two buildings under one roof with a guarantee of 20 years minimum service.

You'll find a complete catalog of roofing specifications in "Ruberoid Built-Up Roofs and Flashings." There's one for that job that's on the boards right now and for every job that comes into the shop. There are Ruberoid specifications to meet any specific conditions...many are bonded for as long as 20 years. If you would like a copy of this handy book, there's a new edition ready now. A note on your letterhead will send it your way. We will also send you a Ruberoid Built-Up Roof Selector that serves as an automatic index to the Roofing Book. For further information, consult your nearest Ruberoid dealer or Sweet's Architectural Catalog, Section 8A/RU. The Ruberoid Co., 500 Fifth Avenue, New York 36, N.Y.

AMERICAN RADIATOR AND STANDARD SANITARY CORP.
Buffalo, N.Y.
Architects:
Prack and Prack, Pittsburgh, PA.
General Contractor:
John W. Cowper Co., Inc.,
Buffalo, N.Y.
Roofing Contractor:
James J. Draper Co., Inc.,
Buffalo, N.Y.

RUBEROID RECOMMENDATION
Flashing Low Parapet Walls

The RUBEROID Co.

ASPHALT AND ASBESTOS BUILDING MATERIALS

THE RIGHT ROOF FOR ANY JOB — FROM ONE SOURCE

Ruberoid makes every type of built-up roof — Smooth Surfaced Asbestos, Coal Tar Pitch with gravel or slag surfacing, and smooth or gravel-and-slag surfaced Asphalt...in specifications to meet any need. Ruberoid Approved Roofers are not prejudiced in favor of any one type. You are assured of centralized responsibility, smoother operation, uniform quality with Ruberoid built-up roofings.
UNITED NATIONS HEADQUARTERS

HEADQUARTERS PLANNING OFFICE
WALLACE K. HARRISON, Director of Planning
MAX ABRAMOVITZ, Deputy Director of Planning
MICHAEL M. HARRIS, Assistant Director of Planning
GLENN BENNETT, Executive Officer
HAROLD L. McLEOD, Comptroller
JAMES A. DAWSON, Coordinator of Construction

BOARD OF DESIGN CONSULTANTS
G. A. SOILLEUX (Australia)
GASTON BRUNFAUT (Belgium)
OSCAR NIEMEYER (Brazil)
ERNEST CORMIER (Canada)
SSU-CIFENG LIANG (China)
CHARLES LE CORBUSIER (France)
SVEN MARKELIUS (Sweden)
N. D. BASSOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
HOWARD ROBERTSON (United Kingdom)
JULIO VILAMAJÓ (Uruguay)

ASSOCIATE ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS
LOUIS SKIDMORE
GILMORE D. CLARKE
RALPH WALKER

SPECIAL CONSULTANTS
JOSEF HAVLICEK (Czechoslovakia)
VLADIMIR BODIANSKY (France)
JOHN ANTONIADES (Greece)
MATTHEW NOWICKI (Poland)
PETER NOSKOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
HUGH FERRISS (United States of America)
ERNEST WEISSMANN (Yugoslavia)

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
WILLIAM MUESER
EMIL H. PRAEGER
JOHN F. HENNESSY
JAMES L. EDWARDS
EDWARD J. CONTENT
WILLIAM WILSON, Coordinator
The buildings for the United Nations constitute what is probably the most important architectural work of the century. They constitute a World Capitol, and as such draw the eyes of the world as a symbol of hope for world peace and the visible expression of world government. Therefore these structures deserve careful critical comment as to both function and purpose.

The site for the United Nations buildings is seventeen and a half acres, bounded by the East River, Forty-second Street, First Avenue and Forty-eighth Street. The Franklin D. Roosevelt Drive, an expressway, runs along the river edge, and part of the buildings are cantilevered over it. The site forms an enclave in the city, state and nation, with specific rights of extraterritoriality. Nevertheless, by agreement various facilities are furnished by the City of New York, such as the right to build over the Drive, sewer connections, access from city streets and fire protection. Heat, in the form of steam, comes from the New York Steam Company; and electric light and power come from the Consolidated Edison Company, so that there are certain anomalies in the situation. The City has also agreed to make certain physical improvements. The heavy traffic along First Avenue is being carried past the site in a tunnel; the approach from Forty-second Street has been cleared of old encumbrances and widened; Forty-seventh Street has been widened from First to Second Avenue. From the point of view of city planning, this is little enough. No effort has been made to plan for the tremendous effect U.N. is going to have on the entire surrounding area, and an excellent study made by the Committee on Civic Design and Development of the New York Chapter, A.I.A., has been completely ignored. The U.N. group must be considered within this framework, including the unpleasant vistas of Con Edison stacks, the hideous ventilation building for the Queensborough...
Tunnel, the monstrous rears of Tudor City and the intrusive sky-scaper that prevents any view of the Capitol from the Forty-seventh Street approach until one is almost at First Avenue. A physically less fortunate site would have required effort to find. What might have been possible had large acreage been acquired in Westchester County or in Philadelphia is now beside the point. It is significant that the Rockefeller gift of a cramped urban site was in line with the Delegates' desire to be within easy reach of New York's glamour.

When the site was determined, Wallace Harrison was appointed Director of Planning by the U.N. and provided with funds to set up a Planning Office. This office was first established to service the Board of Design Consultants. For this purpose it consisted of about thirty draftsmen and consulting engineers. Contact between the designers and the drafting room was handled by Michael M. Harris (now Assistant Director of Planning); he continued to shoulder most of the burden of coordination of design and production of working drawings throughout. During the working drawing stage there were about a hundred and fifty men, plus the mechanical engineering men and attaches from the structural engineers. In general the work was divided into four parts, each under a responsible job captain: Secretariat, Meeting Hall Area (now Conference Building), General Assembly, Parking and Site Planning. Job meetings were held weekly. Harris attended these and all the other meetings — meetings with the City, the Park Department, the U.N. Advisory Board. There was also a special Board on Code Requirements, because since the City was furnishing fire protection, it was thought advisable to comply, in the main, with the City Code. Policy and general development of design were controlled by Wallace Harrison and Max Abramo.
vitz. Within the framework as determined by the Board of Design there were endless changes of detail, endless decisions to be made and coordinated and checked. It was an exceedingly involved and complicated technical and design undertaking. Engineers and contractors working closely with the architectural staff made the organization closely knit and contributed to the smoothness of operation. James A. Dawson, Coordinator of Construction for the Planning Office, has headed a staff of 30 or 40 supervisors, estimators, etc.

One of the immediate problems, to be attacked even before the meeting of the Board of Design Consultants, was the organization of the program. How many employees? How many conference rooms, meeting rooms? What were the special needs of the eight major departments of U.N.? What would be the relation of delegates to staff, how would the press be accommodated, what areas should the public be admitted to? What special problems were raised by the international character of the staff? What services would be required in the way of reproduction of the spoken word, of written material; how big and what kind of a library; what types of inter-com systems? How much parking?

Research into these and a host of related questions was undertaken by Harmon Goldstone of Harrison’s office. He prepared a series of reports which, together with engineers’ reports on foundations and all other basic technical data, served as a working program. Care was taken not to have any drawings or sketches made prior to the meeting of the designers.

The organization of the United Nations may be summarized thus:

The General Assembly, which is the supreme governing body, and consists of Delegates from all the member states. It meets for two or three months in the year.

The Security Council, the Trusteeship Council and the Economic and Social Council, to which are delegated authority in their respective spheres. The Security
Council is in permanent session; the other two meet three or four times a year.

The Court of International Justice. This sits at The Hague, and is not part of the New York City group.

The Secretariat, which is an internationally recruited Civil Service, has the job of keeping the United Nations organization running. It is headed by the Secretary General, and is divided into eight departments. The Departments of Security Council Affairs, Economic Affairs, Social Affairs and Trusteeship Affairs deal with the work of the three Councils. The Legal Department handles problems of international law; the Administrative and Financial Department handles budget, personnel and organizational matters. The Department of Conference and General Services handles all the enormous amount of paper work for the United Nations (it takes 400 man-hours to get a one-hour speech by a delegate into the record — including translation into five languages, editing for the Journal and printing in the Official Record); it runs a full-scale printing plant, and documents are distributed by dumbwaiters, conveyors and pneumatic tubes. This Department also handles security, plant operation, transportation, mail and messenger service. The eighth Department is Public Relations. In addition there are two other groups closely tied in with the U.N., the Specialized Agencies and the non-governmental international organizations. While not part of U.N., they had to be considered in the basic program.

Goldstone's program fluctuated widely for quite a while, because there was no way of calculating precisely the future personnel needs. Preliminary designs were based on 2300, which rose shortly to 5265, and finally settled down to about 4000 ultimate, with an immediate layout for 3200 (exclusive, of course, of "service personnel" — elevator operators, cleaners, etc.).

Early in 1947 the Director of Planning, his Deputy Director, Max Abramovitz, and the Ten International Design Consultants began work on the design. Fifty-three basic schemes, many with three or four variations, were made and discussed, with the Director acting as umpire, moderator, and soother of ruffled feelings. By May of 1947 a final parti was unanimously agreed upon — the first unanimous presentation ever made to the General Assembly by a U.N. committee.

Five essential decisions were made. 1) the Secretariat, which has the greatest daily flow of population, should be at the south end of the site because of its convenience to 42nd Street and cross-town transportation; 2) the Secretariat was to be a high-rise structure because experience at Lake Success showed that intercommunication, of which there is a great deal, was far easier and less time-consuming vertically than horizontally; 3) that given a high-rise building on the south, an east-west orientation would throw less shadow over the site than north-south, even though there was a considerably greater cost entailed for heating and air conditioning; 4) the location of the Council Rooms to
the east was determined as a logical relation to the General Assembly which was given the place of honor at the center of the site along First Avenue; 5) agreements were reached with the City to cantilever over Roosevelt Drive, to build a tunnel past the site for First Avenue traffic, to widen 47th Street, and to construct minor parks adjacent to the site. The first plans also contemplated an additional structure for Specialized Agencies and Delegations Offices at the north end of the site. This was abandoned for lack of funds. Since then the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace has acquired a site at the corner of Forty-sixth Street and First Avenue and is erecting a building there which will house many of the non-governmental agencies.

The original scheme was to have cost about $85,000,000, as a loan without interest from the United States, repayable over 32 years. This was cut to $65,000,000 by the U.N. itself, to scale down its request for presentation to a Congress dubious of the whole idea.* The cut necessitated a general scaling down of areas and cubage. This was done without altering the original approved design. In fact the main elements of plan, section and general conception, as approved by the Design Consultants and the U.N., have not been changed in any essential respect whatever.

Let us consider each of the group components in some detail, starting with the Secretariat. This building is 544 ft high, 287 ft long, 72 ft wide and has 39 floors and 3 basements. Visually it completely dominates the group; when one thinks of U.N. one thinks only of the vast green-glass, marble-end slab, although in plan it forms only a small part of the total building area. This visual dominance is probably as it should be, for in governmental organizations today the clerical worker with his paper-shuffling and the permanent heads of departments, divisions, bureaus, sections are the people who get the work done, subtly influence policy, and see that the wheels go round. Without the typists, the file-clerks, the men and women in the little cubicles, the east would collapse. The office building has consequently become the charter.
acteristic form of American architecture, and it is in the technique of office buildings that our greatest advances have been made. It is somehow fitting that the Secretariat should become the symbol of the U.N. — an up-ended filing case for human beings, their hopes, their fears and their aspirations for a steady job. That is the new American Dream, a steady job, that is what we hope a United World will bring us, in the terms of peace and security; and of that the Secretariat is a just, if unconscious, expression.

Unconscious expression because actually the Secretariat is more than an American office building. It houses people from many nations with greatly differing cultural backgrounds. This raised a lot of technical problems, from how to provide temperatures and working conditions for a variety of physiological natures to psychological problems of adjustment to mechanical devices and personal habits, to questions of elevator controls and signs. Since there are practical limits to providing for national whims, the answer was to make the process of adjustment to our way as painless as possible. The result is, of course, a forceful expression of Our Way, not theirs.

Seen from a distance the Secretariat is very handsome indeed. It has, on the whole, remarkable clarity, and a quality of brightness. The utility floors are differentiated from the others by a kind of tracery, repeated at the top in the form of a high grille intended to hide the pent-house. The location of these bands could have been more carefully studied. They have no rhythmic relation to the whole surface and so they are disturbing, whereas careful placement might have enhanced the scale and dynamic effect of the façade. The top grille is also most unfortunate. It does not hide the pent-house, which is actually a very simple shape and could very well have been left visible. The grille, against the sky, seems frivolous, a little rococo, like the lace on men’s eighteenth century sleeves.

As a mechanism the Secretariat works exceedingly well. The impression on entering is one of great openness and space; there is easy access to elevators and to the big lobby with the floor-to-ceiling windows which give it
its spaciousness and extension to the outer world. It is with details that most fault can be found: the entrance canopy which, though intended to be only part of a flamboyant two-story entrance motif, is in its present state only reminiscent of hotels and broadcasting stations; the restlessness of the ceiling; the poor handling, both inside and outside, of the narrow end-returns of the marble slab-ends where they come down through the first floor.

The office floors are efficient and simple. The big windows are pleasant, but raise a question of technology. The windows on the utility floors, although far smaller, seem to distribute just as much light with less glare: one questions the actual value of the big glass areas, so carefully contrived with venetian blinds to cut the glare and with heat resistant glass to keep out the hot western sun. Incidentally this glass was used on the east side as well, where it was not needed for technical reasons, in order to preserve the visual color balance within the office space. Psychologically this was a wise decision, for the difference in color would have required continual adjustment of the eyes.

There was trouble with the glass wall too, at first, from leakage resulting from the up-draft of air. Leaky walls are common enough on sky-scrapers. As with the leaky roofs attributed to Wright's houses, the prominence of the work has made it a target for snide criticism.

The floors are all laid out for maximum flexibility. The air conditioning is individually controlled for each bay, and all windows are openable. This was a concession to the great variety of desires as to "climate" expected from the differing national backgrounds of the personnel, paying off in better morale, and probably in fewer respiratory troubles. The use of double-hung sash also permits the windows to be cleaned in the ordinary way. (A wall-washing machine, once considered, was abandoned when cost estimates were found prohibitively high.) The electric lighting (fluorescent in sunken troffers) and the ventilation outlets are spaced on a modular system; and in practice it has been found that very little shifting of equipment has been needed in installing the many office partitions.

The main telephone switchboard is housed in the Secretariat; there is also an inter-com system; and, as has been said, a system of dumbwaiters, conveyors and pneumatic tubes for the distribution and routing of office memoranda, mail, and printed matter. This system will also extend to the Library, which is housed in the building originally built for the New York City Housing Authority — an unrelated structure left on the northwest corner of the site. The building was brand new and expensive when U.N. took it over; even remodeling it for library use cost a small fortune. It does
not help the appearance of the World Capital. There exist preliminary plans for drastically modifying the building, but there are no funds for carrying them out. The Secretariat connects directly with the Conference Building by broad, spacious corridors which are pleasant in color and lighting. Here again there is a feeling of amplitude; the corridors open partly on big windows, which afford a very satisfactory variety. The entrances to the big meeting rooms are shielded by curved screen walls, which break up the long corridor vistas and provide contrast of form. When the General Assembly is completed the public will have access through that building instead of, as now, through the Secretariat. The circulation is so arranged that there is always separation of delegates from public and press, in relation to both the Council Rooms and the Conference Rooms.

The Conference Rooms, all alike, are simply and directly treated. They face the River, and the center section of the river wall is blanked off, leaving a full length window at each side. This is unpleasant, from the public gallery, because of the sharp contrast in brightness value thus created, but the location of the public gallery was not the decision of the architects. These rooms as well as the Council Rooms have communications booths on two sides. From one side radio, television and recording engineers can operate; the other side is for the simultaneous translators. For the Council, Conference and General Assembly areas there are about 200 such booths, a potential television studio, and large areas for the representatives of papers, radio and newsreels. The acoustics of all areas were given most careful study. The acoustical problem today is totally (Text continued on page 118)
Above, left, Delegates' Lounge, north end of Conference Building; right, Inner and Outer Lounges at south end. Below, left, Security Council; right, Trusteeship Council.
Above, left, press and public galleries, typical Conference Room; right, balcony at south end of Conference Building; below, typical Conference Room.
different than it was in the old days, when the unaided voice-waves had to be carefully nursed to the far reaches of a hall. Today amplifiers are used, together with devices for preventing reflection and oscillation, such as walls slightly askew, as well as acoustical tile and wave-breaking materials for the walls.

Every seat is equipped with ear-phones which can be switched to the simultaneous translation into any one of the five official languages. The actual speeches and the translations are all recorded. While technically marvelous and most impressive, it seemed to this observer that all this is admirably suited to produce the greatest possible amount of verbal vacuity and bombast and the least opportunity for an interchange of real thought. With every word possibly going around the world, preserved to "the last syllable of recorded time," the tiniest issue and smallest man are magnified out of all proportion.

The Council Chambers were designed and decorated by three different architects, all working within an exactly similar structural frame. The Security Council, donated by Norway, was done by Arnstein Arneberg. The walls are covered from floor to ceiling in a royal blue cloth with gold decorations, and the same material is used for upholstery and drapes. Doors and other woodwork are richly worked with inlay. Arneberg has built a free-standing screen in front of the window to serve as a background for the President of the Council, thus creating an effect very similar to that of the Conference Rooms below. While rich and consistent, the Security Council Room seems curiously antique; not "old-fashioned," but reminiscent rather of the best late medieval decors — the older part of the Chateau of Blois, or the sacristies of late Gothic cathedrals, almost as though the room had been restored by Viollet-le-Duc. One questions the wearability of the material, against which crowds will rub, and the constant repetition of the motif tends to become monotonous. The screen is to be decorated; a great deal of the final effect of the room will depend upon the decoration.

The Trusteeship Council was given by Denmark and designed by Finn Juhl. It is strikingly light and vibrant; fine wood is used, there are beautiful light railings, and the chairs and seats are upholstered in plain, clear colors carefully chosen; public, press, delegates and assistants all have different colors. The ceiling is a motive based on bar joists, sharply colored and arpeggio-like; and this is repeated in the carpet of the meeting portion of the room. The window, unobstructed except for translucent drapes, opens wide over the East River. This great light silhouettes speakers, even with the drapes drawn; in all these rooms the public will suffer from eye-strain. The Trusteeship Council, however, is a gay and pleasant room; perhaps the only false note is sounded by the side lighting fixtures, sort of tilted aluminum kettle-drums grossly out of scale with the sharp fineness of the rest of the design.

The Economic and Social Council, given by Sweden, designed by Sven Markelius, is the boldest and most dramatic of the three. Markelius has chosen to make a very sharp distinction between the public gallery and the delegates' working area, shrouding the former in somber colors, emphasizing light in the latter. The ceiling over the gallery has been left un-furred: all the ducts, pipes and paraphernalia ordinarily concealed are here exposed and painted in a strong pattern of grays, blacks and patches of off-white. Over the working area the architect has used concealed lighting hidden above a white free-form suspended ceiling. The same strong contrast is carried out in the color of the upholstery. The walls are wainscoted with vertical battens of light wood — all the woodwork is finely detailed and exquisitely finished. Here are three rooms of identical size, serving identical purposes, with the same structural frame; in the three very similar conference rooms below, designed by the U.N. Planning Office and decorated by Abel Sorensen, no effort at decorative symbolism was attempted. It would be hard to find a better example of the uncertainty and irresolution that besets modern architecture outside the field of structural design. Striking as all three principal Council rooms are, they do not speak the same language; they lack a common accord of dignity. They are vibrant, thin; their attraction comes from and is on the surface, there is no depth. All three lack conviction; they are the expression of personal ideas of decoration,
not the expression of an underlying and common culture. They are not, in fact, architectural decoration at all, as is evident from the fact that the basic architecture has had no real influence on them. The great decorative styles of the past have been based on architectural form, not on superficial overlay. By contrast the unpretentious simplicity of the less important Conference rooms, providing merely a quiet work-a-day color scheme, seems much more to the point. . . . We are not convinced about U.N., we are not convinced about anything really; we cannot therefore convey metaphysical values, since they do not exist for us as conviction but only as an intellectual belief or something we read about.

The Conference Building also has lounges and bars for delegates and press, elegantly done, light and pleasant with their windows and sense of space; attractive, chic. The windows open over the river; north across the open terraces of the U.N. property, which will some day be landscaped and green, south towards the unsightly mass of the Con Edison plant and the confusion of Brooklyn. The roof of the building forms a terrace outside the Cafeteria for the Secretariat and the Dining Room for the delegates. These latter are efficient, pleasant rooms; the Dining Room broken up by low screens, with quite delightful furniture and flowers on every table and an air of quiet refinement. The kitchen, serving both eating places, shines with stainless steel and Monel metal; all the latest cooking and clean-up and serving devices have been incorporated. It deserves to be under the rotating direction of the finest chefs of each member country. Peace and accord may here perhaps at last be achieved not by the gross bellies of Napoleon's armies but by the delicate flatulence of delegates.

In general the architecture of the Conference Building is straightforward and clean. The large expanses of glass give it lightness and the effective handling of the masonry provides a strong, simple frame. But there are some curious anomalies, like the slanting window-wall at the north, apparently done for effect, and therefore unpleasant; and the odd free-form penthouse over the restaurant, inexplicable and inexcusable, particularly when seen from the main entrance court to the Secretariat. These and some other occasional forms are inconsistent and therefore disturbing esthetically; one seeks immediately to rationalize them, and no answer is apparent. Much of the detailing, too, is inconsistent and sometimes incongruous. In the last analysis it is the details of a structure that bind it together and give it coherence, that produce a sense of scale and relation between parts. Most modern architecture lacks just this careful attention to detail, and the U.N. is no exception, although one had hoped it would be, and perhaps had it been designed in less of a frantic rush and had more leisure and loving care been possible, it might have been. Time and love as well as conviction go into truly great art. St. Peter's was not built in a year, nor was the Farnese Palace designed in a few months. Although the Director of Planning has given
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tireless effort to design there simply has not been enough time for the full expression of thought or for the revision necessary to fuse the parts into a thoroughly studied and consistent whole.

Below the street level of the Secretariat and Conference Building, both structures where the flow of words is unimpeded, are the printing plant and recording rooms where the flow is dammed and immortalized on paper and tape. The huge plant prints everything — delegates' speeches, reports of international portent, daily menus for the restaurant, forms. Here too are carpenter and upholstery shops, metal working and electric shops for the maintenance of the vast project. Here is the equipment for the heating, ventilating and refrigeration of the air-conditioning plant and the other mechanical needs. Here is a complete fire-fighting section, with a control room into which trouble in any part of any of the structures is automatically flashed on light panels. Here is the communications control room; from every device leads back here to a control panel. Here are the well separated truck entrance, the auto-repair station, and general services such as locker rooms and storage. Below all this for two levels, and extending under the General Assembly and entrance courts as well, for three levels, is parking for 1500 cars.

Coming back up, there is the General Assembly, the real center of the Parliament of Nations. This, not the Secretariat towering in its green and gray brilliance, nor the half-hidden Conference Building, this and not those working areas is the symbolic core of the world's hopes. This the unborn World's Hypostyle Hall, its Parthenon, its Temple of Supreme Harmony, the emblem of Government rising, like that of London, Paris or Washington, over a noble river.

The architects felt this, of course. The General Assembly is, in plan, the focal point of the composition, and the flowing form of the structure was to characterize and emphasize its difference and its importance.

To me it lacks dignity and strength; it has a certain grace, but no beauty. The concave sweep of the wall, the concave droop of the roof make it weak and uncertain. A catenary held between two verticals has power and precision, but this curve is amorphous and is chopped off at points that have no visible relation to the curve or to each other. The dome of the Assembly Hall and the little pill-boxes that enclose the elevator machinery are inept and unrelated to the composition. The dome neither dominates, as one feels a dome should do, nor is it a decorative element, as it, together with the elevator enclosures, might have been. There are other curious discordances: the north front, the public entrance, is of so completely different a character from the south front — which opens out to the delegates' garden and the Secretariat entrance court — that although they are never seen at the same time the memory of the one comes as a shock when one looks at the other. The south front is of a piece with the other.
buildings, a great window in a simple frame, and completes the composition of the court on which it faces. The north front, meant to be imposing, is quite unconvincing. On it, the use of photo-sensitive glass between the marble piers was intended to give a "solid" effect, which it momentarily does, and then one understands it is not solid at all, but a veneer seeming very thin and fragile and still somehow forbidding (though, of course, the building is still under construction). And on the west side, the First Avenue façade, the simplicity of the curved wall is marred by the rigidity of the ramps and the unbearably heavy canopy of the delegates' entrance.

The inside cannot be fully judged as yet. However, the plan is again thoroughly coordinated and excellent. The public enters into a huge hall, open to the roof and lighted by the strips between the piers with a very cold and gray light. Great ramps lead up to the public galleries, and it will no doubt be most impressive in scale. To the left of the foyer the public goes into a large space with big windows opening to the garden; the windows are cut across by a ramp similar to the one on the First Avenue side. The ramps provide fire exits from the main delegates' floor. This hall will be used for exhibitions and displays, and goes on to the connecting element between the General Assembly and the Conference Building with its Council and Conference rooms. Delegates enter from the First Avenue side, and go down to coat rooms and another large conference room, or up a double stairway with escalator in between to their lounge overlooking a garden and the Secretariat court.

The garden is reached by a flight of free-form steps which, together with the proposed two-story marquee over the Secretariat entrance, was intended as a foil and diversion to the prevailing severity. From their foyer the delegates can go to the Assembly Hall or Conference Building without conflicting with the public.

The Assembly Hall itself will undoubtedly be a most impressive room. It will have great scale, and every effort has been made to achieve a dramatic setting for the august body it will house. Like the other meeting rooms it will be acoustically perfect, and equipped with every device for hearing, recording and publicity.

The planning of the U.N. group is a triumph of clarity and ingenuity, a putting together and sorting out of an almost incredible variety of elements and functions. It is also a triumph of technical skill, of structural ability, of mechanical engineering. Almost every possible device of a mechanical nature has been used to further the comfort of the users of the buildings, to speed up communication, to disseminate information quickly and accurately. It is, in other words, a very fine example of American architectural skill.

It is not, however, much more than that; and perhaps it could not be. Our architectural genius today, and in the United States particularly, lies in the design of buildings for the use of business. Our most successful structures, esthetically as well as technically, are office buildings and factories. We are accomplished in the design of residences, too; but none of these classes of architecture speaks to the deep symbolic needs of our being, they have little emotional impact. The Secretariat is the U.N. to the world. By its simplicity of form and dominating mass it has become the symbol for U.N. The General Assembly building does not dominate either by its physical presence or its spiritual content. It is not that the effort to have the General Assembly provide the symbol was not made: it was. The failure is not the fault of the architects, but of a time in which no emotional symbols are possible because there is no deep belief, no emotional content in our lives. Symbols are not "created": they exist or they do not exist. The non-existent symbolism that was consciously striven for in the General Assembly got transferred subconsciously and necessarily to the real and existing symbol, the building which houses what we most believe in—paper-work, files, reports, pay-rolls, publicity. Symbols, great art, are not created ad hoc; they are inherent in the cultural and emotional heritage, and appear as such, whether we like them or not.
Above, left, looking north along Franklin D. Roosevelt Drive, with U.N. service drive at left center; right, General Assembly and Secretariat from Northwest. Below, U.N. Headquarters from the East River.
Ingenious metal rain guard for chimney

Sumshade consists of amber glass set in wood frame

Rendering by Stanley M. Sherman
OPENNESS WITH PRIVACY
FOR A THREE ZONE PLAN

House for Mr. & Mrs. Jack Diamond
Hewlett Neck, Long Island, N. Y.
George Nemeny & A. W. Geller, Architects

By judiciously placing the house against the far northeast zoning limit of the plot, all principal rooms can face southwest to a maximum size garden area, which in turn is screened from neighboring houses by fences and planting. Privacy from the northeast is gained by the detached garage and minimum fenestration in this direction, as well as by raising the bedroom element to provide a playroom below grade.

The glass-ended entry which divides the living and utility zones (see plan) yields an outside vista in its two main directions as well as a glimpse of the outdoors through and around the open fireplace in the third direction.

Exterior materials: bluestone paving and walks; gray stained vertical cedar boards; flush doors, glass frames and overhangs painted white.

Garden fence, blank wall and separated garage (below) serve as visual block to the east. Motor court in foreground can accommodate six cars.
Kitchen (left) has pass-through to dining area beyond; birch shelves above can be opened from either side. Both kitchen and dining areas orient to southwest.

Glass walled entry (facing page) carries flagstone and cedar boards inside — demonstrates how detached garage blocks view of neighbors, creates open feeling.

Passage to bedroom zone (above) becomes a skylighted gallery for owner's paintings. Fluorescent tubes between skylight panels provide light at night.

Birch panels in living-recreation zone (left) serve as foil for owner's treasured oriental rugs. Adjustable brass lighting fixture was designed by architects.
Master bedroom contains built-in mahogany desk unit under window; cabinet for radio, phone and books at head of beds; special wardrobe units — all architect designed. Door leads to cantilevered balcony, which features adjustable canvas sun screen.
THE DESIGN APPROACH
AND THE BANK ACCOUNT

The process by means of which these two houses came into being and the question of whether the architects’ bank account became as a result fatter or leaner are points of interest architects at large may ponder. As for the process, George Nemeny and A. W. Geller, designers of the houses, feel that the kind of architecture represented by them requires a great amount of personal, continuous attention and follow through. In starting a house, their first step is a careful analysis of the client family’s needs, tastes and budget. As an example, the program for the Diamond house amounted to six, single-spaced, typewritten pages. As the design is then slowly developed, client education and persuasion are often involved in the process, as well as time consuming discussions of unconventional construction and unusual details. As for drawings, the set for the Diamond house comprised thirty sheets, of which twenty were details. The foregoing examples are typical.

Philosophically, these architects try to avoid a formulated approach — they like to mix the ingredients, stir the pot, and see what happens. They explore all the avenues they think might lead to a possible solution, and after trying many of them finally arrive at an answer which they regard as the synthesis or crystallization of their best thought at that time. They regard each house as a new experience and a lesson — not as a further example in the unfolding of a personal style. To engender a more creative attitude, they, like certain others, try to free their minds of the current clichés and too direct influences. They prefer “the open road.” They keep the basic solution and all of its elements flexible as long as possible, even to a point where changes are sometimes made on the job in order to secure the desired effect.

In answer to our question, “can this kind of highly personalized practice be conducted at a profit charging minimum Institute rates?” their answer was that if such a practice consisted entirely of houses, it would have a tough struggle indeed, and might not be able to survive. However, these architects find that if their commissions are in the ratio of 60 per cent residential to 40 per cent other types, they can get along well enough. Aside from that, though, Nemeny and Geller feel that the satisfaction they derive from doing the most creative job they are capable of, plus the owner’s pride in his home, is much more important than making an assured profit.
A GENTLY SLOPING ROOF SHELTERS THREE LEVELS

House for Mr. & Mrs. Morton G. Mack
North Newstead, South Orange, N. J.
George Nemeny & A. W. Geller, Architects

HERE IS A HOUSE DESIGN that capitalizes on a two-story, sloping-roof building restriction by playing it up and making it the theme for a dramatic effect. An interesting T shaped plan in three levels is thus pulled into spatial unity by the single, continuous, pitched roof that shelters it — this feeling further emphasized by the simple device of painting the entire ceiling and exterior soffit a soft, sky-blue color.

The structure is honestly expressed in the living-dining-porch wing of the T: simple triangular trusses with steel tie rods, spaced 14 ft on centers.

Exterior glass frames, doors, and roof overhang fascias are painted white to contrast with the vertical redwood siding; fireplace brick is a light warm gray. Interior walls are all painted white; interior cabinets are mahogany; kitchen cabinets are white oak.

Direct elevation of living porch (opposite page) assumes an almost Mondrianesque quality in relationships of glass, brick and wood. In photo above, unity created by the single roof becomes apparent.
Looking down from the master bedroom (left page) the three-level relationship can be seen best; trusses express the structure.

Master bedroom bookcase (below) becomes balcony railing. Privacy is obtained by closing sliding panels; top triangle glazed.

From entry (left) five risers ascend to spacious living area which in turn opens out to sheltered porch beyond.

View from living area (above) shows the bedroom balcony over kitchen-laundry.
Photos above show (left) child's bedroom and playroom; (right) the kitchen and laundry.

When standing near the ground level entrance (right) one can see through to the outdoors ahead and can enter either dining area at same level or can turn left to ascend to living area. Straight through is passage to child's quarters; at near right the kitchen pass-through projects.
NEW ORLEANS: McDONOGH NO. 39 ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Gentilly School Associated Architects:
Freret & Wolf
Golstein, Parham & Labouisse
Curtis & Davis
The first point on which all the architects of this New Orleans school agreed was that every classroom must have cross ventilation and an adjoining outdoor area where classes could meet in good weather. Since protection from direct sunlight was essential, a classroom exposure directly to the north was indicated, and the architects were faced with a major problem: if the corridors were placed to the south, they would cut off the classrooms from their outdoor areas; if the corridors were placed to the north, sun control devices along the south would be required. After considerable study, the architects decided that the sun control afforded by corridors along the south side outweighed the advantages of direct connection between classrooms and outdoor areas.

Another main planning factor was the knowledge that certain parts of the school would be used for community functions, and should be well segregated from the classroom buildings. The auditorium, gymnasium, library and cafeteria, accordingly, were all located at the north end of the site, and given their own entrance directly from the street.

The administrative wing occupies a central position on the east side of the north-south corridor, and adjacent to the main school entrance. All elementary school classrooms are on the west side of the corridor. The kindergarten building and playground have their own corner of the site, right alongside the administration wing (the architects felt that the kindergarten needs closer administrative control than the elementary department), and well separated from the other classroom buildings.

Original plans called for open corridors throughout, but, as a bow to winter weather, classroom corridors were finally closed in with sliding doors. The school was designed with as many structural members as possible exposed, and with the classroom cabinets forming the separation between corridor and classroom. Foundations are wood pile and concrete slab; framing is light steel and masonry. Exterior walls are brick and concrete block, painted. Interior walls are glazed tile and plaster, floors are concrete and asphalt tile, ceilings are acoustic tile. Heating is radiant, in floor slab.
All classroom buildings are connected by a central corridor; to the south of each building is a generous court, partly paved, where classes can meet in good weather.
Left above: entrance to "community" end of school — auditorium, gymnasium and cafeteria.
Above: typical classroom corridor; sliding glass doors provide required cross ventilation for classrooms. Left: plan of classroom building.
Every classroom has window sill at height suitable for age group. Several scale models were made of typical classroom sections and tested with light meters to assure uniform light intensity throughout the room.
Entrances to kindergarten building are from main entrance corridor; low brick wall protects the youngsters from onrushing elementary school pupils. School nurse and doctor have offices at west end of building.
Kindergarten building has own play area (opposite page) at southeast corner of site, well away from elementary school traffic. Building is designed in scale with small occupants; most partitions are pint-sized storage areas, window sills and ceilings are low.
NEW ORLEANS SCHOOL

CAREFUL STUDY was made of the school elements which would be, or might be, used by the community at large. The gymnasium, cafeteria and auditorium have a special "public" entrance, and can be used quite independently of the school proper. The library (above), which might possibly be used by non-students, was placed at the east end of Building 4, easily accessible to the general public. The multi-purpose room (below), intended primarily for special classes and small school assemblies, also could be put to community use.
Across-page: top left, library; top right, gymnasium from west; bottom, multi-purpose room. Above: left, gymnasium from community entrance; right, gymnasium interior. Below: cafeteria has wash basin at entrance.
"Where is a common denominator...?"
When observed facts contradict prevailing theory, when master architects create excellent buildings though they reflect apparently conflicting philosophies, and when our students are accused of more interest in employing the mannerism and details that highlight and when our students are accused of more interest in employing the mannerism and details that highlight the differences than in creating their own solutions, the time has come to discover a positive philosophy broad enough to embrace all good things and condemn bad things even though they may be based on a "good" theory. To put it in other words, must we not find and emphasize the broad architectural principles that allow us to admire such dissimilar structures as a windowless factory and a new Texas plant that merely roofs its machinery; Mies' Farnsworth house, Henry Hill's own home; the UN building, Wright's Johnson Wax factory; both an early Neutra house and a new one? Where is a common denominator for a Wright apprentice, a student of Gropius, and a graduate of the Illinois Institute of Technology? And, more important than solving the conflict of the fierce loyalties of youth, what can be the framework of approach for all conscientious practitioners who are honestly striving to overcome what they fear may be the prejudices of their youth?

It is these men who are most apt to note and remember the contradiction between what men say and what men do — between the claims of followers and the realities they build. They hear that a building which received international recognition and was visited by thousands a year ago has never been lived in because it did not fit the needs of its client and now sits vacant with parts of its daring structure quietly collapsed. Remembering the early arguments, arguments they used themselves, that modern architecture is based on economy, they read of the utterly fantastic cost of a perfect modern building; they wonder about work which is presented to the public as the last word — more than that, the building of tomorrow — which makes little pretense of considering economic means of maintaining basic comfort. They read the predictions and manifestoes of machine-age architecture and are disappointed as one prefabricating experiment after another fails, and wonder why. They are impressed by the master who lets them understand that beauty can only lie in the simple geometric shape and are a little perplexed with certain forms he revels in actually building. And finally their pondering of the ultimate contradiction that "less is more" can only be assuaged by Frank Lloyd Wright's great insight which takes refuge in the fact or truth that the truth transcends the facts.

For they know that in the turmoil and in spite of the contradictions there is tremendous vitality, excitement and promise in the tide of modern architecture. Its strength can only be coming from a basic rightness; underlying it are principles which have always been right and which must be applied to today's problems with today's means. They know that the solution to the architect's problem is not the simple choice of following Wright or Mies; deciding to expose construction; to suppress the mechanical plant; to eliminate crafts — to revere craftsmanship; to seek to develop a regional style — to lose themselves in international clichés; to base their work on some dynamic module; to copy the Swedes; or to go back to Vitruvius.

Perhaps the solution is not to be found in architecture at all, but in observation of the world around us — the social, economic and scientific forces and ideas of our time which our architecture must reflect even as all other architectures have been reflections of theirs.

First of all, if we see contradictions in our architecture, it is because our time in history is beset with a variety of contradictions. From these men have drawn, are drawing, conflicting theories. In some fields there exist apparently two absolute answers over which they continue to debate, and in some fields even prepare to go to war. This is tragically apparent in economics and politics. Marx and Engels, with many others, pointed to social and economic inequalities. Marx's absolute solution to unfair distribution was Communism, leading to the Russian Revolution. Far from solving poverty and power, master and worker, that solution has intensified many evils. Yet millions prepare for war urged on by slogans derived from a system supposed to solve all things. Meanwhile in free nations where a relative rather than an absolute approach is possible, the difference between rich and poor has been narrowing without completely stifling the relative free growth of individuals.

A happier and more conclusive example of the clash between observed fact and accepted theory is in the field of science. Euclidean geometry — still the architect's tool — became suspect when the world the astronomers could see behaved in a way at variance with our then absolute mathematics. It was not until Einstein proposed and proved his Theory of Relativity that science was truly free to move forward again. His thinking has caused the absolute world of the scientist to disappear, and we are told mass, energy, space and time are interchangeable, straight lines bend, and mathematical systems can be made up. While convenient
Within certain practical limits, there is no system of measurement and mathematics that of necessity truly describes or fits the universe we are in. There is no magic right or wrong.

In the field of art — well what is art? Malraux in his "Twilight of the Absolute" reviews the sweeping panorama of cave paintings and Renaissance tapestry, African masques and Greek statues, Chinese drawing and Picasso's recent pottery, all available to us in pictures and museums. Viewing but a part of that wealth of expression we have inherited and are creating, what art teacher can say, "This is the way to paint — to draw — to model?"

The young field of social science has much to teach the architect. He has always seen himself as a practical psychologist, a leader. But new disciplines are transforming our idea of leader and led. Social decision and action is not typified by the man on horseback unsheathing his sword and leading a charge. That change is the result of many relative factors: access to raw materials, frustration of ideas, the explosive effect of wealth-producing machines — a myriad of forces about which the mind of a free community may be finally crystallized, we are told, by the catalytic influence of its postman or barber.

Reflection may call to mind other examples in which only relative good may be discovered instead of the absolute black or white decision we long for. Certainly there is enough evidence to suggest that our time is the Age of Relativity, and our architecture must be evaluated in such a framework. Of course this is no new theory: most of our definitions of architecture say it is the product of social and economic forces and a synthesis of structure, function and esthetics. How men have tried to transform these related factors into a...
It is said that if a building shows its structure, it is functional, therefore beautiful. Or if it supports a shelter that conforms to the volume required by the process it shelters, it is automatically beautiful. Unfortunately a passionate faith in any of these absolute definitions gives no insurance for excellence in design. Architects, even as the scientists, must reject the idea of a single approach and a final absolute solution if they are to free themselves for happy progress.

It must be remembered that a building is the result of relating an almost infinite number of objectives and choices: the available resources in labor and material, the expected life of the building, the action and objects it is to shelter (function); a choice of the materials actually available; the exploitation of site; the challenge of the climate; the determination of desirable comfort value; the collaboration of painters and sculptors; the economics of building maintenance; social and psychological objectives; and all the other limiting and challenging factors one can think of.

Now, if it were possible to properly relate all the factors one should think of into a unity, we would probably achieve that organic architecture Frank Lloyd Wright talks of, and that perhaps is our ideal. For such an architecture would not be aimed at a universal absolute, but result in that variety we find in flowers and trees and every living thing. For each of these varies with the richness of its nourishment, the benevolence of its particular climate, the aggressiveness of its neighbors, the exigencies of its breeding — and in every one we discern beauty.

But history will probably never label the architecture of our time organic, because most of us are incapable of taking into account all the factors there are because we do not know them; others will not; and none of us is without a conscious mind and ego which inevitably stand in the way of the selfless action that results in rose and oak tree. The greatest beauty we create may occur when our men of genius intuitively grasp the short cut and create structures that synthesize factors more pedestrian minds could take a lifetime to rationalize. Nevertheless, it can be seen that to some extent all our buildings are relative architecture, and all our architects find themselves pleasantly in a position similar to that of the character who was surprised to find he had been speaking prose all his life. In design the architect reveals whether he is trying to tell a complete story or is content to illuminate an episode. There is no absolute that demands relating a building to everything, but how well a building relates to as many factors as possible is as fine a goal as can be set. Such an overall synthesis is certainly as good as taking delight in any single aspect of architecture, say structure, and emphasizing that. It is as if a man, setting out to cut a diamond, chooses whether to polish one facet or to form the whole gem.

Unfortunately, the architect today faces the most bewildering series of choices in history, just after throwing away the prop of continuing to repeat inherited forms. There are those who follow as closely as possible the mannerisms of a living master, but to copy a present fashion is no better than to copy a past one.

It is a time when it is easy to do something apparently smart and different. And the applause is great if the result is easily photographed, identified. Such recognition can make us forget that mannerisms and simplification by mere elimination are of much less importance than a good working plan for a building, its relation to its site, the excellence of its mechanical plant, its conspiracy with natural forces, the fact that its cost was within its budget, its concern and empathy for the client, and scores of other very relative realities that make a building a pleasant experience as well as a pretty object.

The satisfaction we find in the finished perfection of some that master elementary harmonies and the prom-
ise we see in other more complex, still imperfect, symphonies make this a most exciting era of architecture. For ours is not an age of maturity, of accepted style. It is a time for relating things, of experiment, of youthful enthusiasm, of much promise.

And, as Horatio Greenough said a century ago, "Beauty is . . . promise . . ."

Our buildings inevitably tell our story, haltingly or beautifully. As a chorus they make an incoherent babel that reflects how little our whole society is in accord, but here and there is an architectural statement whose calmness and serenity bespeak a well adjusted designer who has used the full range of sound and made a building not talk, but sing with full chords. And when he does transcend a thin tinkling tune, it is because his heart was set on a song for many people, not a solo for himself.

"... architecture would . . . result in that variety . . ."
The newest relaxation in the basic construction order by the National Production Authority this month is expected to add much to stimulate the field of store construction. For this reason and also because store design has gone through a complete overhauling in the postwar years, now — the middle of 1952 — is a good time to view in retrospect what the trends, directions and innovations have been and where they may be going.

Starting with the store front, we can obviously see that the open front has become an accepted formula except in the few cases where a store by its very nature can afford the closed front type of design. The open front has raised a host of design problems which did not exist before, namely, reflection, sun glare and sun control, new methods of window display, artificial lighting both day and night, a general reorganization of merchandise within the completely exposed store, together with a new approach to the design of display fixtures and casework in general.

In comprehensive planning of stores the most important consideration is circulation of customer traffic within the store. In planning suburban stores, which exist by serving the car shopper, parking facilities have become one of the major design factors. Parking facilities within the city are also a primary factor, but the solution to this problem goes beyond the usual field of store design and enters into that of civic planning.

A freer handling of levels within stores is one of the newer trends in store planning.

The whole field of display and casework is still in a state of change. The tendency is toward complete flexibility of fixtures and display, with the result that the store is becoming more and more of a stage set which adjusts to seasons, sales volume and buying trends.

Color has become a useful tool in store design. The psychological effects of color and its integration with lighting and display are being closely studied at present, indicating more use of color in the future.

Perhaps the greatest strides and innovations have taken place in store lighting. Lighting has now become an integral part of all comprehensive planning. Not only has general interior lighting changed, but, with the open store front, day and night lighting throughout the store has also become very important. The store sign enters the lighting problem and it, too, must be integrated into the design as a whole.

In store design the internal business operation of the store itself demands integrated storage of stock. There are three accepted methods of approaching this problem: (1) self-selection, where the majority of stock is on the actual sales floor and only remote storage is necessary; (2) all stock is concealed; and (3) multiple types of storage — exposed stock in showcases with some concealed stock, and reserve stock adjacent to the selling area.

Each of these aspects of store design has been treated separately and includes the opinions of a number of architects active in the field.
The store front is the silent salesman working on the street 24 hours a day. It is newspaper advertising plastered across Main Street. Few indeed are the shops that are entered through a self-effacing door. These shops are the ones that have established a reputation for exclusiveness and customer selectivity which marks them as the extreme minority in the retail field. Mr. and Mrs. America and their children have been educated to shopping habits in which the store front plays a stellar role. Window shopping is probably the greatest single pastime of men, women and children throughout the country. Millions of dollars a year are spent on window display, and retailers today are much too canny to spend their money on anything which does not produce ample return on investment. To my mind, store fronts are the catalysts which turn window shoppers into customers and as such are a vital part of the retailer's selling equipment. As an architect who has spent many years in the store field, I feel that nothing contributes more to the quick and continued recognition of a retailing establishment by the public than the store front.

Morris Lapidus
store fronts

The store itself acts as a showcase: its entire contents are the window display. Color and simple baffle walls are cleverly used to subdivide the space into various departments, yet allow the windowshopper to see into almost the full depth of the store. Yellow, a soft brown and orange-red predominate. Each color is used in relation to the merchandise which will be displayed against it. The photo to the right shows an interesting use of stock light fixtures. The casework is noteworthy for simplicity of design.

Below: Dabby Shop, New York, N. Y.; Seymour R. Joseph, Architect. Display cases along sides of deeply set-in entrance lead passerby into store (see plan, left).

The first step in comprehensive planning for small stores is setting up a program of overall requirements. This requires all the steps of research, survey and planning skill that one uses in programming the design of any complicated public project and consists of: a study of the needs, habits and buying potential of the public in the area; the ratio of dollar volume of yearly business to sales area to be occupied by various types of merchandise within the store; and, finally, the business background, philosophy and aptitude of the merchant who is to operate the store. The architect can then begin to intelligently plan the store and to interpret this data into proper area and volume allocations of the store. He must also provide for non-selling functions which are essential to proper customer service, comfort and store operation. This includes proper control of interior lighting and temperature. The last step is to promulgate a final layout for the store, based on a certain degree of flexibility in the plan and fixture details to provide for changes in buying trends, population shifts and other unpredictable factors which may affect business.

Daniel Schwartzman

The most important factor in the existence of the suburban store and the one probably most closely related to sales is more and better parking facilities. Indeed, a new suburban store which does not provide these is extremely vulnerable to present and future competition and therefore represents a poor investment. Here are some criteria of what constitutes ample and convenient parking: a sufficient number of parking stalls as related to expected shopping volume rather than area of the store. It can be roughly estimated that one parking stall should be provided for a business volume of $8,000 to $12,000. Self parking shall be easy; angle parking is preferable. Parking stalls shall be of ample width and depth so that car doors can be opened and merchandise stored without hitting the neighboring car. Parking lots shall be well surfaced, clearly marked and well lit for night business. Landscaping and trees should be introduced to avoid a bleak appearance; these shall be well curbed or raised. Service traffic (deliveries, garbage collection) shall be strictly separated physically and visually from customer areas. Parking should be free.

Victor Gruen
comprehensive planning

Stan Hall, Los Angeles, Calif.; Victor Gruen Associates, Architects; Rudi Baumfeld, Designer

Store layout uses full depth of irregularly shaped city block. It fronts on both streets, with parking lot entrance as important as sidewalk entrance. Interior circulation is controlled by clever use of baffling.
This supermarket with front and side parking features clear spans, clean-looking sanitary materials, incandescent lighting, summer or winter ventilation, well proportioned interiors. Noise control, ease of maintenance, pleasing color are other plus items. Materials handling was a prime design consideration.

Arteaga Photos

Bettendorf's Market, Clayton, Mo.; Kenneth E. Wishmeyer, Architect
comprehensive planning

DIAGONAL WALLS CONTROL INTERNAL CIRCULATION

INTERNAL space is quite confined in width as well as depth, yet the architect handled the space so cleverly that the customer is not aware that it is really very small. Location of the LP record rack opposite the listening booths makes for easy customer selection. Use of acoustical material on both ceiling and floor add to customer comfort. In the demonstration room at the back, a customer can relax and listen to various combinations of equipment and recording devices.

Thos. Tenney, Music on Records
Berkeley, Calif.
Roger Lee, Architect
MERCHANDISING SEQUENCE DETERMINES LAYOUT

This plan shows, to quote the architect, a logical sequence of customer traffic, starting near the highest traffic area with merchandise that has quick appeal, high unit profit and fast turnover and is bought on impulse, then proceeding with location of other merchandise lending itself to related selling or logical association, then to areas which ordinarily get the least traffic and to merchandise which is scarce or staple and therefore is bought on demand.

Trask, Prescott and Richardson
Erie, Pa.

Daniel Schwartzman, Architect

Meyers and Krider, Associated Architects

David Royner
comprehensive planning

View from men’s shop shows full depth of store. Floor racks of black wrought iron repeat design of other fixtures. Wall paneling is of junioncosta, floor is brick and tile. Color scheme is blue, cocoa brown and beige
A SIMPLE FLEXIBLE LAYOUT
Miles Shoes, New York, N. Y.
Furno and Harrison, Architects

THE PROBLEM was to not discourage low income sales by an overplush interior. The floor plan features three areas — display in store front area, intermediate area for accessories and impulse buying, and main sales area. Stock is kept off to one side, the entrance to it concealed by a decorative baffle wall in the rear. Mirrors increase the apparent width of the front area. Flexibility is the keynote of both sales areas. Lighting and cases hanging on mirror wall are interesting details.

STORE WITH TWO ENTRANCES
Foreman and Clark, Los Angeles, Calif.
Welton Becket and Associates, Architects

SEPARATE men's and women's departments are incorporated within the confines of a narrow rectangular site. Both entrances, one on Wilshire Boulevard and the other opening onto the parking lot, are given equal importance. The store is divided in the center by dressing rooms and executive offices. Distinction between men's and women's departments is further emphasized by using different decorative and color schemes. Area limitations are circumvented by an open merchandising plan. Floating racks of stainless steel suspended from the ceiling by wrought iron members, floor racks, and egg-crate counter fixtures are all light in design to increase feeling of space.

Above: women's department is carpeted; fixtures are pastel woods rather than wrought iron, and colors, including yellow and turquoise, are more feminine than in the men's department.
"Varied sales floor levels represent an opportunity — not a handicap — to the store planner. He can use them to lead customer attention and customer traffic, by easy stages, from one selling level to another. Varied sales levels are thus visually integrated with one another, and, at the same time, stairways can take the place of elevators and escalators, thus lowering both initial cost and maintenance."

Morris Ketchum, Jr.

"Even in supermarkets, where single level operations, other than help's lockers and toilets, restrooms, boiler rooms, compressor rooms and similar units of this type, are the most efficient and inexpensive when site adequacy permits, there are many successful (financially) examples of two-level operations."

Kenneth Wishmeyer
NEW TRENDS IN THE USE OF LEVELS

Wallach's, Jamaica, N. Y.
Ketchum, Giná & Sharp, Architects

EXPLORING THE DESIGN POSSIBILITIES inherent in levels presents a new challenge to the imagination and skill of the store architect. A shift in levels by a short flight of stairs has been used quite often in specialty shops and many types of retail stores to set off demonstration areas, accentuate departmental layout and highlight settings for special sales appeal. Now the true multi-level plan is becoming increasingly popular in all types of stores, including the suburban store and even the supermarket, which ordinarily is considered as a one-level operation. This trend toward levels in suburban stores and shopping centers is encouraged by the need to increase parking space in relation to shopping area. Thus, multi-level parking with direct entrances to various store levels is being introduced in some of the newer shopping centers.

Wallach's, above, is an outstanding example of multi-level design in which levels expand and segregate sales areas, yet also give a feeling of overall unity and allow the customer to see all the merchandise in the store.
DESIGN EMPHASIS ON LEVELS

George & Lester's, Racine, Wis.
Morris Lapidus, Architect

The design of the store front dramatizes both levels. The staircase, which leads to fitting rooms and space for future expansion, instead of being unobtrusive, is a dominant feature of the interior. The suit department in the rear of the store is raised slightly and a soffit is introduced to create a clearcut space division and a more intimate sales atmosphere. A fireplace and controlled lighting in this area heighten the personal effect desired by the owner.
store fixtures and display

"Fixtures are designed solely to display and sell consumer goods. They are a part of whatever atmosphere the architect is endeavoring to create and should never overpower the customer. Fixtures should be integrated as well as possible with the structure and lighting. In fact, the fixture work often is the store architecture and should be as unobtrusive as good architecture."

Daniel Laitin

"... and 'What is the best possible fixture design for any specific purpose?' The answer is, 'No fixtures at all.' In other words, the ideal is to maintain merchandise at the proper levels for inspection and handling without the aid of the present opaque, perishable and expensive fixturing methods. Most designers are now working toward that goal and doing everything possible to eliminate the bulkiness and insistent appearance of their fixtures."

Daniel Schwartzman
WHOLESALE DISPLAY—SALES ROOM

Cobblers of California, New York, N. Y.
Gerhard E. Karplus, Architect

THE PROBLEM HERE is simple, quick-to-grasp display of the entire available stock in cases where it is accessible for examination by the buyers. This scheme is also adaptable for retail shoe display and sales in a limited area in a small store.

Dana Festive Fashions, New York, N. Y.
Ketchum, Giná & Sharp, Architects

Focal point in this Madison Avenue dress shop is the casual, easily changed display area. Background colors are neutral to show off merchandise.
In an ethical pharmacy, design is much more functional, unadorned and, in this case, handsome. Flexibility in its usual sense is not important. The result is a logical plan, clean cut handling of fixtures, especially in the prescription department (below left). Drawers and display cases are tailored to fit special items of fairly constant stock.
Berco's Tobacco Shop, Los Angeles, Calif.
Welton Becket and Associates, Architect

Custom fixtures for smoker's needs include walk-in glass humidor for imported cigars and counters for cigars, cigarettes, candy, dry drugs, magazines and liquor.

Dorothea Pharmacy, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
Daniel Laitin, Architect

Left: Detail of center island counters for sundry impulse-buying items. Below: Detail of cosmetic unit with lift-up mirror located in serpentine counter at left of photograph.
"More can be accomplished with color and much more color can be used in the store than is generally realized. But its full use requires taste, skill and experimentation. There are really no hard and fast rules except that vivid colors are unsuitable on areas where they might detract from the goods, but can be used in combination with brilliant lighting to draw attention to merchandise on special display. Of course, the store colors should always suit the type of merchandise sold. For example, millinery requires a somewhat monotone background, jewelry a muted background, men's clothing a dignified and, shall we say, soothing background. Whatever colors are used, they should never at any time be more important than the goods on display. Color can also be very useful in modifying undesirable architectural features which cannot be otherwise corrected. The long narrow store can appear much wider by the careful use of color. Different, harmonizing or blending colors can be used for identifying and separating adjacent departments in the store. In general, we can expect from color in the store the results we are now obtaining in the home."

Jose A. Fernandez
Screens, painted seven harmonizing colors and supported by floor-to-ceiling black metal rods, partially hide stock.

TWO COLOR SCHEMES FOR STORES

Above: Golub's Shoe Store, Bronx, N.Y.
Below: Mary Elizabeth Shop, Pelham, N.Y.
José A. Fernandez, Architect

Warm colors are used in entrance to store below, cool ones in interior as non-distracting background for stock. Street door and ceiling of front display area are of mahogany, sign is dark green, floor is green terrazzo, long display shelf and other small ones are hung from poles of four different colors. Inside, floor is gray and dark green, checkerboard walls and wood moldings are off-white, horizontal-grain panels are blue-gray, directional signs are dark blue-green.
"Stores in the past few years have stepped up their general lighting level to five or six times the prewar intensities. This shows that they are aware of the selling power of light. But, in using this new selling tool, they have created a sea of light which is also a sea of monotony. What is lacking is not the engineering know-how, but the taste and skill of the designer. Lighting, like any other creative effort, must be interesting. To achieve this, it must be used with due consideration to contrast, perspective and color as well as foot candle power. In other words, there must be design as well as engineering."

Abe Feder
Lighting Consultant

Dabby Shop, New York, N. Y.
Seymour Joseph, Architect

Below: Dorothea Pharmacy, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.; Daniel Laitin, Architect. Store sign and front are carefully integrated into lighting design. Sign is of porcelain enamel, in two parts. Top part, a little in front of bottom one, is lit by spotlights in store front frame; attached to back of this sign are spotlights for lower sign (see interior photograph, on page 175)
store lighting


Directional lighting through incandescent spots over counter, also goose-neck reflectors over picture display on right wall and over book display case.
Cargoes, Inc. labovel is interesting contrast in lighting approach, with single spotlighted letter as only identifying sign on this stage-set type of store without conventional display.

Above: Detail of interior lighting of Photo Art Shop. Note neat appearance of fixtures.

Below: Dorothea Pharmacy, Mt. Vernon, N. Y. Daniel Laitin, Architect. Plan above of general layout indicates diverse lighting problems of pharmacy with much display and many types of lighting.

JULY 1952
"Storage can be broken down into three classifications — (1) direct selling storage, (2) forward storage, which would include stock rooms directly back of the selling fixtures and perimeter stock areas, and (3) bulk and general storage, which would include the balance of all merchandise necessary to store operation in general. The bulk storage should be adjacent to receiving and marking areas and directly connected to selling departments; it should also be provided with adequate vertical transportation whenever necessary."

Alvin L. Weidt

Direct selling storage includes both exposed stock in showcases, on countertops, in open shelving or hanging on racks, and concealed stock in showcases, counters, drawers and behind cabinet doors. Some of the many techniques of combining these types of storage are shown in the following photographs, ranging from no storage at all, with the entire merchandise exposed for customer selection, to storage in hidden stock areas of all stock except that on display.
1. Spear's, Pittsburgh, Pa.; John Schurko, Designer
2. Foreman and Clark, Los Angeles, Calif.; Welton Becket and Associates, Architects
4. Bercu Tobacco Shop, Los Angeles, Calif.; Welton Becket and Associates, Architects
5. Armstrong’s, Cedar Rapids, Iowa; Alvin L. Weidt, Architect

PHOTOGRAPHERS
1. Rembrandt Studios
2. Julius Shulman
3. Gottardo-Schleimer
4. Julius Shulman
5. Vern Thompson
Salon type of layout where most merchandise is concealed: Frank Werner Co., San Francisco, Calif.; Hertzka and Knowles, Architects; Elizabeth Banning, Color Consultant; Dorothy Liebes, handwoven draperies
ANALYSIS OF TESTS ON HOUSE HEAT PUMPS

The results of one and a half years’ investigation in five houses, purposely chosen for their variety of size and climate, and a study of chemical heat storage point the way for more economical installations, both in first cost and in operation.

A little over three years ago, heat pumps were installed in five newly constructed houses in a field test program sponsored by the American Gas and Electric Company and its subsidiaries and in cooperation with the home owners and designers. The residences are located in Kingsport, Tenn.; Abingdon, Va.; Roanoke, Va.; Coshocton, Ohio; and South Bend, Ind., providing a wide range of climatic conditions to give comparative value to the test results.

At that time much data was available on heat pumps in office and commercial buildings, but practically nothing on them in houses. The American Gas and Electric Company wanted to get a better idea of the operating costs and practicability of residential heat pumps; and, in order to obtain the necessary data, equipped the houses with recording devices which would indicate the heat losses of the structures, amounts of heating and cooling supplied by the heat pumps, power consumption of the heat pumps and electrical appliances, and operating characteristics of the pumps.

The five houses and their heat pump installations were described in Architectural Record, May, 1949. The following article covers the highlights of approximately one and one-half years of field testing in the five houses, and discusses the potentialities of reducing the size, initial cost and operating cost of the heat pump by the means of storing up heat in a “reservoir” of chemical salts.

Characteristics of The Heat Pump

The characteristics of the heat pump for application to comfort conditioning are particularly appealing. The same refrigeration equipment that cools the house in summer, heats it in winter by utilizing the heat that would have been discarded had the space been comfortably cooled. The heat pump has most of the advantages of electric space heating such as elimination of dirt, soot and ashes; furnace labor, chimney or flue, and at the same time raises the over-all efficiency of electric heating from three to five times by extracting heat from relatively low-temperature sources such
Diagrammatic sketches above and below show how the heat pump at right uses air as a heat absorber in summer and as a heat source in winter. The rooms are conditioned by the circulation of air.

A commercial heat pump placed in production recently has the panels off to show the three thermally isolated sections: (1) outdoor air circuit; (2) indoor air circuit; and (3) compressor and its motor. Air flow remains the same in both cycles, but valves change the refrigerant paths.

as the outside air, the ground, or well water and raising it to a higher temperature for space heating. (Three to five times as much heat is made available than if the electrical energy alone were converted into heat.)

In addition, the combination of heating and cooling in a single system results in a minimum use of space. The equipment can be placed practically anywhere — utility room, basement or garage. In one package, it provides automatic heating in winter, cooling and dehumidifying in summer; air filtering, circulation and ventilation.

The research reported here takes on added significance because of the current excitement in residential air conditioning or — to use a better term — comfort cooling for medium-cost houses, and even for some low-cost houses. Perhaps a reason for this is that manufacturers have answered the demand for small, packaged air conditioning units for small businesses and offices, and have demonstrated that it is just as feasible to have air conditioning in the average home. A measure of this interest is the fact that at the annual meeting of the American Society of Refrigerating Engineers last month, whole day was devoted to a seminar on this subject.

Another sign that the residential heat pump has come of age is that one manufacturer has two models in quantity production using air as the heat source, and at least four other companies are producing a wide range of units using water or the ground as the heat source. The packaged heat pump now available comes in 3- and 5-hp sizes when using outside air as a heat source and 2 to 20 hp when using the other heat sources. Air is being favored as a heat source particularly in the warmer areas because it is cheap to use, accessible, and relatively predictable. Design objectives in heat pumps are: (a) automatic control and switch-over from heating to cooling, (b) high efficiency, (c) no more than routine maintenance, (d) factory assembly to reduce cost of installation, (e) minimum first cost and physical size, (f) easy access to all components, and (g) quiet operation.

Factors Affecting Design of Heat Pump System

If a heat pump had all the capacity it needed to heat a house at the lowest temperature expected, it would be oversized for most of the heating season. For example, a heat pump in a Chicago residence sized for an outside design temperature of zero degrees would need the total heating capacity for only 1.3 per cent of the season, and three-fourths of the heating capacity for only 15 per cent of the heating season. The sizing of a heat pump based on a particular outdoor design temperature must be carefully considered, particularly when air is used as the heat source. From a first cost standpoint, it appears that the heat pump should be sized only for 78 per cent of the heating capacity required to meet this design temperature. In this case its output will be exceeded from 12 to 15 per cent of the season, and the additional heat can be supplied by a storage system or some other form of supplemental heating.

The relationship between the capacity of the heat pump required at various outside temperatures, and the duration of these temperatures for typical heating seasons in Chicago, Ill. and Roanoke, Va. are given in the graphs and table on page 183.

It is interesting to note from the
graphs and table that the percentage of time various heating capacities are required are approximately the same for both Chicago and Roanoke. If this tendency is found to be true after further investigation and study, it may permit a fairly standard design procedure for quite a large section of the country.

Engineers, manufacturers and utilities have for some time recognized the possibility of decreasing the required size of a heat pump system, and also the operating cost of such a system, if an economical method of storing heat could be found which would build up a supply of heat and then release it as it is needed.

Storage to meet peak demand has been practiced for a long time in commercial and industrial refrigeration, but only to a limited extent in residential comfort heating and air conditioning systems. The principal reason is that water, which has been the only readily available medium, requires more space than can be economically justified.

It is believed by some engineers that storage combined with the heat pump would result in many practical and satisfactory installations, if a substance were available having a considerably larger heat storage capacity per unit volume than water. One possibility is a salt which melts when heated, and soaks up a tremendous amount of latent heat (called the heat of fusion) when it changes its state. With certain salts, it would be possible to reduce the storage space from one-fourth to one-fifth of that required for water.

To illustrate the relative amounts of water or salt required for storage, assume that, during the coldest weather, a house would require 490,000 Btu for one day in addition to that produced by the 3-hp heat pump. A 1500-gal. tank would be required for water to provide sufficient storage; and approximately a 375- to 450-gal. tank for salt, depending on the salt used.

Storage may make the heat pump employing air as a heat source much more practical for the northerly sections of the country, because storage compensates for the condition of the heat source being at the lowest temperature when the heating requirements are greatest.

From the standpoint of availability and cheapness, air is the best heat source known. Unfortunately, many areas in the U.S. not only experience wide fluctuations in outdoor temperature, but the temperature drops quite low during certain periods of the year. The advantage of using storage under such a condition is illustrated on page 179.

The other two sources of heat—the ground and well water—have a fairly constant temperature; there would not be any sudden drops as occur with air. But these sources have their limitations. Practical limitations of pipe coils placed in the ground to extract its heat are: the installation expense; the many variables involved such as soil composition and moisture content; and the time and cost of designing each ground coil for the soil conditions of a particular site.

Well water is a good heat source, but it is not available in many locations. Drilling a well of sufficient capacity and reliability often proves prohibitive cost-wise. City water would be expensive and wasteful to use.

One of the simplest ways to reduce the size of heat pump required is to incorporate electrical resistance heaters as part of the equipment. The heaters will supply the extra capacity needed on the very cold days. In such an arrangement, it has been suggested that the house electrical system ordinarily will be controlled so that the resistance heaters will not go on simultaneously with an electric range, hot water heater and lights during the periods of peak power usage. This suggested arrangement may not be too practical to install however, and because there is no apparent way available to the utilities for serving such a load (high demand with low usage factor) at reasonable cost to the user, this type of system will probably not receive wide public acceptance.

The initial cost of resistance heaters is less than for storage. Storage, on the other hand, makes it possible for the consumer to use electricity during off-peak periods at a lower cost than average, as is now allowed for hot water heaters.

**Chemical Storage—Principles and Advantages**

The American Gas and Electric Com-
CHARACTERISTICS OF CHEMICAL HEAT STORAGE AND HOW IT WORKS

The idea of chemical heat storage is to reduce the size of heat pump required. The heat pump and its storage system can be located almost anywhere.

For a long time, water was about the only available storage medium, but it took too much space. Chemical salts now under test would take only \( \frac{1}{4} \) as much room.

Salts have already been used for a solar heated house, and it would be possible to combine solar heating, the heat pump and storage.

A schematic representation of how the heat pump can be augmented by chemical heat storage. Air is used here, but water as well could circulate over the cans of chemical salts (shown here in duct). When no stored heat is needed, the room air flows through the by-pass (2) and over the coils. When no heat is needed in the room, air picks up heat from the coils, by-passes the room (3) and passes over the salts (1). When the heat pump does not have sufficient capacity, the room air moves over the canned salts (1) and over the coils.
pany, with Dr. Maria Telkes as consultant, concluded early this year a series of laboratory tests on the use of chemical salts for heat storage. There has been considerable study to find a suitable material in which would be combined a relatively high latent heat of fusion and a melting point of approximately 100°F–120°F (a little lower than the operating temperature of the heat pump so as to insure complete melting of the material).

Heat storage using the heat of fusion principle is not new, having been employed before in solar heating installations. (A solar heating system using Glauber salts for storage, developed by Maria Telkes for a house near Boston was described in the March 1949 Architectural Record). However, this type of heat storage in conjunction with the heat pump is relatively new.

A question some people have had about salt storage is whether the salt would melt and "freeze" consistently at nearly the same temperature over a long enough period to make it practicable. To help answer this question, the American Gas and Electric Company ran 100 cycles of melting and "freezing" tests on a sodium phosphate salt (chemical name, disodium phosphate dodeka-hydrate) and found that it has considerable potential. One hundred cycles is the equivalent of from three to five-years' service. Other chemical compounds of sodium, calcium, magnesium and iron also offer possibilities.

Present plans call for eight field installations in which 50,000 cans of salt are to be used, each 2½ in. diameter and 2½ in. long. One of these, in the Roanoke, Va. residence, has a 3-hp heat pump and a storage system consisting of 6000 of the cans housed in two 275-gal. tanks. Water is circulated over the cans and through the condenser and water conditioner coils of the heat pump.

The most effective and practical size, shape and volume of container needs further investigation, but it appears that the larger the volume, the longer the melting-freezing cycle. "Baby food" cans of the size mentioned above were selected in order to obtain a large exposed surface per unit volume, and because of their reasonable cost due to quantity production methods already developed. The cycle with them is on the order of four hours for melting and four hours for freezing when they are heated by a fluid at 110°F and cooled by an 80°F fluid.

Apparently a critical factor in consistent solidification of the salt is a "seed crystal" which will trigger the whole crystallization process. This is analogous to the seeding of rain clouds with dry ice to make them give up their moisture. Maria Telkes experimented with the use of etched glass as a "seed," and in the tests, floats of cellular glass were used; but study is still being made since there is no assurance that this material will withstand continued melting and solidifying for as long as would be desired.

### ACCUMULATIVE TIME OF OUTDOOR AIR TEMPERATURES FOR CHICAGO, ILL. AND ROANOKE, VA.

**RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HEATING CAPACITY REQUIREMENTS AND OPERATING TIME (PERCENTAGE OF HEATING SEASON)**

Graphs to the right and left show how nearly alike are the heating seasons in Chicago and Roanoke. All the curves on this page show that the maximum capacity (at normal design temperature) is required a relatively small period of time.

**Roanoke, Virginia**

- 100% of heating capacity is required 1.3% of the season
- 94% or more of the heating capacity is required 2.8% of the season
- 87% or more of the heating capacity is required 5.7% of the season
- 79% or more of the heating capacity is required 11.8% of the season
- 73% or more of the heating capacity is required 21.0% of the season

**Chicago, Illinois**

(Heating equipment sized for OF outdoor design temperature)

- 100% of heating capacity is required 1.3% of the season
- 95% or more of the heating capacity is required 3.6% of the season
- 85% or more of the heating capacity is required 9.5% of the season
- 76% or more of the heating capacity is required 15.3% of the season
- 71% or more of the heating capacity is required 24.4% of the season

**DURATION IN HOURS OF OUTDOOR AIR TEMPERATURES FOR CHICAGO, ILL. AND ROANOKE, VA.**
It is believed that this salt has an upper temperature limit which should not be exceeded — around 120°F. After 100 cycles of tests the cans were opened, and only small discoloration was found. Theoretically the particular salt used has a heat fusion of 114 Btu per lb.

**Cost of Salt Storage**

To give some idea of the cost of salt storage an example is given here of an average six-room house from 10,000 to 13,000 cu ft and with a 40,000 Btu per hr heat loss at an outdoor design temperature of 10°F. A 5-hp heat pump using air as the heat source could carry this heating load alone and would cost about $3500 installed. However, a 3-hp heat pump, costing about $2700 installed, would have to be supplemented by two tons of salt with a probable cost of $400, excluding the tank. The total cost would be about $3300, resulting in a slight saving of about $200 or so. This saving in installation cost has a good chance of increasing as application technique is improved and cost is reduced with continued research and investigation.

**Cost of Operation**

The heating season performance factor (heating output = electrical energy input) for four of the trial installations averaged 22 per cent below the expected factor of 3. This could have been caused by a number of mechanical difficulties and insufficient insulation between outdoor and indoor air components or perhaps peculiarities of the refrigerant.

If the expected performance factor of 3 had been obtained, the average operating cost (based on 1½ cents per kwh) would have been about 7 per cent higher than coal costing $18 per ton; about 13 per cent lower than oil costing 13 cents per gal.; and 38 per cent higher than natural gas, costing 53 cents per 1000 cu ft.

But due to the low performance factor, the actual average operating cost was about 37 per cent higher than coal, 18 per cent higher than oil, and 80 per cent higher than natural gas (same unit prices apply). For more detailed information on power consumption and costs see the table below.

The annual heat pump consumption (heating and cooling) varied from 13,365 to 26,231 kwh with an average for the five installations of about 20,000 kwh. The annual electric load (excluding auxiliary heating) ranged from 16,611 to 33,824 kwh with an average of about 27,000 kwh. These average figures show that the annual energy consumption of

(Continued on page 264)
ARCHITECTS DESIGN A BOMBED-OUT TOWN

McLeod and Ferrara, Architects
C. Warren Bogan & Assoc., John G. Loehler, Consulting Engineers
Joseph B. Bohen Construction Co., Contractor

Two-Story frame house

Above right: Concrete office building

Row house

Above left: Steel apartment building

Theater building

THIS SUMMER the Federal Civil Defense Administration will have a brand new "bombed-out" town at Olney, Md., a few miles from Washington, D.C., on which to practice its firefighting and life-saving techniques.

It is putting it mildly to say that the architects had a unique assignment in determining how various kinds of buildings would be damaged by bombing, and then to design five of these buildings in bomb-damaged condition so that rescue training operations could be conducted safely and in realistic fashion.

The architects worked out a complete program of requirements for the design and development of a "Rescue Training Facility." Although the facility at the FCDA Staff College in Olney is the only one now under construction, locations in Oklahoma and California have been considered for Federal schools, and several states and large cities have shown interest in the program. The findings and designs of the architects should be of interest to architects country-wide because they may well be asked to participate in local and state civil defense programs.

The architects cooperated with the FCDA agency and other federal agencies in their effort to incorporate into the designs the results of studies of high-explosive bombings in Great Britain and Germany and effects of the atomic bombings of Nagasaki and Hiroshima in Japan. The architects even studied a translation of a German manual called the "Systematics of Damaged Sites and the Rescue of Buried Persons" written by an engineer who headed the German Technical Emergency Service.

It is believed that damage to American buildings from atomic blast would consist mainly of twisted steel columns, dislocation of cross beams and the falling away of walls between them. The outside frame would probably remain pretty well intact. It is on these broad assumptions that the planning of the
rescue street went forward and on which construction now is based.

**The Bombed Buildings**

The rescue street will include an outdoor demonstration area for advanced training in use of rescue tools, a two-story and basement wood-frame house, two-story and basement row house, two-story office, store and theater building, three-story and basement steel apartment building, and a five-story reinforced concrete building.

Agency spokesmen say that a new approach to rescue work is demanded. This stems from the fact that many of the city dwelling structures in Britain and Germany bombed in World War II were older than U. S. buildings. The mortar used in their brickwork was not as strong. The conclusion is that walls of U. S. buildings would not disintegrate into small bits as readily as those in Europe, but would break up into large sections with the side walls collapsing, or “pancaking” into horizontal layers. These layers would be held apart by debris, furniture and other objects.

This two-story frame house is typical of dwellings found in the industrial areas of the East and Midwest. These buildings usually collapse in fairly large panel sections; walls, for example, would come apart in the form of panels, not as loose boards. Wood frame buildings also would be racked (distorted), resulting in wall panel failure and collapse of floor and roof framing. Many protective voids would be formed in the debris. This and other buildings simulate damaged areas on the fringe of the completely devastated areas.

**The Ideal Plot Plan**

The “Rescue Street” was originally conceived as a “T” shaped connection within the area bounded by the peripheral roadway, but the site at Olney and the budget did not permit the ideal plan on page 188. It serves, however, as a model for any further such facilities. This arrangement permits exercises to be carried on within the Rescue Area without interference from service traffic, as well as permitting flexibility in the rescue problems. The “T” shaped street formation also provides street intersection problems and exercises. Furthermore, this street arrangement will permit the erection of additional structures, such as: a community bomb shelter, a fire tower, or other training “sets,” if conditions should, at any time, call for an expanded training program.
The buildings are designed so that rescue operations can be conducted with a great deal of realism, and at the same time under safe conditions. Secret accesses are provided so that "live" casualties (X) can creep in behind "fallen" floors and ceilings without being noticed. This creates forceful realism which cannot be duplicated by using dummies, and also insures careful workmanship on the part of the trainee. Fallen panels are fastened to stationary, solid sections by means of chains so that when the "rescuers" try to move the panels, there will be realistic movement to put them on guard, but there will be no danger of the "fake" casualty being hurt. In case the rescuers begin to prod too vigorously, the casualty can crawl back into the access. Panels are reinforced so that they will not be damaged after many training periods.

**Type of Damage Portrayed**

In designing the bomb-damaged structures, it was of paramount importance to decide the extent of damage to portray in order to provide the optimum training potential in each "set." Realism is, of course, the prime consideration, for without it no training course yet devised could prepare for the real thing.

For any given situation, the extent of damage would depend on the distance from the center of explosion, or as it is expressed in terms of the atomic bomb, the distance from ground-zero. Thus, since the objective of rescue training is to provide first-hand experience in practical rescue operations, it would be of little value to portray training "sets" so completely demolished that the finding of live casualties would be a remote possibility.

**JULY 1952**
Carrying this thought into the design of the training "sets," it was decided that the buildings portrayed should simulate those damaged areas on the fringe of the completely devastated areas, at the same time providing a degree of realism closely paralleling conditions most likely to confront the rescue worker.

The five simulated bomb-damaged structures were based on careful investigation of the most common types of structures to be found in the United States. Every attempt was made to provide as realistic a "set" as construction methods and safety permit.

All masonry wall panels left standing or inclined are properly secured or reinforced to avoid inadvertent dislocation. The floor and roof panels used in lifting, shoring or jacking exercises are adequately reinforced, so as not to break up with constant rough usage. Portions of the buildings where attachments for block and tackle, well pulleys, etc., may be made, are designed to avoid failure. Wherever masonry wall openings are to be cut, specific masonry markings will show permissible locations and lintels are placed over them. Wherever slabs, beams, columns, rods or panels are to be cut, special markings show limits. Shoring and tuneling members are of selected timber, checked frequently for damage.

The Outdoor Demonstration Area provides supplementary training in fundamental rescue skills as a necessary prerequisite to actual exercises on the training "sets." Classrooms are located in the basement of the office and apartment building. Various building services displays will be used for familiarization training. It will be practicable to carry out many elementary training exercises in this area, particularly during periods of inclement weather.

**Destruction in the Five Buildings**

**Two-Story House.** The two-story basement wood-frame house is the most common type of dwelling found in American cities, particularly in the industrial areas of the East and Midwest.

Analysis of the effects of bombing in Japan and the effects of explosion damage in this country indicated that wood-frame buildings generally collapse in fairly large panel sections; walls, for example, would "come apart" not so much in the form of loose timber and boards but in panels composed of studs and siding, or floor boards and joists still somewhat intact. These buildings would be racked laterally (distorted), resulting in wall panel failure and collapse of floor and roof framing. Many protective voids would be formed in the debris. By translating these facts into the training "set," the damage will be portrayed with some degree of accuracy and realism.

**Row House.** The two-story row house also is recognized as a type found in large numbers in cities of 30,000 population and over. This is the house built in the period from 1890 to 1920 and often found in downtown areas of older cities.

The construction of a row house is, typically, the framing of single span wood joists between masonry party walls. The weakening or destruction of these side walls would cause the floor panels to collapse in a horizontal or "pancake" manner.

**Office and Apartment Building.** For the office and apartment structures, the architects followed the 1920–1930 period when steel skeleton construction began to replace wall-bearing types, and structural steel was gaining favor over wood-joint framing. Many of the urban-area buildings in this country today are of this type.

The exterior walls of these structures are generally brick-faced, with hollow clay tile back-up. Floor slabs are usually reinforced concrete over light beams. Partitions are built of hollow clay tile or gypsum blocks, plastered.

From data on bomb and explosion damage (particularly the one which occurred in Texas City, Texas) it can be predicted that considerable racking and twisting of the steel skeleton will result. Since the exterior walls are light in weight and serve merely as a skin-covering, a large quantity of rubble will be present. Floor panels will also collapse if the racking and twisting is severe enough to break the connections. Partitions and plaster will fill each level with debris.

**Theater Building.** The office-store-theater-type building in the Olney plan, two stories high in front with a high-ceilinged garage or workshop in the rear, is typical of some of the city school buildings and other places of public assembly.

This type, said FCDA, is not well-suited to withstand the effects of an atom bomb explosion. The big danger is from disintegration or movement of the walls, causing collapse of roof and floors.

**Reinforced Concrete Structure.** The five-story reinforced concrete building has been designed to be typical of most large business, institutional and public buildings today. Offices, banks, hospitals and schools fall in this category. Columns, beams, floor slabs, roofs and sometimes exterior walls are of reinforced concrete. The problem of extricating persons from damaged buildings of this type arises from the number of stories through which the rubble falls and accumulates.
Demountable House Uses Non-Critical Materials

A permanent, mobile-demountable house, the Unishelter is a five room and bath, three-unit, factory-assembled package which reportedly can be easily transported, assembled and demounted in a minimum of time. In a test held recently before Federal housing and defense officials, one of the houses was taken from the assembly line, transported one mile to a cleared and landscaped site and re-erected in less than 1 1/2 hrs.

The units are built entirely of sheets of stressed-skin plywood laid grain against grain and laminated with special plastics under many tons of pressure and 50,000 w radio frequency heat to a soft-core center into which insulating material is packed. Known as Unicel, this method of construction is reported to

(Continued on page 202)
Farm House Planning Guide

Farm House Planning. Comprehensive booklet outlines in detail considerations concerning the planning of houses and farmsteads. A general introduction is followed by specific sections on planning of kitchen, utility room, living room, sleeping, bathing, dressing and storage areas. Detailed case studies of 20 model designs, with perspective drawings and plans, are presented. The booklet is completed with a brief but thorough introduction to problems and methods of construction. 88 pp., illus. Planning Research Centre, School of Architecture, University of Manitoba, Canada.

Oil-Hydraulic Elevators

Globe Oilijl Elevators. Catalog illustrates the manufacturer's line of oil-hydraulic elevators for freight and passenger service, covering a wide range of installations from small apartment houses to heavy duty industrial areas. Photographs of various types and sizes of cars are included, together with diagrams and illustrations of component parts and special equipment. 11 pp., illus. Globe Hoist Co., East Mermaid Lane at Queen St., Philadelphia 17, Pa.*

Zinc For Building

Zinc for Architectural Uses. Booklet describes ways in which rolled zinc may be used by the architect and builder. A list of suggested applications is included. 6 pp., illus. American Zinc Institute, 60 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.

Self-Sticking Markers

Brady Self-Sticking Industrial Products. The manufacturer's complete line of wire markers, pipe markers, safety signs, "scotchlite" reflective signs, masks and stencils, and printed roll tape is described and illustrated in this catalog. Specifications and suggested applications are included, together with a price list for stock labels. Each section of the catalog is separated and tabbed for easy reference. 28 pp., illus. W. H. Brady Co., Dept. 77, 1630 E. Spring St., Chippewa Falls, Wis.

Floor Coverings

1952 Sloane Catalog. Book is divided into five categories, including Linoleum, Tile, Printed, Wall Covering and General. The sections devoted to floor coverings contain textual descriptions of various patterns and show with full page illustrations the detail and color of each. Decorating suggestions for effective color schemes are also included along with instructions for installing and estimating the requirements of linoleum flooring. Descriptions, installation and estimations are also given for wall coverings, and the "General" category lists adhesives and contains a table of gauges and shipping weights. 195 pp., illus. Sloane-Blabon Corporation (A Div. of Alexander Smith, Inc.), 295 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.*

Drafting and Engineering Equipment

The Copyflex Process (Booklet A-2008). Brochure describes new system of making accurate duplicates of practically anything that has been drawn, written, typed or printed. Functions of the Copyflex machine are given and a brief description on how to make a Copyflex print is included. Photographs show several of the available machines, giving information on the various sizes of reproductions that can be made, and diagrams illustrate the exposure and developing action of the machine. 7 pp., illus. Charles Bruning Company, Inc., Teterboro, N. J.

Exterior Masonry Paint Guide

Masonry Painting Handbook. Catalog illustrates field-tested painting techniques for 37 masonry surfaces, including concrete, stucco, block, brick, asbestos siding and miscellaneous masonry walls. Problems caused by specific surface conditions such as density, porosity, cracking, scaling, peeling and previous painting are also dealt with. Information on surface preparation, application techniques and coverage is furnished and specifications are included. 11 pp., illus. Wesco Waterpaints, Inc., Dept. MPH, Trenton 7, N. J.*

Booklet, left, contains suggestions for planning farms and farmhouses. Typical suggested house, below, is compact, neat

* Other product information in Sweet's File, 1952

(Continued on page 256)
Adlake Aluminum windows give weather-tightness

This steady match-flame is one visible proof of the weather-tightness of Adlake Aluminum Windows...weather-tightness which lasts for the life of the building!

Adlake's exclusive combination of woven-pile weather stripping and patented serrated guides guarantees a sure and lasting seal against wind, rain and cold. Tests prove that Adlake's weather seal prevents air infiltration with winds as high as 120 miles per hour—and this weather seal, as well as Adlake's finger-tip control, lasts through more than one million operations! Every Adlake Window not only meets A.W.M.A. quality specifications, but actually goes beyond them!

Find out today about Adlake's dependable, maintenance-free performance. Adlake Representatives are in most major cities.

Only Adlake Aluminum Windows Give YOU ALL THESE 'PLUS' FEATURES:

• Woven-Pile Weather Stripping and Exclusive Serrated Guides
• Minimum Air Infiltration
• Finger-Tip Control
• No Warp, Rot, Rattle or Stick
• Ease of Installation
• No Painting or Maintenance

Adlake Aluminum Windows

Adams & Westlake Company

Established 1857 ELKHART, INDIANA New York • Chicago
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Where Comfortable, Economical Public Seating Is Called For, Leading Architects Everywhere Specify

Samson Folding Chairs

ARCHITECTS' FREE TRIAL—
Test America's No. 1 Public Seating Buy Right In Your Own Office!

- Examine the new Samson series 2600 folding chair at your convenience! See how it can help you plan for more efficient use of seating and storage space. Just write us on your letterhead, and we will send you, express prepaid, for examination right in your own office, the new Samson series 2600 folding chair—America's Number One Public Seating Buy! No obligation. Special low prices on quantity purchases.

SAVES 3 WAYS: Low Quantity Prices, Low Upkeep, Long Life!

Naturally, more architects specify famous Samson Folding Chairs than any other kind. They are outstanding in every way, because they offer you—

Low Cost! Original investment is soon amortized. Special low prices on quantity orders. Ask your distributor or write direct.

Low Upkeep! Ruggedly built of welded tubular steel, even heavier than required in U. S. Bureau of Federal Supply specifications. Practically maintenance-free. Easy to fold, stack, store.

Long Life! Many Samson installations have been in service for years without a single replacement.

Leading Users Of Samson Folding Chairs Include These Well-Known Names


Also makers of famous Samson Foldaway Furniture for the Home and Smart Samsonite Luggage for Travel.
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Architect’s Drawings and Shop Drawings

Architect’s drawings should show overall sizes, panel back-up materials (if any), wall construction, type of furring (if any), required colors (from manufacturer’s standard color numbers) and required profiles of special shapes, sign letters, etc. Drawings should not be over-dimensioned or over-detailed as this may limit work to bids of one manufacturer or force him to make special shapes or connections when his standard detailing (if any), required colors or over-detailed as this may limit overall sizes, panel back-up materials and numbers) and required profiles of panel sizes and rough details should be the same. If the joints are an important feature of the design, the signs, flashings and furring are to be called out whether such items as electrical contractor.

All manufacturers will provide the architect with thorough and careful shop drawings as well as samples of edge details, clips, connections, colors, etc. whenever these are required.

Fabrication Limitations

Colors: Each manufacturer has stock colors related to a system of color codes and chips. Any color can be made except metallic tints such as silver, bronze or aluminum. Special colors involve extra cost since color comparisons can be made only after firing test samples. Any design or decoration can be made, from a simple geometric design to a mural. Repetitive designs are usually brushed on by hand through stencils although some have been made using the silk screening process.

“Brushing” or “edging” is the process of removing the finish enamel from certain areas, especially those in close proximity to other parts of the assembly, exposing a black or dark colored base enamel, which being much thinner is more nearly proof against damage in shipment, assem-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPES OF FORMED EDGES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

The following is a table of stock sizes produced by one manufacturer, with 3/4 in. flanges, 16 gauge iron

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>height</th>
<th>width</th>
<th>height</th>
<th>width</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Rubber tile or plastic... has it!

We've added a Complete New Line of Vinyl Plastics!

VINATOP and VINATILE in 10 Permanent Colors

ANYWAY YOU FIGURE IT, COST, MATERIAL, COLORS—FREMONT'S THE BRAND TO SPECIFY.

You have a floor choice—rubber or plastic! Fremont, the "name" in rubber tile, has now added a complete new Vinyl Plastic line for floors and topping. VINATILE in 9" x 9" individual tiles and VINATOP in roll goods, gives your rooms permanent, new matching colors without buying special materials. They're made of tough vinyl plastic over felt base backing—designed for easy cleaning, color permanence at a cost figure that makes any job inexpensive. Specify both on the next set of plans.

NO TRICK TO INSTALLING. SHE CAN DO IT HERSELF!

Let her do it! Fremont VINATILE or VINATOP are very easy to install... save your client both time and money. Full instructions, tools, etc. are available at your Dealers.

SUGGEST NEW PATTERNS!
SEE YOUR DEALER, OR WRITE...

Dept. 20, Fremont Rubber Co.,
309 McPherson Highway, Fremont, Ohio

Gentlemen:
Please send me details on Fremont VINATILE and VINATOP.

Name
Firm Name
Street Address
City
State

309 McPherson Highway, Fremont, Ohio

RUBBER TILE VINYL PLASTIC CUSHION RUBBER STAIR TREAD PLASTICS FOAM RUBBER

ARCHITECTURAL RECORD
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Thickness of Metal: 16 or 18 gauge usually used. 20 gauge to 24 gauge may be used if panel is small and proper precautions are taken to insure rigidity. 16 gauge reduces possible warping troubles but is expensive if gas-welded connections are required. For sign letter gauges see later sheets. Fastening clips are usually 26 to 30 gauge if stainless steel, otherwise two gauges thinner than the face metal. Manufacturers should be consulted on each specific problem. (For further data on clips see “Methods of Attachment”.)

Chart A may be used as a guide for the design of parts of small size where only moderate rigidity and flatness are required. All parts larger than those shown should be 18 gauge or heavier.

Back-up Materials: Back-up materials provide additional stiffness, heat insulation and sound deadening qualities. There are three general types:
1. Plywood or insulating board attached to the back of the porcelain enamel by adhesives.
2. ½ in. of tacking applied to the back by spraying.
3. Cement base materials cast in the wall panel creating an integral unit obtainable in thicknesses of 1 to 8 in. or more. This material is installed in exactly the same manner as a comparable thickness of any other masonry material. These units can be load-bearing, are set on a mortar bed, and can be equipped with lifting hooks, anchors and stainless steel edgings as desired. (See “Fastening Methods”.) Insulating concretes are used in this manner.

Shapes and Forms: All required shaping, forming, cutting, welding, punching, drilling, etc. should be done before firing. The sheets may be corrugated, fluted, reeded, bent or embossed with an all-over pattern to provide additional stiffness if using lighter gauge metal and to decrease the appearance of waviness.

TYPICAL PANEL

FIG. 1
FLANGE DESIGN

POOR
flange 'F' will change angle during firing

POOR
inadequate support at end flange

GOOD:
A-B-1/3F

GOOD²

* If A & B are less than ½F, additional support provided by strap S
THREE REASONS FOR SPECIFYING THE HEATILATOR® FIREPLACE:

1. You know in advance every fireplace will work properly. The scientific design of the Heatilator unit protects you against rule-of-thumb building methods...assures smokeless, trouble-free operation...reduces the need for constant on-the-job supervision.

2. Construction is simplified. Each unit comes complete with firebox, throat, down-draft shelf, damper and smoke dome...fully assembled. Only the decorative masonry is needed to complete the installation.

3. It circulates heat throughout the room instead of wasting most of it up the chimney.

The Heatilator Fireplace puts no limit on mantel design or use of materials...gives you complete freedom of architectural expression. It's ideal for basement rooms...a must for summer camps or cottages...and as a supplemenal source of comfort during service interruptions or emergencies. The leader since 1927, the Heatilator Fireplace has been proved in actual use by hundreds of thousands of satisfied owners. It will pay you to specify a Heatilator Fireplace in your next home or group of homes. Heatilator, Inc., 387 E. Brighton Ave., Syracuse 5, N. Y.

NO SMOKING - NO GRIEF - NO LIMIT TO MANTEL DESIGN!

with the

HEATILATOR

FIREPLACE
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Any shape which can be made in sheet metal can be made in porcelain enamel provided the following restrictions are met:

1. Material — Only enameling iron or steel should be used to preserve shape, strength and proper adhesion under the firing temperature.

2. Holes — should be drilled and cutouts for lights, doors, etc. made 1/2 in. oversize in each direction (1/8 in. total) to allow for fill-in of the glass coating.

3. Bends — sharp corners are hard to cover with enamel which may form a heavy edge bead. Bends formed on too powerful a brake may fracture slightly and be hard to cover evenly. Where possible a radius of 1/8 in. (minimum) or 3/16 in. (usual) should be used for right angle bends which may be made to 93° or 95° for tight fitting flange joints.

4. Flanges & Formed Edges — (See "Sizes" for dimensions.) Flanges are required for stiffening and fastening and should never be notched, drilled with excessively large holes or be incomplete along one side except as shown in Figure 1. All these conditions set up stresses that may cause damage to the porcelain enamel surface. Stiffener braces should never be welded across the back of the panel as the extra thickness of the material will create different rates of expansion under firing and cause the sheet to buckle. Flange corners should be welded and ground smooth.

**CHART A — METAL THICKNESS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gauge</th>
<th>Width (inches)</th>
<th>Total Area (square feet)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>5/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>6/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>10/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>9/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>10 to 15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Should be embossed, flanged or otherwise suitably reinforced.

**FLANGE CUTS**

POOR— shipping and hairline will occur on face near cutout

GOOD—

NOT RECOMMENDED— hairlining & shipping may occur
Securitee Systems
the Quality suspension system for acoustical tile installations.
Engineered for the construction industry.

Securitee Tee-bars and Clips are accurately fabricated of 24 gauge rust resistant steel. ★ Tee-bar flanges and web are of extra width and height, assuring proper support for a true and level ceiling. ★ Securitee Clips are fabricated with a patented pressure flange that automatically locks against supporting channel for additional rigidity. ★ To prevent sagging acoustical ceilings, specify and insist on Securitee, the suspension system designed to give outstanding structural strength.

*Securitee Systems

W. J. Haertel & Co
832 West Eastman Street • Chicago 22, Illinois

West Coast Distributor Frey & Haertel, Inc., 125 Barneveld Ave., San Francisco 24, Calif.
5. Welding—is used to build up the required shape and for securing clips and fastenings to the back of the sheet. Gas welding is the easiest and safest for continuous welds and should be done either by flowing the two pieces together or by adding a piece of the same material. It must be used only with light gauge material to prevent heat warping and excessive labor costs. Arc welding has only limited use because foreign materials in the welding rods make enameling difficult, gauges of material are too light to withstand the weld, and spatter results which must be cleaned off or it will show through the enamel. It is used for welds that will not show on the surface and then usually in tack or intermittent welds. Spot welding or other resistance welds are commonly used to attach flanges, lugs or clips to the back. Spots should be spaced about 1 in. apart. All welds should be designed to allow uniform expansion and contraction of large areas. Brazing cannot be used because enamel will not adhere to brazing materials. Soldering cannot be used because solders melt below firing temperatures.

Porcelain enamel sheets have been formed for use as: copings, sills, bulkheads, columns, pilasters, spandrel facings, louvers, wainscoting, bathroom walls, suspended ceilings, etc.
AIR CONDITIONING THE
MODERN AUDITORIUM

by Samuel R. Lewis, Consulting Mechanical Engineer,
Samuel R. Lewis and Associates, Chicago, Illinois

SAMUEL R. LEWIS is a practicing consulting mechanical engineer in Chicago. He is past president of the American Society of Heating & Ventilating Engineers. He is a member of the American Society of Refrigerating Engineers, Chicago Association of Consulting Engineers, Western Society of Engineers and National District Heating Association. He has designed the successful air conditioning plants for many places of assembly, such as theaters, auditoriums and places of worship. He is author of several textbooks covering the design of complete air conditioning systems.

Church auditoriums, school assembly halls, theaters and other public meeting places generally require mechanical ventilation. To insure comfort, nearly all structures of this type now make use of some means of removing excess heat and moisture from the air.

Since heat from each occupant of a structure approximates half as much as that from a lighted candle (about 650 Btu per hour at 70°F.), temperature and relative humidity build up rapidly in crowded rooms. For example, the adjusted total heat gain based on normal percentage of men, women and children is estimated at from 330 to 350 Btu/Hr in occupied theaters. Unless corrected, this condition may cause such discomfort that the result may restrict use of the place.

In theaters where the performance is continuous, audience changes are gradual. There is little or no opportunity for periodic aeration. The same is true of most auditoriums, concert halls and the like. It is somewhat less true of school assembly rooms, churches, clubs and other gathering spots in which recesses or intermissions may allow some measure of ventilation at fairly frequent intervals.

IMPORTANT FACTORS

There are many factors to be considered in planning an effective air conditioning system: floor area of the auditorium, building height, total cubage, seating capacity, doors, windows and their exposure, roof construction and the possible effect of solar heat. Heat gain from lights, projection booths, motors and other equipment may necessarily influence the type and size of air conditioning system required. Areas adjacent to the main auditorium, such as offices, rest rooms, corridors, foyer, dressing rooms, refreshment stands, storage rooms and the stage itself often present a problem that must receive special consideration. In some instances, supplementary equipment may prove most satisfactory; in others the better plan may be an over-all central-system installation. It is generally best to discuss with a refrigeration engineer the relative merits of both systems.

A central system will require a suitable machine room in the basement or other available space, whereas unit air conditioners may be placed in strategic locations throughout the structure. Water, drainage and power facilities must also be considered, as the availability of these services may affect plumbing and wiring installations and their cost.

ESTIMATING REQUIREMENTS

An auditorium with a seating capacity of about 500 persons, situated in a zone of normal average temperature, will probably require year-round air conditioning. To provide for peak loads during hot seasons, a 35-ton central system might be indicated. On the other hand, two or more air conditioning units totaling 30-ton capacity may prove entirely adequate and might affect a saving both in equipment and installation costs.

In either case, early plans should include the possible arrangement of ducts required, intake and exhaust vents, blowers, cooling fans, and suitable housing for such equipment.

In whichever type of plant is used, provision should be made in the architectural design for air supply and exhaust ducts and for diffusers and grilles intelligently located in the walls, ceiling and floor. Space must be allotted for the machinery, particularly with consideration of noise and vibration from compressors, fans and pumps.
LOCATING DUCTS, VENTS

Location of air-supply inlets and spent-air outlets from the rooms is exceedingly important to provide proper air distribution. Experience has shown that persons in an auditorium will become draft-conscious and will voice complaints if air at appreciable speed presses against their backs. Similarly, there should be no strong air currents cooler than average environmental temperature flowing at floor level.

Reception of ventilating air generally is most beneficial if it enters the auditorium through diffusers in the ceiling or walls that allow the air to move toward the faces of the audience. Air-exhaust openings should be at low velocity and may be located in the floor under seats or around the side and rear walls. Outlets may also be constructed overhead. In hot weather, particularly, rising warm air encounters heavier cool air which falls slowly toward the floor. In cold weather, however, it may be more desirable to exhaust warm air at floor level rather than overhead.

An auditorium may be so located that passing traffic of one kind or another creates a noise problem. This may necessitate a choice between closed windows with risk of overheating, or open windows and unacceptable sound communication from exterior sources. In such cases, installation of a complete air conditioning system becomes more attractive psychologically and financially than to seek another location for the structure.

No physical difficulties will be encountered, as a rule, in extending an existing mechanical ventilating system (which is only partially an air conditioning plant), into a complete system. Air generally is cooled by contact with a surface or substance less warm than the air. This may be a liquid, such as water, or tubes of metal such as aluminum, steel or copper, with expanding refrigerant such as "Freon" on the side of the tube not exposed to air. As the temperature of the air is reduced, its volume becomes smaller. The water vapor that is part of the air condenses on the cool surfaces or increases the volume of chilled water in the cold liquid sprays that sometimes are employed.

It follows that air condensed in volume by refrigeration and introduced into the room must be expanded without restoring its original moisture. Air too cool for human comfort must be reheated to a comfortable temperature warmer than the dew-point temperature, without losing the ability of the air to evaporate moisture. This dew-free air may be warmed a few degrees before it enters the room without restoring the invisible water vapor that fell out as dew. The dry air, still cool, then removes excess heat from the room. Heat to expand the air after it has been condensed, may come from part of the warm air in the auditorium that otherwise would be exhausted outdoors, or it may come from steam, hot water or electricity.

No inflexible rules can be given for air conditioning any entire auditorium. Requirements differ in every case. However, analysis of the individual problem should help determine the total refrigeration needed and should indicate whether the system should be of the central or multiple-unit type.

Whatever the job of air conditioning or refrigeration, there are now available many excellent units of equipment. Selections can be made that will exactly meet almost every specific requirement. The machines are made by well-known manufacturers, and their representatives will gladly cooperate with architects and engineers on any problem of this kind...offering complete information about various models of equipment.

It will generally be found that most machines recommended for the air conditioning and refrigeration needs of structures serving the public are charged with "Freon" refrigerants. This is important for the reason that these refrigerants are safe... noncombustible, nonexplosive, virtually nontoxic... and harmless to fabrics, finishes and furs. In addition, "Freon" refrigerants are scientifically produced by laboratory-controlled methods of manufacture that insure their chemical purity. This, in turn, contributes to the economical, and trouble-free performance of the system over a long period of time. It is a plus value that represents added protection for the owner. It safeguards his investment in the property.

Still another important reason for specifying "Freon"-operated equipment is that these refrigerants meet all building-code and safety-code requirements, such as B9.1—1950 ASA Standard. You can always render a real service to your client by recommending such systems. E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.), "Kinetic" Chemicals Division, Wilmington 98, Delaware.
In removing the cylinder of a Russwin “Stilemaker” heavy-duty Cylindrical Lock for re-keying, no key is needed...an extremely desirable feature in “top security” installations.

“Top security” lock construction is only one of many “Stilemaker” advantages that assure client satisfaction over the years. Complete data on Russwin “Stilemakers” is available from your Russwin Distributor. Russell & Erwin Division, The American Hardware Corp., New Britain, Conn.

cut heating costs and keep the interior cooler in summer. All exposed surfaces of the house, inside and out, are treated with phenolic resins for additional protection.

Designed primarily to help meet the changing needs of defense production areas by providing an alternate to both trailer-camp living and fixed-to-site housing, the houses employ no critical materials and, according to the manufacturer, present no site foundation or erection problems. The units are delivered from factory to site with everything in place. Kitchen and bath plumbing and power facilities can be easily connected to master pipes and lines at the site. Foundations may be either wood post or concrete.

Equipment furnished with the houses includes range with four burners and oven, 4.2 cu ft refrigerator, sink, water closet and tank, lavatory, tub and shower combination, 20 gal. gas-fired hot water heater and semi-automatic washing machine. Heating is from a bottled gas control forced hot air furnace.

The three component units of the house can be arranged to permit many floor plans and exterior designs to suit individual tastes of occupants. Pressed Steel Car Co., Inc., 6 No. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.

New Summer Carpet Line
Alexander Smith, Inc. is presenting an assortment of new carpet colors, designs and patterns for the summer markets. The new colors, chosen as a result of a survey of dealers and consumers, are madeira brown, Florentine red, aquatone, nocturne gray, limefrost green, greige and copper rose. They will appear in Dominion, Shoreham and Twist qualities.

Two fabrics made in carpet rayon are being introduced and reportedly will be moderate in price. New patterns have been added to Smith’s Riverdale and Dominion qualities and to the Princess Cotton group, and Dalistan, a new collection of three domestic Orientals, will be available. Alexander Smith, Inc., 295 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.